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Information storage is of crucial importance in the modern society. Up to now, 
magnetic data storage technology, represented by magnetic hard disk drive 
technology, has always been the dominant information storage technology for the 
society.  
The area density or the total capacity, if the disk number and disk size are fixed, is 
the key performance parameter for the magnetic disk drives and magnetic data storage 
technology. Today, the best disk drives have reached an areal density of 100~200 
Giga-bit per square inch (Gb/in2). Researchers are developing technologies to push 
density to 1 Tera-bit per square inch (Tb/in2).  
High density recording requires high resolution data recording and retrieval. Such 
high resolution recording and retrieval are achieved by flying the read/write head as 
close to the disk surface as possible.  An extremely low flying height of 3 nm is 
required for 1 Tb/in2 areal density.  
Starting from analyses of technological challenges towards such an extremely low 
flying height, this thesis reports author’s exploration of new technologies towards 
3nm flying height. The major focus areas include technologies to minimize the flying 
height modulation caused by disk waviness with nanometer amplitude, technologies 
to reduce flying height variation under various possible working altitudes, load/unload 
technology at extremely low flying height, nano-actuator technology for future flying 
height control and so on. The author is one of the pioneers in the society in exploring 
technology solutions towards 3 nm flying height.  
Disk surface is of waviness of millimeter wavelength and nanometer amplitude. It 
is important to minimize the flying height modulation caused by such disk 
morphology or waviness in order to push technology towards 3 nm flying height. 
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Starting from investigating the mechanism of the flying height modulation caused by 
disk morphology, this thesis investigates the relationship between air-bearing design 
and flying height modulation. New design strategies are proposed which significantly 
reduce the flying height modulation. New air bearing design is, thus, proposed and 
demonstrated which shows the lowest flying height modulation among what were 
reported in public domain up to now.  
Different altitudes have different air molecule densities and air bearing forces. As 
a result, flying height drops at a higher altitude. It is important to develop strategies 
and technologies to minimize the flying height change caused by working altitude, 
especially when the flying height is around 3 nm and the allowed maximum flying 
height change is merely 0.3~0.5 nm. Systematic investigations on the relationship 
between altitude and air-bearing force on different parts of air bearing surface, and 
possible air bearing designs are conducted in this thesis.  Air-bearing design strategies 
and new air-bearing designs are proposed and developed in this thesis work. The 
technology developed by the author and the team makes the flying height change 
negligible at the targeted altitude variation range. 
A multi-negative force zone technology is proposed to achieve smooth head-slider 
loading onto the disk surface. The simulation results show that sliders designed are of 
obvious advantage in achieving smooth head loading and stable flying status. 
A mechanism to realize  “proximity-on-demand” interface is proposed which 
utilizes a piezoelectric ceramic material (PZT) to adjust the curvature (crown and 
camber) of the air bearing surface, thus to adjust the flying height. Experimental 
results confirm the feasibility of such an approach.  
Testing technology is of great importance for such ultra-low flying height systems. 
An optical constant averaging method is developed to improve the testing accuracy in 
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flying height testing process.  
The experimental study of the flying height modulation and long-term flyability 
are conducted with sliders of flying height around 3.5 nm. Results show that ultra-low 
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The annual world production of unique information is between 1 and 2 exa-bytes 
(1 exa-byte = 1 million terabytes), as reported by the School of Information 
Management and Systems at the University of California in Berkeley [1]. This means 
that roughly 250 megabyte new and unique information will be generated every year 
per every man, woman, and child on earth. Regarding to the storage of such 
information, only 7 % of the information is stored in print (books, newspapers, 
photographs, etc). The rest 93 % is stored digitally with magnetic hard disks as the 
primary storage medium.   
 
Figure 1.1 Areal density growth during the last 45 years (Chart courtesy of Ed 
Grochowski, Hitachi Global Storage Technology) [2] 
 2 
The world’s first magnetic hard disk drive was introduced in September 1956 by 
the International Business Machines Corp. (IBM). The refrigerator-size product 
offered unprecedented performance by permitting random access to a total storage 
capacity of 4.4 Mbytes distributed over 50 double-sided, two-feet-diameter magnetic 
disks. Recording density of this first hard disk product is about 2,000 bits per square 
inch. The disk drive had a purchase price of $10,000,000 per giga-byte. Now, a 
modern 2.5" hard disk drive, e.g. used in notebook personal computers (PCs), is about 
the size of a deck of cards and has a capacity of 160 Giga-bytes. Its data storage 
density is 31 billion bits per square inch and the purchasing price of such hard disk 
drives is less than $1 per gigabyte [3]. 
Such a tremendous advancement comes from the continuous development of new 
technologies which increases the areal density of data storage over disk surface. In 
fact, the areal density of magnetic disk drives has increased by nearly eight orders of 
magnitude since 1956. Figure 1.1 shows the areal density of IBM products for the last 
45 years [2]. 
New technologies and innovations are the major driving forces of the areal density 
increase. The magnetic disk drive enjoyed an annual areal density increase of about 
25 % in its first 35 years. The invention of thin film head technology and magneto-
resistive head technology led to an acceleration of this rate to about 60~100 % during 
1990~2004 period. However, maintaining this incredible rate is not easy and today the 
technology is moving at a more sustainable pace of about 30~40 % per year.  
As the technical capabilities of the hard disk drive and their range of applications 
expand, the impact of the hard disk drive has increased on the evolution of computing 
systems from mainframes to PCs to consumer electronics, such as digital 
entertainment systems and portable consumer devices. 
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1.2 Magnetic Hard Disk Drive 
Figure 1.2 shows a photograph of a modern magnetic recording hard disk drive 
[4]. A typical hard disk drive consists of data storage media (disks to storage 
information), spindle motor to rotate the disks, read/write heads for data recording and 
retrieval, actuator to drive the read/write head to the targeted data track, and the 
corresponding electronics. 
A hard disk drive has one or more disk platters to store data. Each platter usually 
has one read/write head on each of its two surfaces. The platters are made from glass 
or ceramic or aluminum alloy substrates. The substrates themselves are non-magnetic. 
With magnetic layer coated on its surface, the disks are able to record and keep 
information magnetically.  
The disks are mounted on a spindle which is turned by the spindle motor. Most of 
hard disk drives nowadays spin at a speed between 5,400 and 15,000 RPM.  Modern 
hard drives can transfer 80~100 megabytes of data per second. 
The read/write heads conduct data recording and retrieval operations. The head is 
designed in such a way that it has high sensitivity to magnetic field. The head’s 
resolution is determined by the head design and the spacing between the read/write 
head and disk media.  
The data is stored digitally as tiny magnetized regions, called bits, on the disk. A 
magnetic orientation in one direction on the disk could represent a "1", while an 
orientation in the opposite direction could represent a "0". Data is arranged in sectors 
along a number of concentric tracks. These tracks are arranged from the inner 
diameter of the disk to its outer edge. When reading head flies over the disk surface, it 
senses the magnetization direction and, therefore, retrieves the data recorded on disk 
surface by the writing head.  
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The read/write head is carried by a device called slider to float on a cushion of air, 
aiming to minimize the spacing between head and disk. The flying height of the 
read/write head is only a few nanometers in modern designs. As a writing head flies 
over the spinning disks, the head magnetizes the surface in a pattern which represents 
the data in a digital form.  
Each head-slider is held by a triangular-shaped actuator arm (called suspension).  
The head arm is controlled by an actuator called voice coil motor which has to be of 
nanometer positioning resolution. The actuator moves the heads from the hub to the 
edge of the disk. 
The hard disk's electronics control the movement of the actuator and the rotation 
of the disk, and perform reading and writing on demand from the disk controller via 
its interface to the computer. 
 
Figure 1.2 Components of a typical hard disk drive [4] 
 
In a typical operation, the disk drive electronic circuits receive control commands 
from the host computer and the control signals are processed in the on-board digital 
signal processor (DSP). The actuator on receiving the control signal then moves and 
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locates the read/write heads to the target locations on the disks for the read/write 
process to take place. During this process, the position error signals (PES) and the 
track numbers are read from the disk for feedback control. 
 
1.3 Key Factors for Achieving High Areal Density 
The areal density of magnetic hard disk drives is normally described by the 
amount of data bits stored on one unit of disk surface area. The industry standard areal 
density describes how many data bits can be recorded and retrieved on one square 
inch of disk surface.   
Areal density includes two components: track density, which refers to how many 
tracks per inch, and bit density, which refers to how many bit per inch along one data 
track. Since 1997, track densities have being increased faster than linear densities, due 
to technology difficulties in pushing towards higher bit density.  
The key factors for achieving high areal densities include the followings: 
a) Nano-magnetics and advanced media technology 
The recording media are made of distinct fine grains and each grain acts 
independently as a single magnetic domain. When an inductive write head passes over 
the medium, a group of particles are aligned to compose a single bit cell. Transitions 
between the bit cells tend to be imprecise as particles will not be perfectly aligned. 
The single bit cells decrease with increasing areal density, thus the magnetic particles 
that make up the cells must shrink accordingly, as well as the magnetic energy stored 
per particle. Continued decreasing this sort leads to particles too small to retain their 
magnetic orientation against thermal fluctuations, which is called 
superparamagnetism.  
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Increasing areal density requires to reduce the magnetic grain size, increase the 
thermal stability of the written bits and reduce the transition width of adjacent bit 
cells.  
b) Nano-spintronics and advanced head and sensor technology 
The size of the recording bit necessary for high bit and track densities is achieved 
by scaling down the dimensions of the pole tip structure to nanometer dimensions.  
Increasing areal density requires read/write head designs that allow writing narrow 
tracks and reading information with adequate signal amplitude.  
c) Nano-mechanics, nano-aerodynamics and  head-disk interface technology      
Achieving higher linear density and hence areal density require the read/write 
heads to fly closer to the disk surface. As the closer the head is to disk surface, the 
higher the resolution of data read/write is. Lowering the flying height allows the 
magnetic fields created during the writing process to be focused into a smaller area as 
areal density increases -- higher resolution of read/write head. More discussion can be 
seen in the next section. 
d) Nano-actuator and high track density technology  
The significant trend that track density is increasing dramatically in magnetic hard 
disk drives has led to a necessity for high bandwidth servo systems to enable faster 
system dynamics and to suppress more disturbances. One of the solutions to expand 
servo bandwidth is to use the dual-stage servo, in which a fine microactuator is added 
to the coarse actuator to accomplish the task in a high frequency range.  
 The work presented in this thesis covers nano-aerodynamics and nano-actuator 
technologies for achieving extremely high density magnetic data storage. 
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1.4 Head Disk Interface and Challenges to Achieve High Density 
1) Head-Disk Systems 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the head-disk systems. Disks are mounted on and spun by a 
spindle motor. The sliders, which carry the read/write transducers, are attached to 
suspensions.  The read/write head is situated at the trailing edge of the slider. The 
most commonly used reading heads are called magetoresistive (MR) heads which 
detect the “1”s and “0”s by measuring the change in the resistance of the magnetic 
element as the magneto-resistance changes when the magnetic field from recorded 
data bit changes.    
 
Figure 1.3 Schematic illustration of hard disk basic 
 
Thin film disks are actually of complex multilayer structures, as shown in Figure 
1.3. The aluminum substrate is plated with underlayer, such as an amorphous NiP 
undercoat and chromium underlayer, to help achieving the expected surface 
conditions and the magnetic grain structure of the magnetic recording layer. The 
magnetic layer (typically Co-based alloy) is the data storage layer. The magnetic layer 
is covered by a carbon overcoat layer and a lubricant layer, aiming at providing 
mechanical and chemical protection of the magnetic layer under various disk drive 
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operation conditions. The thicknesses of the layers shown in Figure 1.3 are typical 
values of modern hard disk drives. Actually the thicknesses of the layers differ with 
different companies and different purposes. But the thicknesses of the overcoat layer 
and lubricant keep decreasing in order to reduce the magnetic spacing between the 
read/write element and disk.   
High density recording requires small magnetic spacing between magnetic head 
and magnetic medium. The magnetic spacing is the distance between the magnetic 
recording head and the magnetic medium layer. The magnetic spacing includes flying 
height, recession of the head pole tip, the thickness of the diamond-like-carbon (DLC) 
film on the head surface and the thickness of the carbon overcoat and lubricant on the 
disk surface.  
 
2) Slider and Its Flying Performance Parameters 
The slider is the mechanical device which holds the read/write head. The modern 
slider is sliced from a wafer containing the head elements which are created via a 
semiconductor-like process. The slider’s geometric dimension, the pattern design of 
the disk facing slider surface, called the air bearing surface or air-bearing surface 
(shown in Figure 1.4), the relative motion speed between slider and disk surfaces, and 
the gram load from suspension determine the flying height and dynamic flying 
performance of the slider.   
Slider size and mass have evolved with time based on requirement to reduce the 
overall mass of the slider/suspension assembly, as illustrated in Figure 1.5 [5]. This 
reduction improves the dynamic response of the slider, such as shock resistance, 
capability in following up disk morphology and so on.   
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of head disk interface 
 
Figure 1.5  Evaluation of slider size/air bearing surface (Chart courtesy of Hitachi 
Global Storage Technology) [5] 
 
The slider is self-pressurized by the airflow of the rapidly spinning disk or the 
high speed relative motion between slider and disk. A very thin and highly 
compressed air bearing film is generated due to the high relative speed motion 
between the slider and the disk surface.  
The slider has three degrees of freedom, as illustrated in Figure 1.6. It can move 
up and down and rotate around the point where the suspension is attached in the pitch 
and roll directions.  
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Figure 1.7 Air-flow direction, skew angle and slider’s rail layout 
 
The mechanical parameter of a flying slider includes flying height, pitch angle and 
roll angle. The pitch angle is the angular displacement about the slider’s length. For a 
positive pitch, the slider-disk spacing at the leading edge of the slider is larger than 
that at the trailing edge of the slider. The roll angle of a slider is the angular 
displacement about the slider’s width. For positive roll, the slider-disk spacing at the 
slider’s inner edge (the edge closer to disk centre) is larger than that at the outer edge 
of the slider. Skew angle (illustrated in Figure 1.7) is the angle between the central 
line of the slider and the track on the disk. Positive skew refers to the case that air 
flows from the inner leading edge to the outer trailing edge.  
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The motion of the slider reaches an equilibrium when a balance is established 
among forces and moments generated by the air-bearing force and the force and 
moments exerted by a pre-load of the suspension. Other forces, such as the 
intermolecular force, become increasingly influential to the force/moment equilibrium 
if the spacing approaches a molecular distance.  
 
3) High Density Recording and Its Requirement to Flying Height 
  The achievable minimum bit size is limited by the transition length of 
magnetization from one direction to the other, formed by writing operation of 
magnetic writing head. The transition length can be described as piα. Here, α is the 





























=   (1.1) 
where *S  is the coercive squareness, cH  the medium coercivity, rM  the remanent 
magnetization of the magnetic medium, T  the total thickness of both the overcoat 
(both  slider and disk surfaces) and the lubricant thickness, FH  the flying height of 
the magnetic head, δ  the thickness of the magnetic layer. As can be seen from Eq. 
(1.1), high linear density requires small thickness T  of the magnetic data recording 
layer and low flying height.  
 Meanwhile, in the reading process, the Fourier component of the readback voltage 

















                          (1.2) 
where 0µ  is the permeability of free space, v  the media velocity, W  the track width, 
gH  is the head gap field , g  the gap width, 12 −=i , k the wave number. Eq. (1.2) 
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indicates that the readback signal at each of its harmonic decays exponentially. Here, 
the amplitude loss cased by factor FHTy += (the magnetic spacing) is called the 
magnetic spacing loss. In order to increase the readback signal, it is needed to reduce 
the spacing loss, which also means to reduce the flying height, the total thickness of 
the overcoat and lubricant.  
It can be concluded that both the writing and reading processes require smaller 
magnetic spacing in order to achieve high linear density.  
 
Figure 1.8 Areal density vs. head-media spacing 
 
Magnetic spacing can be decreased by  
a) Reducing the total thickness of the overcoat and the lubricant, and  
b) Reducing the mechanical spacing between head-slider and disk-media – the 
flying height of the slider.  
However, reducing the thickness of the overcoats and lubricant may subject to the 
development of new overcoat materials, new disk manufacturing process, and new 
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technologies to reduce the chance of slider-disk contact and contact induced wear. 
The other way is to reduce the mechanical spacing between the head and the disk, 
which means to decrease the flying height of the slider.  
Figure 1.8 shows the history of the areal density vs. flying height. Nowadays, the 
flying height has been reduced to merely 6~8 nm. However, a further reduction of 
flying height down to 2.5~3 nm is required for pushing technologies towards areal 
density of 1 Tera-bit per square inch (Tbit/in2) [7].   
 
4) Robust Head-Disk Interface at Extremely Low Flying Height  
Robust and reliable operation of a modern magnetic disk drive depends critically 
on the robustness of head-disk interface technology. In fact, more than 90 % of disk 
drive failure comes from head-disk interface problems. Careful design of the air 
bearing and the head disk interface (HDI) is needed to provide a robust physical 
spacing between the head's magnetic sensors and the magnetic disk down to 10 
nanometers in today's drives. This includes how to minimize the flying height 
fluctuation caused by disk morphology, and how to reduce the flying height changes 
due to altitude and other factors.  
Another important factor for disk drive or head-disk interface robustness is the 
robustness of the dynamic load/unload (L/UL) operation – the operation to load head 
towards disk surface for data read/write operation and the operation to unload the 
head from disk surface before shutting down the disk drives. With the load/unload 
technology, the head is retracted off disk surface when the disk drive is not in use. 
The contact between slider and disk surface is minimized and, therefore, disk overcoat 
thickness can be reduced. However, the challenge is how to reduce the slider disk 
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contact during load/unload operation, especially when the head-disk spacing is 
reduced to merely 3 nm. 
The so called “proximity-on-demand” technology is another approach for 
increasing the robustness of the head-disk interface. The flying height is reduced to 
ultra-low level only when the head is going to do read/write operations. The head will 
be flying at higher flying height when it is not doing the read/write operations. 
However, the challenge for the implementation of such a technology is how to have 
proper micro-actuator design and working mechanism. 
 
1.5 Problem Statement 
Future high-density magnetic-disk drive requires a head-disk interface technology 
that can work at an extremely low flying height under various stressful working 
environments and flying height variation tolerance. The flying height achieved by 
industry in high end products today is about 12 nm when the author started this thesis 
work, with an areal density around 60 Giga-bit per square inch (Gb/in2). The research 
target set for this thesis work is to develop technologies which can push the flying 
height as low as merely 3 nm so as to achieve 1000 Giga-bit per square inch (Gb/ in2) 
or 1 Tera-bit per square inch (Tb/ in2) areal density.  
When the flying height moves towards 3 nm, the flying stability and the 
corresponding interface reliability become crucial challenges. Reliable reading and 
writing of magnetic data require the flying height fluctuation not more than ±10 % of 
the nominal flying height [8]. For 3 nm flying height case, this means a fluctuation 
within ±0.3 nm. The corresponding technology challenges include:  
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(a) How to handle factors that are negligible with higher flying height, such as 
intermolecular force effect and so on;  
(b) How to minimize the possibility of occasional contact; 
(c) How to minimize the head disk wear and friction, and  
(d) How to reduce the flying height loss due to altitude. 
This thesis focuses on the exploration of technologies to minimize flying height 
modulation and head disk contact at an extremely small flying height (3 nm). The 
work includes the technologies to minimize the flying height modulation caused by 
disk waviness, technologies to minimize the flying height sensitivity to altitude, 
technologies to reduce the probability of slider-disk contact during head loading 
process. “Proximity-on-demand” head disk interface technology is proposed and 
explored to reduce the head and disk contact and wear. The work also extends to the 
study and exploration of the flying height testing technologies for ultra-low flying 
height applications.  
 
1.6 Dissertation Structure  
The thesis focuses on the investigation of the key challenges and technology 
solutions for achieving ultra-low flying height. The thesis consists of eight chapters. 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction of the magnetic hard disk drives and the head-disk 
interface technology for the magnetic disk drives. Chapter 1 also states the challenges 
of the head–disk interface technology when flying height becomes extremely low. 
Chapter 2 discusses flying height testing technology, focusing on the working 
principle of intensity interferometry and the flying height testing technologies for 
ultra-low flying height sliders.  Chapter 3 experimentally studies the flying height 
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modulation and long-term robustness of the ultra-low flying height sliders. Chapter 4 
studies the air bearing technology to reduce the flying height modulation caused by 
disk waviness. Chapter 5 investigates the air bearing technology to decrease the flying 
height sensitivity to altitude. Chapter 6 explores technologies for smooth loading 
operation. Multi-negative air bearing zones concept is proposed and investigated in 
this chapter. A new head disk interface of “proximity-on-demand” or active slider for 
flying height control is proposed in Chapter 7. The prototype of the slider is fabricated 
and experimentally test is conducted to prove the feasibility of this head disk 
interface. The final chapter, Chapter 8, summarizes the research work and main 
conclusions, as well as future work. 
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Chapter 2 
Flying Height Testing Technologies at Extremely 
Small Head-Disk Spacing 
 
Flying height is among the most critical parameter for head-disk interface design 
and evaluation. However, the experimental measurement of the flying height becomes 
more difficult than ever as technology moves to a flying height merely 2~4 nm. The 
commercially available flying height testers, which work well when flying height is 
above 10 nm, cannot provide the desired repeatability when the flying height reduces 
to 2~4 nm level. In fact, even the on-spot calibration process, which is a must before 
actual flying height testing, becomes difficult and not repeatable in the flying height 
testing process, when the flying height is below 10 nm. 
In this chapter, the testing principle of optical flying height tester is first discussed, 
aiming at identifying the main cause of its difficulties in low flying height application. 
Then, new approaches for flying height testing are explored and proposed. 
Experimental results confirm that the proposed methods and approaches are effective 
in conducting flying height measurement at such a low flying height level.   
 
2.1 Working Principle of Optical Interferometry for Flying Height 
Testing 
The industry standard method for flying height measurement is one kind of optical 
interferometry methods. It uses a transparent glass disk to replace the magnetic disk 
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for the flying height measurement of a head-slider. Such a replacement is acceptable 
in terms of evaluating the flying performance of head-slider.  
 
Figure 2.1 A diagram illustrating the flying height tester 
 
Figure 2.2 Reflections and transmissions at two interfaces 
 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the system configuration of the industry standard optical 
flying height tester setup. Light from the mercury arc lamp is directed through the 
transparent glass disk and onto the slider. Reflected light, containing information 
about the spacing between slider and glass disk, is received by the photo-detector for 
flying height measurement and analyses [9, 10]. 
Figure 2.2 illustrates the optical working principles of such interferometry [10-12]. 
Considering the bottom surface of the glass disk, air bearing and the slider surface, 
there are two interfaces in this structure. The resultant reflected waves returning to 
glass disk consist of light which is initially reflected from the glass-air (E1) and air-
slider (E2) interfaces as well as the multi-reflection components (E3, E4, …). Each 
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successive transmission back into glass disk is smaller than the last, and the infinite 
series of partial waves makes up the resultant reflected wave. The amplitude of the 
resultant reflected wave is +++= 321 EEEEtot  
The ratio of the amplitude of the outgoing resultant wave to the amplitude of the 
incoming wave is defined as the total reflection coefficient, and is analogous to the 
Fresnel reflection coefficients for a single interface. For a single film including two 
interfaces and considering the normal incidence (incident angle is zero), the total 
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Here, n1, n2 are the refractive indices of the glass disk and the air, respectively, 
and ( 3 3n j k− ⋅ ) the complex index of refraction for the slider, d the flying height and 
λ is the wavelength of the incident light.  
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To find the flying height is just to rephrase the question. Rewrite Eq. (2.1), the 






























d              (2.6) 
The optical constants (n, k) for slider and glass disk can be determined by an 
ellipsometer. With those known values, we can use Eqs. (2.3) to (2.5) to calculate 12r , 
23r  and 23φ . If the total reflection coefficient R associated with that flying height is 
known, the flying height can be calculated from Eq. (2.6). 
In flying height tester, the reflected light goes into a photo-detector that converts 
the photon energy into electrical energy, and the output signal of the photo-detector is 
in voltage. This voltage is then converted to digital data by an A/D converter 
connected to the photo-detector.  
One part of the reflected light is further reflected from the optical components 
before it reaches the photo-detector. Moreover, the light from the background and the 
light reflected from the top surface of the glass disk also go into the photo-detector, 
which are not counted in Eq. (2.6). It should be appreciated that all the uncertainties 
can be treated as constants for every testing and therefore, we can write the output 
voltage in terms of the total reflection coefficient as, 
CRGV +⋅=                   (2.7) 
It is easy to obtain the voltage value V for a certain flying height. We still need the 
overall gain G and the offset C to find out R. If two more voltage values are known, 
e.g., the maximum and minimum voltages that correspond to interference maximum 
and minimum in this case, the total reflection coefficient R can be determined from 
Eqs.  (2.8) and (2.9), and it can be expressed as Eq. (2.10). 
 CRGV +⋅= maxmax                  (2.8) 
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CRGV +⋅= minmin                (2.9) 









=             (2.10) 
Thus, flying height can be obtained. 
The calibration procedure in the flying height tester is hence a means to determine 
the maximum and minimum voltages, which in turn determine the overall gain and 
offset of the optical and electrical systems in the flying height tester.  
The industry standard flying height measurement technique, represented by the 
Dynamic Flying Height Tester (DFHT) from a company called Phasemetrics, 
conducts the calibration (measuring the maximum and minimum voltages) by 
capturing the maximum and minimum interference signals when load or unload the 
slider onto or from the disk surface.  
 
2.2 Sample Preparation 
2.2.1 Slider Sample and Its Parameters 
A femto slider, Panda II slider, designed and fabricated by researchers in the Data 
Storage Institute [13], was used for the experiments. The air-bearing surface design of 
such slider is shown in Figure 2.3. The targeted flying height of such slider is 3.5 nm. 
Figure 2.3 (a) illustrates the air bearing surface of the slider and the plot of the dual 
shallow steps in Figure 2.3 (b). The slider is of a negative pressure zone and five 
positive pressure pads: one trailing pad, two side pads and two leading pads. The 
negative pressure is formed in the main recess area which is in the middle of the slider. 
The air bearing surface has three etching steps: the outmost surface (small trailing pad 
and leading pads), the sub-shallow step which is 15 nm lower from the outmost 
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surface (middle trailing pad and side pads) and the main-shallow step which is 82 nm 
lower from the outmost surface.  The base recess is of 1540 nm from the outmost 
surface.  
         
                        (a) Air bearing surface                 (b) A-A plot of the dual shallow steps 
Figure 2.3 The air-bearing surface layer of the Panda II slider 
 









FH (0.83, 0.35) 
(nm) 
27.94 11.44 10000 189.42 2.79 3.45 
20.35 4.26 10000 188.77 0.59 3.55 
14.83 -2.45 10000 174.94 -2.23 3.47 
     
 
Figure 2.4 Fabricated slider-suspension assembly of Panda II slider 
 
Table 2.1 lists the design parameters of Panda II slider. It is shown that the flying 
height profile of the slider is quite smooth over the whole disk surface. The design 
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parameters are obtained by the design and evaluation platform from the Computer 
Mechanics Laboratory (CML) at University of California at Berkeley, the most used 
design and modeling platform in the industry.  Figure 2.4 shows the fabricated slider-
suspension assembly of the Panda II slider.  
 
2.2.2 Glass Disk and Disk Characterization 
Glass disks are used for the optical flying height testing. One critical parameter for 
glass disk selection is the disk surface roughness. The roughness (Ra) of the disk 
should be as small as possible for flying height measurement. Figure 2.5 shows the 
disk surface profile, measured by atomic force microscope (AFM). The Ra value of 
such glass disks is 0.34 nm, the best possible disk at the time of experimental work.  
 
Figure 2.5  Glass disk surface tested by AFM 
 
We noticed that it is necessary to have a layer of lubricant over the glass disk 
surface, in order to prevent slider or disk surface damage caused by casual slider-disk 
contact when loading slider to disk surface or during calibration or testing process. 
The glass disks used in the experimental work of this chapter are lubed and the 
thickness of lubricant is about 1~1.5 nm.  
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2.3 Approaches to Improve Flying Height Testing Accuracy 
2.3.1 Optical Constants and Flying Height Testing Error 
One phenomenon noticed by the author in the experimental measurement of the 
flying height is the poor repeatability of flying height readings even for the same 
slider and at the same testing spot on the slider surface. The author believes that this is 
due to the combined effect of both the refractive indices of slider and the calibration 
process. 
The parameters used in the calculation of 12r , 23r  and 23ϕ (in Eqs. (2.3) - (2.5)) are 
the indices of refraction for the glass disk, the air and the slider. Any error in the 
determination of these indices leads to an error of flying height measurement. It is 
easy to determine the index of refraction for homogenous materials, so the index of 
refraction for the glass disk can be determined accurately. The index of refraction for 
the air is close to 1.0. The precision of the index of refraction for the slider is most 
questionable because the slider substrate is formed by composite materials and its 
index of refraction varies form spot to spot.  
Quantitative analysis of the error caused by refractive index measurement of the 
slider is carried out. Figure 2.6 shows the flying height changes versus (n, k) value 
variations when the actual flying height is fixed at 5 nm. It can be observed that a 
variation of n value by 0.02 produces a flying height measurement error around 0.2 
nm, and a variation of k value by 0.01 generates more than 0.2 nm flying height 
measurement error.  
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Figure 2.6 Flying height testing error caused by variation of (n, k) value  
 
In the flying height testing process of commercial flying height tester, only one (n, 
k) value is typed into the system. However, the actual (n, k) values for different 
sliders are slightly different. Also, different points of the slider surface are of slightly 
different (n, k) values as well. Such differences cause flying height testing error. 
Furthermore, the light beam spot size of the commercial flying height tester is a 
square of about 25 µm [12], whilst the measurement spot of the ellipsometer (M-2000) 
is of an ellipse shape and minimum spot size of 60 µm x 25 µm [14]. It means that the 
reading from the ellipsometer is more like an average value, comparing with the beam 
spot size of optical flying height tester.  
Table 2.2 lists the (n, k) values tested point by point at 10 µm interval. It can be 
seen that the variation of (n, k) values can easily lead to more than 0.5 nm difference 
even if we assume that the spot size for flying height testing is as big as the spot size 




 Table 2.2 Complex refractive indices around the testing point on a slider pad 
  n@450 n@550 n@650 k@450 k@550 k@650 
Point 1 2.203 2.232 2.189 0.569 0.495 0.476 
Point 2 2.223 2.246 2.206 0.545 0.486 0.460 
Point 3 2.223 2.227 2.181 0.513 0.428 0.414 
Point 4 2.237 2.249 2.207 0.528 0.463 0.434 
Point 5 2.229 2.228 2.184 0.501 0.428 0.411 
Point 6 2.244 2.253 2.211 0.536 0.456 0.443 
Point 7 2.233 2.253 2.213 0.528 0.474 0.455 
Point 8 2.220 2.228 2.197 0.493 0.437 0.429 
Point 9 2.239 2.244 2.201 0.514 0.448 0.424 
Average: 2.228 2.240 2.199 0.525 0.457 0.438 
Minimum: 2.203 2.227 2.181 0.493 0.428 0.411 
Maximum: 2.244 2.253 2.213 0.569 0.495 0.476 
Std 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.023 0.024 0.022 
 
2.3.2 Calibration and Flying Height Testing Error 
1.  Calibration Method 
Calibration is critical for flying height testing accuracy as mentioned in previous 
section. For the industry standard dynamic flying height tester (DFHT), the 
calibration is achieved through capturing reflected light intensities while varying the 
spacing between the slider and the glass disk. A spacing change of at least ten micro-
inches (250 nm) is required so that the true minimum and maximum light intensities 
for each measurement wavelength can be collected [11, 15].  
Two methods can be employed to vary the flying height for such a calibration 
purpose: retracting and RPM ramp. Additionally, both techniques can be used 
together as a hybrid calibration. 
The retract method is the major method used for flying height testing calibration. 
It utilizes the head load/unload mechanism to unload the slider from the glass disk. In 
general, flying height changes when the spindle speed is increased. The RPM 
calibration method utilizes an increase of spindle speed to alter the slider to disk 
spacing.  
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A spacing change of at least ten micro-inches is required in the calibration process 
in order to obtain the minimum and maximum intensities. However, due to the strong 
negative pressure of the modern sliders, it is difficult to achieve such a spacing 
variation even if the RPM is increased to the maximum of the tester (20,000 RPM). 
Therefore, we applied the retract method in our testing. 
 
2. Reliable Calibration for Flying Height Testing 
An example of a good extracting calibration plot is shown in Figure 2.7. The 
primary factor for achieving reliable calibration is to assure that the first peak and 
valley of the intensity plot is apparent and not spiked.  
 
Figure 2.7 Example of a good calibration plot [16] 
 
When the flying height reduces to about 3.5 nm, it is very difficult to get a good 
calibration performance and desired repeatability, as can be seen from the following 
case descriptions  (calibration radius of 20.35 mm, skew angle of 4.26° and RPM of 
10000). 
One calibration plot is shown in Figure 2.8. It can be seen that the whole curve of 
the calibration vibrates. The first-order peaks and valleys are sharp and not apparent.  
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Another example of the calibration is shown in Figure 2.9. It is shown that the 
extracting process of the slider is long and not smooth. As a result, the confidence on 
the accuracy of minimum intensity value cannot be high. 
  
Figure 2.8 Example 1 of poor calibration plot 
 
Figure 2.9 Example 2 of poor calibration plot 
 
3.  Parameters Selection for Calibration 
Further investigations are carried out to understand more about how to get reliable 
calibration curve. 
1) RPM Effect 
Figure 2.10 shows the RPM effects on the flying height and the negative force at 
the radius of 20.35 mm for the Panda II type of sliders. It is shown that when the RPM 
increases from 1000 to 10000, the negative force increases from 0.46 g to 1.62 g. The 
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flying height increases, reaches a peak at about 2000 RPM, decreases till 8000 RPM 
and starts to increase again when the spindle speed further increases.  The results 
suggest that we can do flying height calibration at a lower RPM (higher flying height) 
and do flying height testing at the working RPM of the slider. 
 
Figure 2.10 RPM effect on the flying height and negative force 
 
2) Skew Angle Effect 
Figure 2.11 shows the skew angle’s effect on the flying height and the roll angle 
of a slider. The simulation radius is at 20.35 mm and RPM of 10000. It is shown that 
for the Panda II slider, the maximum flying height happens when skew angle is 0°. 
The flying height reduces when the skew angle becomes positive or negative. On the 
other hand, the effects of the skew angle on roll angle are not significant. But small 
skew angle is preferred as the flying height is higher and the roll angle is smaller – 
fewer chance of slider-disk contact. 
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Figure 2.11  Skew angle effect on the flying height and roll angle 
 
3) Further Discussion 
From the above analysis, the RPM has a significant effect on the change of the 
suction force and the flying height. For this special slider case, lower RPM can greatly 
reduce the suction force and increase the flying height. Larger radius and smaller 
skew angle can result in larger flying height. Thus in order to reduce or avoid contacts 
between the slider and disk during calibration, the calibration can be done with a 
lower RPM (for this slider design), larger radius and smaller skew angle.  Here, we 
should note that though the RPM, radius and skew angle effects on the flying height 
differs with different air bearing surface designs, we can do the similar analyses to 
optimize parameters’ effects on the calibration process.  
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2.4 Flying Height Testing Results 
2.4.1 Flying Height Extrapolation 
When the flying height reduces to lower than 5 nm, the commercially available 
flying height testers can hardly provide the desired repeatability and it is not easy to 
pass the required on-spot calibration in the flying height testing process.  
 
Figure 2.12 Measurement points on the slider pads 
 
The author tried to test slider-disk spacing at the points with higher flying height, 
as far as high quality calibration can be carried out. Then, extrapolation is adopted to 
get the gap flying height. The extrapolation is based on the surface profile 
measurement of the slider sample, measured with an optical profilometer.  
The flying heights on the selected testing points, as illustrated in Figure 2.12 are 
measured. Then, the gap flying height is derived by extrapolation, based on the 
measured slider surface profile and the slider-disk spacing (FH) at the 3 selected 
testing points [17].  
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2.4.2 Flying height testing procedure 
The procedures of the flying height testing with 3.5 nm of clearance are 
summarized below:    
(1) Prepare glass disk and slider. The disk is lubed and measured with atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) for the roughness. The optical constants (n, k) of the sliders 
are measured with the ellipsometer.  
(2) Setup the relevant parameters, including suspension parameters, disk radius and 
testing track, testing point locations on slider surface, the calibration conditions 
and testing parameters (including (n, k) values).  
(3) Interface status monitoring. It is important to make sure that there is no 
detectable contact between the slider and the disk. Therefore, an AE is attached 
to the clamping cartridge to monitor if there is contact. 
(4) The calibration curve should be smooth, the first peak and valley should be 
broad and obvious.  
(5) After the calibration is done, testing can be performed.  
 
2.4.3 Flying Height Testing Results 
Experiments are carried out with Panda II sliders. Figure 2.13 shows the typical 
calibration plot for the slider. The calibration is finished at the radius of 30 mm, RPM 
of 10000, and skew angle of 0°. The curve is quite smooth, the peaks for three colors 
are broad, the valleys are narrow and the intensity falloffs are obvious. Tables 2.3 and 
2.4 list the testing results of two Panda II sliders. The fourth column MPS means the 
linear velocity of the disk, and the fifth, sixth and seventh columns mean the testing 
flying height at the points of Point-1, Point-2, and Point-3 shown in Figure 2.12 
respectively. The last columns show the gap flying height attained by extrapolation.  
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Figure 2.13 Calibration plot for Panda II slider 
 
Table 2.3 Flying height testing result of slider I 
Radius (mm) Skew (°) RPM MPS (m/s) P1 (nm) P2 (nm) P3 (nm) Gap FH (nm) 
30 0 10000 31.42 5.16 110.76 114.44 3.17 
30 0 11000 34.56 5.93 128.71 131.53 3.63 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.74 134.32 135.87 5.38 
30 0 13000 40.84 9.86 137.15 138.00 7.49 
                
30 0 10000 31.42 5.41 112.16 113.03 3.42 
30 0 11000 34.56 5.49 124.43 125.16 3.28 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.28 136.93 137.60 4.87 
30 0 13000 40.84 9.29 139.52 136.26 6.91 
                
30 0 10000 31.42 5.19 111.37 113.27 3.21 
30 0 11000 34.56 5.97 124.86 125.71 3.76 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.69 137.14 137.94 5.29 
30 0 13000 40.84 9.82 139.81 140.56 7.40 
 
Table 2.4 Flying height testing result of slider II 
Radius (mm) Skew (°) RPM MPS (m/s) P1 (nm) P2 (nm) P3 (nm) Gap FH (nm) 
30 0 10000 31.42 5.36 130.76 131.44 3.03 
30 0 11000 34.56 6.43 138.71 139.53 3.97 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.34 144.32 145.88 4.79 
30 0 13000 40.84 8.86 147.15 148.00 6.23 
                
30 0 10000 31.42 5.41 132.16 133.04 3.05 
30 0 11000 34.56 6.49 141.43 142.16 3.98 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.28 146.93 147.60 4.68 
30 0 13000 40.84 9.09 149.52 150.26 6.48 
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30 0 10000 31.42 5.39 131.37 133.27 3.04 
30 0 11000 34.56 6.37 140.86 142.71 3.86 
30 0 12000 37.70 7.59 145.14 157.94 4.92 




In this chapter, the principle of intensity interferometer of flying height testing 
technology is first illustrated. The variation of optical constants (n, k) on the air 
bearing surface and the accuracy of calibration curve brings into errors during the 
flying height testing process.  Optical constant averaging method is adopted to reduce 
the variation of optical constants effects. To carefully select the parameters for 
calibration process is important to improve the accuracy of the calibration curve.  
Since the available flying height tester (the industry standard) cannot provide the 
desired repeatability and it is not easy to pass the required on-spot calibration in the 
flying height testing process, a method of extrapolation is introduced to achieve the 
gap flying height. Then the flying height testing procedure for flying height below 5 
nm is developed and confirmed experimentally.  
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Chapter 3 
Experimental Studies of Flying Height Modulation 
and Long-Term Flyability 
 
Flyability and flying stability are key issues for achieving a stable head-disk 
interface. They are becoming more and more critical with lower and lower flying 
height. It is believed that reliable reading and writing of magnetic data would require 
the transducer location on the slider fluctuate by no more than 10 % of the nominal 
flying height [18-21]. Many factors, such as surface roughness, disk waviness, flying 
contact, dynamic lube bridging, inter-molecule level interaction, and disk topographic 
features, may affect the flying stability of the slider. 
Researches have been reported which investigated lubricant redistribution, 
deformation and modulation induced by flying sliders. But all these works [22-25] are 
limited to those head-disk systems with rather high flying height (above 10 nm). In 
order to achieve areal density of 1 Tera-bit per square inch (Tb/in2) and beyond, the 
flying height will have to be reduced to 2~4 nm. Also, technology requires a lubricant 
thickness around 1.0 nm and high slider-disk motion velocity (30 m/s). 
Research results were also reported about the investigation of slider’s flying 
characteristics and flying height modulation caused by disk waviness [26-30]. 
However, most of them are limited to rather high flying height and computer 
modeling.  
Starting from discussion on disk surface morphology characteristics and its effects 
on flying height modulation, a platform is set up to experimentally investigate the 
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flying height modulation caused by disk waviness when the flying height is merely 
3.5~4 nm. Then, long-term flyability test is performed in order to investigate the 
robustness of the head-disk interface at such a small head-disk spacing.  
 
3.1 Surface Morphology and Flying Height Modulation  
Disk surface morphology can be classified according to the wavelength. The 
definition used by THôT [35] is adopted in this thesis to describe disk surface 
morphology, as listed in Table 3.1. THôT is the major instrumentation company 
providing equipment for disk surface morphology analyses. The definition from 
THôH is the most widely accepted definition in the industry up to now. 
 
Table 3.1 THôT’s surface morphology definition 
Ra 
(µm) 










<40 40 to 100 100 to 400 400 to 2,000 2,000 to 4,000   >4,000 
 
A full spectrum of disk surface morphology is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which is a 
typical spectrum analysis of disk surface profile on a given track (given radius). It can 
be seen that the spectrum contains morphology from the roughness level (Ra, micron 
or sub-micron wavelength) to disk flatness (10’s millimetre in wavelength). Figure 
3.2 is an illustration of disk micro surface morphology, tested by an atomic force 
microscope (AFM). It can be observed that the disk surface is not absolute smooth but 
has surface roughness. 
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Figure 3.1 Frequency spectrum of disk surface morphology measured at a given track  
 
Figure 3.2 Disk morphology tested by AFM 
 
Table 3.2 Surface morphology descriptions by wavelength and frequency 
Features Wavelength range Frequency range 
Flatness > 4 mm < 6 kHz 
Macro-waviness 2 ~ 4 mm 6 ~ 12 kHz 
Waviness 0.4 ~ 2 mm 12 ~ 60 kHz 
µ-waviness 0.1 ~ 0.4 mm 60 ~ 240 kHz 
Long wave roughness 40 ~ 100 µm 240 ~ 600 kHz 
Roughness < 40 µm > 600 kHz 
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Table 3.2 lists the corresponding frequency bandwidth converted from the 
wavelength based definition when the linear velocity of the testing track is 24 m/s (at 
radius of 1.25 inch and with disk spindle speed of 7200 rpm), typical number for 
modern 3.5” disk drives for desktop computer applications.   
When a slider flies over a disk surface, the magnetic spacing (or flying height) at 
the transducer fluctuates with respect to the disk morphology. These fluctuations 
(which are called flying height modulation) influence both the readback signal 
amplitude and the reading or writing resolution of the read/write head. Therefore, the 
slider air bearing surface must be designed in such a way that the slider would be able 
to follow up as high percentage of disk morphology as possible and reduce the flying 
height fluctuation caused by disk morphology to a negligible level.  
When the magnetic spacing of the head disk interface reduces, the allowed flying 
height fluctuation or flying height modulation reduces. As mentioned above, the 
flying height fluctuation would be as low as ± 0.3 nm when flying height is targeted at 
3 nm. Thus it is important to minimize the flying height modulation caused by disk 
morphology.     
 
3.2 Flying Height Modulation Caused by Disk Morphology 
The slider’s disk surface following capability is different for different disk surface 
morphology wavelengths.  
When the disk wavelength is significantly longer than the length of the slider, the 
slider can follow the disk waviness. For a fixed wavelength of the disk waviness, the 
flying height modulation increases when the length of the slider increases [26]. 
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When the wavelength reduces to about the sliders’ dimension, the flying height 
modulation will be determined by the air-bearing design of the slider and air-pressure 
arrangement over slider’s air bearing surface.  
Thornton, et al [30] investigated the flying height modulation of both pico and 
femto sliders. They observed that the large flying height modulation is resulted from a 
phase shift between the sliders’ response and the disk waviness. The phase shift 
becomes larger when the pitch angle of a flying slider is small. They concluded that a 
flying height modulation is not just a function of the sliders’ overall length but also a 
function of the sliders’ attitude and air bearing surface design. Higher pitch angle is 
helpful to reduce the flying height modulation and shifting the high pressure zone to 
the transducer area is beneficial for reducing the flying height modulation. 
When the wavelength is much shorter than the slider dimension (such as disk 
roughness case), the slider will not be able to adjust itself promptly to follow the 
surface profile at such a wavelength and the flying height modulation will equal to the 
disk roughness. Also, certain disk waviness or micro-waviness corresponds to slider’s 
air-bearing resonance frequency and can excite the air bearing resonance. The flying 
height modulation, in this situation, depends on the dynamics of the mechanical 
system [26-27].  
It is expected that femto form-factor sliders will be favored over the most 
commonly used pico sliders of current hard disk drives in terms of reducing flying 
height modulation, due to its reduced slider dimension, comparing with pico form-
factor sliders. Simulation and experimental work from Liu, et al confirmed the 
advantages of the femto sliders [31, 32]. 
The Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is widely used to experimentally study the 
flying height modulation of the slider, due to its super high displacement resolution 
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(sub-nm) and high bandwidth. Q. H. Zeng, et al [28-29] stated that averaging is 
critical for using the LDV to measure the flying height modulation in the time 
domain. Increasing the times of averaging operations can increase the accuracy of the 
testing, but of course will take longer time for testing. Thus a suitable averaging 
number should be determined for a specific experimental system. Also much better 
displacement data can be obtained from velocity output of the LDV by using 
numerical integration [29]. The experimental results were reported for the 
investigation of the flying height modulation as a function of flying height. They 
utilized the flying height loss vs. flying height to evaluate the flying height effects on 
the flying height modulation. Their results showed that for the same disk rotating 
speed, the percentage of fly height loss is much more significant at the lower fly 
height, and the rate of growth is not linear. 
Experimental investigations were conducted in [28] to investigate repeatable 
flying height modulation as a function of RPM. It was found that the minimal flying 
height modulation occurs when the slider begins to be flying without intermittent 
contact, and the flying height modulation increases as RPM increases. But the ratio of 
the flying height modulation to the flying height stays approximately constant. 
From the previous research works, most of the simulation and experimental results 
were conducted with flying height above 5 nm. In order to investigate the flying 
height modulation of head disk spacing of 2~4 nm, it is necessary to build up a head 
disk interface system with such an ultra-low flying height for achieving areal density 
of 1 Tb/in2. 
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3.3 Experiments of Flying Height Modulation 
Experimental investigations of the flying height modulation are carried out with 
Panda II slider, which was described in Chapter 2. The experimental setup, procedure 
and some testing results will be discussed in the following.   
 
3.3.1 Experimental Setup 
As discussed above, a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) is widely used to 
measure the flying height modulation of the sliders. There are two methods to 
measure the flying height modulation by using LDV [28-29]: dual beam measurement 
and single beam measurement. The single beam LDV measurement method can 
provide the absolute motion of the disk surface under the slider as well as the absolute 
motion of the slider. Not only a higher resolution can be obtained, but also it is easier 
to directly compare experimental and simulation results. Thus in our experiments, we 
adopted the single beam measurement and the velocity output of the LDV is utilized 
and the displacement is attained by integration. 
 
Figure 3.3 Experimental setup for testing flying height modulation 
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Figure 3.3 shows the schematic diagram of our experimental system. A Guzik 
spinstand, the industry standard head-disk testing platform, is used as the testing 
platform. The spinstand is of a precision air-bearing spindle and a built-in signal when 
the spindle rotates one round, which we can use as a trigger instead of using a scratch 
in the inner disk track [28]. A single beam LDV (Polytec 512) is used and the output 
velocity signal of the LDV is fed into a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 4 
kHz. The stage of xyz direction can be used to adjust the laser spot on the slider and 
the disk. Data acquisition is accomplished using a LeCroy oscilloscope sampled at 1 
MHz and with desired averaged times. All data postprocessing is carried out using 
MATLAB.  
 
Figure 3.4 Schematic illustration of signal analysis process 
 
The data analysis process is illustrated in Figure 3.4. The velocity signals of the 
slider and the disk from the LDV are acquired using the oscilloscope and with 100 
averaging. Then the displacements are attained with numerical integration. However, 
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the displacement data from the velocity measurement obtained by integration is quite 
different from the directly measured displacement in the time domain, because there 
are some low frequency components after the integration. A high order Finite Impulse 
Response filter (800 orders, MATLAB function FIR1) is used to remove these low 
frequency components. The frequency of the high-pass filter is selected to be 4~500 
kHz so that the data is for the waviness with wavelength comparable or smaller than 
the slider size. The difference of the displacements measured from the disk and the 
backside of the slider reflects the variation of the head-disk spacing.  
 
3.3.2 Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedure is as follows: 
(1) Test the disk roughness characteristics with AFM. Then the disk is mounted 
onto a spinstand (GUZIK).  
(2) Test flying height of the slider sample with the dynamic flying height tester 
(DFHT), with at least 5 times of averaging and under satisfying calibration 
accuracy (refer to Chapter 2 for Panda II slider flying height testing).  
(3) Evaluate the flyability of the head disk system. Firstly, fly the slider at higher 
flying height. This is achieved by increasing the relative motion speed 
between slider and disk --- letting the slider to work at outer diameter of the 
disk and at high RPM (12,000). Stop the experiment if there is detectable AE 
signal which indicates slider-disk contact. If no detectable AE signal, then, 
reduce the spindle speed from 12000 RPM to 8000 RPM and move the slider 
from radius of 30 mm to 20 mm, monitoring the AE signal. The experimental 
study can be carried out if there still is no AE detectable slider-disk contact 
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(4) Monitoring system setup. Table 3.3 lists the parameters for the testing. In the 
experiment, the slider is tested at radius of 30 mm, RPM of 10000 and skew 
angle of 0°. It takes 6 ms for the slider to run the whole track, thus we can set 
the total time for sampling as 10 ms. At a sample frequency of 1 MHz, we can 
get 10,000 samples on the track.  
 
Table 3.3 Parameters for the flying height modulation testing  
Average times 100 
Filter 4k Hz high pass filter 
Sample frequency 1M Hz 
Sample time 10 ms 
 
(5) Flying height modulation measurement. Firstly, the laser is focused onto the 
slider back as close to the read/write transducer as possible (as shown in 
Figure 3.3) to measure the vertical motion velocity of the slider (S’ (t)). Then 
the slider is offset to a different radius, but holding the measurement beam in 
place. The velocity of the disk is measured (D’ (t)). Here, we only consider the 
repeatable part of slider motion, disk motion and flying height modulation. 
(6) Data processing. After getting the velocity data, the displacement data S (t) 
and D (t) are attained by numerical integration and digital filtering is carried 
out. Then flying height modulation is obtained by subtracting D (t) from S (t). 
 
3.3.3 Experimental Results 
Averaging is important when using the LDV to measure the flying height 
modulation in the time domain. It aims to remove the data caused by random factors. 
It is necessary to identify an averaging number that is suitable to attain stable testing 
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data. Too small averaging number brings many random data into the testing data, and 
too big averaging number increases the experimental and processing time.   
Figure 3.5 (a) shows the relationship between the averaging number and the 3σ 
value of the disk waviness amplitude. The experiment is carried out at a rotation 
speed of 10000 RPM, skew angle of 0° and radius of 30 mm. It is seen that the 3 
value of the disk waviness amplitude reduces when the averaging number increases, 
but when the averaging number is more than 100, the variation of 3 is very small. 
Thus we may conclude that at least 100 averages are required for the disk morphology 
testing.  
Figure 3.5 (b) is the probability density function of the disk morphology 
amplitude, the mean value and the standard deviation is 0 and 0.163, respectively. The 
line is the normal distribution function based on the mean value and standard 
deviation of the testing disk morphology. It is clear that the bar of the probability 
density function correlates very well with the normal distribution function.  
  
(a) Averaging number vs. 3σ of disk displacement amplitude 
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(b) Histogram of the disk morphology amplitude 
Figure 3.5 Testing results of disk morphology   
 
Figure 3.6 (a) shows the displacements of the slider and the disk in time domain 
with 100 averages. It is shown that the slider can follow the disk morphology of long 
wavelength, but can not follow short wavelength components. Figure 3.6 (b) is the 
flying height modulation attained by subtracting the disk amplitude from the slider 
amplitude shown in Figure 3.6 (a). It is observed that most of the flying height 
modulation is in the range of -0.3 nm ~ +0.3 nm.  
 
(a) Testing amplitude of slider and disk 
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(b) Flying height modulation with 100 averaging  
 
(c) Histogram of flying height modulation 
Figure 3.6 Experimental results of flying height modulation  
 
Figure 3.6 (c) shows the probability density function of flying height modulation, 
where the mean value and the standard deviation are 0 and 0.159, respectively. The 
line is the normal distribution function based on the mean value and standard 
deviation of the flying height modulation. It is clear that the bar of the probability 
density function of the flying height modulation also correlates very well with the 
normal distribution function. 
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3.4 Experiments of Long-Term Flyability  
Long-term (14 days) flyability study was carried out, aiming to study the long-
term robustness of the interface between Panda II slider and a super-smooth disk. The 
characteristic of the disk is the same as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Before the 
experiments, the disk was dipped with a layer of lubricant of 1~1.5 nm thickness. 
Long sweep and tracking following tests were carried out to study the durability 
of padded and load/unload pico sliders [33, 34]. It was found that after two long 
sweep cycles (one cycle of 7 days, which consists of 6-day sweep and 24 hour rest 
time), the contact signals decreased to a relatively stable value and smears could be 
observed on the air-bearing surface.  
In hard disk drive, the probabilities of the read/write head accessing various tracks 
are the same in actual operating conditions, it can be denoted as ( ) Nxf /1= , where N 
(from No at outer diameter (OD) to Ni at inner diameter (ID)) is the amount of tracks 
on the disk surface. The disk radius from OD to ID is denoted as Ro to Ri, 
respectively, and the width of the slider is denoted as w. If the slider can fly at one 
radius for 14 days (L) with no scratches and no obvious disk wear, then in the normal 
operating conditions, the durability of the head and the disk can be approximated by 












                                                         (3.1) 
If Ro = 32 mm, Ri = 14 mm, w = 0.85 mm, and L = 14 day, we can get the F about 
296 days.   
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3.4.1 Experimental Platform 
The test platform for the flyability test is the same as shown in Figure 3.3. An 
optical surface analyzer (OSA, Candela Instruments) was used to determine the 
lubricant thickness, carbon wear and disk wear, as illustrated in Figure 3.7 [36].  
 
Figure 3.7 Diagram of the optical system of OSA  
 
 
Figure 3.8  Phase changes of OSA 
 
The OSA systems use Q-polarized light, a proprietary combination of P and S 
linearly polarized light, and can be equipped with up to five measurement methods of 
detection: (1) phase shift detection (ellipsometer); (2) specular light detector 
(reflectometer); (3) scattered light detector (scatterometer); (4) magnetic (Kerr effect); 
(5) surface topography (optical profiler).  
When a Q-polarized optical wave strikes a surface, the phase between the P and S 
components of the wave changes depending upon the properties of the surface.  The 
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change in phase shift, or Del, provides a highly sensitive way to characterize the 
surface (shown in Figure 3.8). 
The P-specular image is very sensitive to carbon wear and very weakly sensitive 
to variations in the lubricant layer. Therefore, the P-specular image shows carbon 
wear but not lubricant variations. On the other hand, the Phase-Shift image is very 
sensitive to both lubricant variations and carbon wear. If carbon wear is present, 
bright tracks appear in both the P-specular and the Phase-Shift images. Lubricant 
variations only appear in the Phase-Shift image. The same area can be simultaneously 
analyzed with the P-specular and the Phase-Shift channels to determine whether 
carbon wear, lubricant variations, or both are present [36]. 
 
3.4.2 Experimental Procedure 
The experimental procedure of the long-term flyability is illustrated in Figure 3.9:  
(1) Test the flying height of the slider with dynamic flying height tester (DFHT). 
Accuracy control criteria: with at least 5 times of averaging and under 
satisfying calibration accuracy (refer to Chapter 2 for the flying height 
testing of Panda II slider). 
(2) Test the disk roughness characteristics with AFM. At least three areas on the 
disk are tested and the values of roughness (Ra) should be all smaller than 
0.4 nm. Then the disk is mounted onto a spinstand (GUZIK). The rotation 
speed is set to the desired value (in this case is 10000 RPM). 
(3) The slider is then loaded onto the disk at a radius of 28 mm using 
Load/Unload technology. Load/Unload radius is set to be smaller than the 
testing radius to avoid possible scratches caused by Load/Unload process. 
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Then the slider is positioned to the desired testing track (30 mm) and is kept 
flying.  
(4) After a given flying time (24 hours), the slider is moved to radius of 28 mm 
and unloaded from the disk. Then the disk is mapped with the OSA. If the 
slider is crashed, the experiment is stopped. Otherwise the disk is again 
mounted onto the spinstand and the slider is loaded and positioned onto the 
testing radius.  
(5) Repeat step (4) until the slider has been flying for 14 days or when the slider 
is crashed. If the slider keeps flying above the disk for more than 7 days 
before it crashes, we still consider it passes the robustness test and can be 
used for analyses.  
 
Figure 3.9 Flyability test procedure 
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3.4.3 Experimental Results 
Figure 3.10 shows the sequential OSA images of flying track conditions of the 
Phase-Shift channel (a) and the P_specular channel (b) with flying time on track. 
According to the principle of OSA imaging, since no bright tracks appear in the P-
specular images, we may conclude that there is no obvious carbon wear after long 
time flying of the slider. But from the Phase-Shift images, lubricant redistribution is 
evident.  
 
(a) Images of Phase Shift channel  
    
(b) Images of P-polarized light channel 




Figure 3.11 Air-bearing surface after 14 days’ flyability test 
 
Figure 3.12  Air-flow on air bearing surface 
 
Figure 3.11 shows the air-bearing surface after 14 days’ flyability test. It is shown 
that there is accumulation of lubricant around the trailing end of the two side rails of 
the Panda II slider. This is because the high pressure at the trailing pad pushes the air 
to flow towards sides of the air-bearing surface, shown in Figure 3.12. Flying height 
of the slider is tested after the experiments. The result shows that the flying heights 
increase by 1~2 nm. This may be due to the transferring of degraded lubricant to 
slider surface.  
 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the disk morphology characteristics and its effects on flying height 
modulation were first discussed. Then a testing platform was set up to experimentally 
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study the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness with a flying height of 3.5 
~ 4 nm. The results show that the flying height modulation (Panda II slider) caused by 
disk waviness is in the range of -0.3 nm ~ +0.3 nm. Lastly, long-termed flyability test 
was carried out to study the long termed robustness of the head disk interface between 
the Panda II slider and a super-smooth disk. The results suggest that the Panda II 
slider could pass the long-term flyability test without observable surface damage over 




Exploration of Technologies Towards Small Flying 
Height Modulation  
 
Reliable reading and writing of magnetic data would require the transducer 
location on the slider fluctuate no more than ±10 % of the nominal flying height, 
which means fluctuation of no more than ±0.2~0.4 nm when the flying height reduces 
to 2~4 nm in order to achieve areal density of 1 Tera-bit per square inch (Tbit/in2)[37].  
The experimental results in Chapter 3 show that the flying height modulation 
caused by disk morphology of the Panda II slider is in the range of -0.3~+0.3 nm. 
This range of the flying height modulation is still too large for achieving areal density 
of 1 Tbit/in2, since except for the disk morphology, there are many other factors (such 
as flying contact, inter-molecular interaction etc) that will affect the flying stability of 
the slider and make the flying height modulation easily exceed the fluctuation range 
of ±0.2~0.4 nm. Thus it is necessary to optimize the air bearing surface design to 
minimize the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness.  
In this chapter, the mechanism of the flying height modulation caused by disk 
waviness is first investigated by using an analytical model. Then the parameters’ 
effects on the flying height modulation are analyzed and optimization of air-bearing 
surface is investigated. Based on the analytical and optimization results, a new kind of 
air bearing surface design is developed which shows the smallest flying height 
modulation according to available literatures published.  
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4.1 Dynamic Response of Air Bearing Sliders Due to Disk Waviness 
4.1.1 Slider-Air Bearing System 
Slider air bearing system is actually a mechanical system. The disk waviness can 
be considered as a kind of excitation (input) and the vibrations of the slider as the 
response (output), as illustrated in Figure 4.1 [38].   
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic drawing of a controlled system 
 
In a controlled system, frequency response function (FRF) is normally used to 







iYiG =                  (4.1) 
Here, 12 −=i ,  is the angular velocity which equals to 2pi times of the waviness 
frequency, X is the input which is the disk waviness in this case and Y is the output 
function which is the flying height modulation. G is the frequency response function 
of the system, which is determined by the system’s modal parameters, i.e., its mass, 
air bearing stiffness and damping.  
For a kind of slider air bearing surface, if the frequency response function of its air 
bearing system G is derived, the flying height modulation Y can be obtained directly 
for a kind of disk waviness X by  
)()()( ωωω iXiGiY ×= .                 (4.2) 
Thus, one important thing is to derive the frequency response function of a slider air 
bearing system.  
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In the following, the dynamic characteristic of the slider is investigated, which is 
necessary for further investigation to attain the frequency response function of the 
slider air bearing system. Then a random disk surface is generated which can be used 
to quantitatively describe the surface smoothness of the disk morphology.  
 
4.1.2 Dynamic Characteristics of Air Bearing Sliders 
As a rigid body, the slider generally has 3 degree of freedoms (3-DOF) of vertical 
translation, pitch and roll angular motions. Figure 4.2 shows the slider geometry and 
coordinate system [39, 40].  
 
Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of the slider geometry and coordinate system 
 
Assuming the slider vibrates in the range near its steady flying state, the governing 
equations for the motion of the slider can be expressed as:  
  ( )
2
2 ( )z z z sA
d z dz
m c k z f t p p dA
dt dt
+ + = + −              (4.3) 










            (4.4) 










            (4.5) 
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Here, z , θ, and  are the slider’s vertical displacement (from the steady flying 
condition) at the slider’s center, and its pitch and roll angles; m , θJ , and ϕJ  are the 
mass and inertia moments of the slider; zk , kθ , ϕk , zc , cθ  and ϕc  are stiffness and 
damping coefficients of the suspension in the three directions. ( )zf t , ( )f tθ  and ( )tfϕ  
are external excitation forces; p and sp  are pressure profiles in the vibration state and 
steady flying state, governed by the generalized Reynolds equation: 
( ) ( ) ( )3 3 6 6 12x yph ph php pph Q ph Q V V
x x y y x y t
µ µ µ∂ ∂ ∂ 	∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 	 + = + +
 
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   
     (4.6) 
where h is the air bearing thickness; µ the ambient gas viscosity; Vx and Vy the gas 
velocity components in the x and y directions; Q a flow factor to account for gaseous 
rarefaction effects. Simultaneously solving these equations, the vibration responses 
for given disturbances can be obtained.  
For small disturbances to its steady flying state, assuming the system is linear, 
time-invariant, self-adjoint, and with viscous damping, Eqs. (4.3) to (4.5) can be 
written as:  
[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { }( )M u C u K u f t+ + =            (4.7) 
where  
11 12 13 11 12 13
22 23 22 23
33 33
                
m c c c k k k
J c c k k
J sym c sym k
θ
ϕ
     
     
= = =     
         
M C K        (4.8) 
here m, Jθ and Jϕ  are the mass, pitch moment of inertia and roll moment of inertia of 
the slider, respectively, [C] and [K] are symmetric matrices, and { } { }Tzu ϕθ ,,=  is the 
vibration displacement vector of the slider.  
The Parameter Identification Program (PIP), developed by the Computer 
Mechanics Lab (CML) of the University of California at Berkeley, uses the system 
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identification method to estimate the system’s parameters [39]: the physical matrices 
of the mass[ ]M , stiffness [ ]K and damping[ ]C . Such a program is used in this thesis 
for the dynamic performance analysis of the slider.  
Firstly, the steady solution is obtained from Eq. (4.7). Next, a small initial velocity 
0z  of the slider in the vertical direction is specified. It is characterized as an impulse 
force 0 ( )mz tδ  ( ( )tδ  is Dilac’s delta function). The responses of the slider in the three 
motion directions are calculated, and they are subtracted from the steady solution to 
obtain the vibration responses{ }( )u t . Then, the impulse response function (IRF) of 
the system, defined by  
{ } { }
0




             (4.9) 
is calculated.  The Fourier transformations of the impulse response functions for this 
disturbance are the frequency response functions (FRFs) H11, H21, and H31. Through a 
similar procedure, Hκλ (k=1, 2, 3; λ=2, 3) can also be calculated by separately giving 
an impulse in the pitch and roll directions. As a result, all elements of the frequency 
response functions matrix [H]3x3 of the system are obtained.  
From Eq. (4.8), relationships between the frequency response functions and the 
modal parameters can be found as  








( ) ( ) ( )
TT











   = − =   
− −
  
         (4.10) 
      
22 2 1j j j j js f i fpiζ pi ζ= − + −            (4.11) 
where jζ , jf  and { } jϕ  are the modal damping ratio, frequency and shape of mode j . 
D(s) and N(s) are orthogonal polynomials of order 2 and 1+na, respectively, and na is 
an additional order to compensate for nose effects ( 0an ≥ ).  
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Let 2s i fpi= , the six roots ( 1, 2, 6)js j =   can be found from [ ]( ) 0D s = . Then  
      { } { } [ ][ ]





d D s ds
ϕ ϕ
=
= =           (4.12) 
Three estimations of each { } jϕ  can be directly obtained from Eq. (4.12), and the 
averaged results are then used as the final estimation of the mode shape. 
The estimated modal parameters should satisfy the following orthogonality 
properties 
   [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]
0
00
T IC M i
IM
  Ψ Ψ =   
−   
           





 − Λ Ψ Ψ =   
− Λ    
                                                         (4.13) 
where 
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             (4.14) 
Thus we can calculate the physical (mass, stiffness and damping) matrices. For the 
suspension-slider-air bearing system, the estimated [ ]M , [ ]K  and [ ]C  are effective 
mass, stiffness and damping matrices of the system. 
Table 4.1 lists the estimated results of the physical matrices of the Panda II slider. 
The slider is flying at the radius of 30 mm, disk RPM of 10000, and skew angle of 0°.  
Normally, the modal frequency and damping ratios are used to indicate the 
dynamic characteristics of one system. The estimated modal frequency and damping 
ratios of the Panda II slider are listed in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 shows the nodal 
lines of the three mode shapes [39]. 
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    5.44E-2          -5.67E-6          1.21E-7 
   -5.67E-6          3.73E-9           4.79E-11 




    1.84E6           -4.94E2           4.07E0 
    -4.94E2          2.09E-1           -1.29E-4 
    4.07E0           -1.29E-4         3.25E-2 
 
Mass 
    5.82E-7            0                     0 
    0                       4.53E-14        0 
    0                       0                     3.40E-14 
 
Table 4.2 Estimated modal parameters of Panda II slider 
Modes Frequency (kHz) Damping (%) 
#1: 1st pitch 139.4 3.14 
#2: roll 155.5 2.15 
#3: 2nd pitch 421.9 2.29 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Dynamic characteristics of the Panda II slider 
 
From the results, it can be observed that the system has three air bearing vibration 
modes. The first and the third modes at frequencies of 139.4 kHz and 421.9 kHz, 
respectively, are coupled with vertical and pitch motion, which can be represented as 
a rotation of the slider with respect to the nodal lines #1 and #3, respectively. The 
slider also has a pure roll mode at 155.5 kHz, which is a rotational motion with 
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respect to the nodal line of #2. Because the transducer location is close to the nodal 
lines of #1 and #2, the effects of modes of #1 and #2 on the flying height modulation 
are small, but mode #3 has significant influence on the flying height modulation. 
 
4.1.3 Disk Surface Generation 
The disk surface used for the simulation can be attained from testing results or by 
numerical generation. In order to easily compare the effects of the disk features on the 
flying height modulation, numerical generated disk surface is utilized.  
Midpoint displacement method [41, 42] is widely used to generate the random 
disk surface since it can easily generate self-defined Gaussian random surfaces in 
spatial and time domains with different frequency characteristics in a prescribed 
frequency range.  
The mathematical description of the random midpoint displacement algorithm is 
formulated in the following way: 
Assume that values ( ) 00 =X  and ( )1X  are given and ( )1X  is obtained as a 
Gaussian random number. The interval [0, 1] can be partitioned into two subintervals: 
[0, 1/2], [1/2, 1], and ( )2/1X  is defined as the mean of ( ) ( )10 XX +  plus a 
displacement D as the Gaussian. The big subdivision gets a big displacement, while 
the smaller subdivisions get smaller displacement, what makes the line fractal. The 
initial three steps of the midpoint displacement algorithm are presented as:  
  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 12/102/1 DXXX ++=  
  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 22/2/104/1 DXXX ++=  
  
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 32/12/14/3 DXXX ++=                                                                   (4.15) 
This process is continued with displacements Dn having variance n2.  
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The entire process of the random midpoint displacement is based on randomly 
generated numbers and usually controlled by three variables: the number of iterations, 
roughness and the number of initial points.  
Random number---is generated by the computer using a function called “random 
number generator”. The random number generator follows a normal random 
distribution function, with mean µ=0 and variance 2=1. 
Roughness---is the factor by which the perturbations are reduced on each iteration. 
Higher values result in a smoother surface while lower values result in a rougher 
surface. Roughness (R) is also related to scale (S) by the exponential relationship: 
( )RS 2/1= . Thus, a larger scale means a smaller roughness value and a rougher 
surface.  
Initial points---points where the line is broken during its formation. They are 
specified to provide some degree of control over the appearance of the surface.  
Number of iterations---indicate how many times the process of the midpoint 
displacement is repeated. At n iterations, there will be 2n segments of the line.  
The procedure for computer iteration is described as following:  
   Start with a single horizontal line segment.  
Repeat for a sufficiently large number of times { 
Repeat over each line segment { 
Find the midpoint of the line segment. 
Displace the midpoint in Y by a random amount. 
Reduce the range for random number. }} 
In our case, firstly, the velocity  of the disk movement and the interested 
frequency range f are defined. With the velocity and frequency, the corresponding 






             (4.16) 
At the initial step, a series of discrete random displacements are generated with 
fundamental period T0. The displacement values have Gaussian distributions with 
standard deviation σ0 and variance σ02. Next these displacements are interpolated with 
random number at the midpoints of the fundamental period. The variance of 














=+                 (4.17) 
where p is the scaling parameter which determines the roll-off characteristics of the 
amplitude and power spectral of the surface of the disk.  
The higher frequency components can be reduced by increasing the p value. If the 
mean amplitude spectrum A(f) at frequency f is represented by: 
 
β−
= BffA )(                 (4.18) 
the relationship between p and β can be written as 2/)1( += pβ .  
If the disk velocity  is chosen as 30 m/s, the initial sampling period T0 is 32 µs, 
which corresponds to a sampling distance or wavelength 0 of 960 µm. Sampling 196 
points can cover 6.272 ms and 188.16 mm. After repeating 5 times of mid-point 
interpolation, the sampling period of T5=1 µs corresponds to a sampling distance or 
wavelength 5 of 30 µm.  
Thus the initial sampling corresponds to the frequency of 31.25 kHz and after 5 
times of itineration, it corresponds to the frequency of 1 MHz.  
From the results above, a random disk surface, with amplitude spectrum of roll-off 
characteristics in the range of 31.25 kHz ~1 MHz has been generated. The disk 
smoothness features can be adjusted by changing the scaling parameter p. The 
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amplitude spectrum of the disk with frequency lower than 31.25 kHz is considered to 
be constant. Figure 4.4 shows the generated disk surface, where the scaling parameter 
p is 2.  
 
Figure 4.4 Generated disk surface (top: spatial domain; bottom: frequency spectrum) 
 
4.2 Analytical Model for Slider Air Bearing System 
From the results above, the random disk surface morphology has been generated, 
and the dynamic characteristics of the slider have been attained. The next step is to 
investigate the mechanism of the flying height modulation caused by the disk 
waviness. The Panda II slider is used again for this analysis.  
The equation of motion of the slider can be described in Eq. (4.7), or re-written as 
      FKuuCuM =++                                                                                         (4.19) 
Matrices [ ]M , [ ]K and [ ]C  are illustrated in Eq. (4.8). They have been attained using 
the Parameter Identification Program (PIP) simulator developed by the Computer 
Mechanics Lab of the University of California at Berkeley and listed in Table 4.1. In 
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the following, an analytical model is utilized to study how these stiffness and dampers 
are distributed on the air bearing surface of the slider.   
Figure 4.5 shows the analytical model of a slider-air bearing system. The slider is 
considered as a rigid block with mass m, pitch moment of inertia Jθ and roll moment 
of inertia Jϕ. The suspension is modeled as 3 springs ( ϕθ kkk z ,, ) and dampers 
( ϕθ cccz ,, ).  
Researches have been reported to model the air bearing effect between the slider 
and the disk. K. Iida et al. [43-47] et al. modeled the air bearing of a tri-pad slider as 
two lumped linear springs and dampers. S. Yu et al. [38] modeled the air bearing of a 
five-pad slider as six lumped linear springs and dampers, and they are fixed at the air 
bearing pressure centers of the air bearing pads and the recess. These models can be 
used to investigate the pads’ location effects on the waviness following ability of the 
slider, but cannot be used to study the pads’ size effects.  
In our model, the effects of both the pad location and the pad size (length along 
the track direction) on the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness are taken 
into account. Figure 4.6 shows the schematic illustration of the air bearing surface of 
the Panda II slider. Firstly, the air bearing pressure centers of the trailing pad, side 
pads, leading pads and the recess area are obtained, indicated as tc , sc , 
'
sc , lc , 
'
lc  
and nc , respectively, using CML simulator. In order to study the effects of the pads’ 
length, lines are drawn through the centers of the trailing pad, side pads and leading 
pads along the track direction, denoted as lines a, b, b’, c and c’, respectively. And the 
air bearing forces at the trailing pad, side pads and leading pads are supposed to be 
distributed along these lines. Since the air bearing surface design of Panda II slider is 
symmetric, ignoring the effects of the skew angle and roll angle, we can only analyze 
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the characteristics of three lines: a, b, and c. The distance from the center of the slider 




ddddddd , and the 
distance from the slider center to the transducer and the recess are denoted as 
H
d  and 
Nd , respectively. Table 4.3 lists these geometric parameters of the Panda II slider.  
 
Figure 4.5 Analytical model of a slider-air bearing 
 
Figure 4.6 Schematic illustration of pad locations and lengths of Panda II slider 
 
Table 4.3 Estimated geometric parameters of Panda II slider (m) 
1T
d  = 0.255 E-3 
2T
d  = 0.365 E-3 
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3T
d  = 0.405 E-3 
1C
d  = 0.105 E-3 
2C
d  = 0.235 E-3 
1L
d  = 0.060 E-3 
2L
d  = 0.245 E-3 Cw  = 0.290 E-3 
Nd  = 0.160 E-3 Lw  = 0.230 E-3 
 


















































, where x is the distance to the slider center, which means the 
stiffness and dampers are functions of their distances to the slider center. And the 
distribution profiles of the springs and dampers are supposed to be the same as the 
distribution profiles of the air bearing pressure along the lines a, b, and c, respectively.  
If the pressure at any location along the lines a, b, and c is denoted as p(x), then the 
stiffness k(x) can be expressed as ( )xpq × , where q is a coefficient which we should 
attain. Similar expression can be obtained for the coefficients of the dampers.  
In the following modeling, the coefficients of the stiffness at the trailing pad sub-
shallow step and outmost surface, side pads and leading pads are denoted as 
1T kq , 2T kq , 1C kq , 2C kq , 1L kq , 2L kq  respectively. In the same manner, the coefficients of 
the dampers at the trailing pad sub-shallow step and outmost surface, side pads and 




,,,,,  respectively. 
In order to obtain the coefficients of the stiffness and dampers, we first obtain the 
air bearing pressure profiles along the lines a, b and c.  
Figure 4.7 shows the air bearing pressure profile of the Panda II slider. It can be 
observed that there is a very high pressure at the trailing pad near the transducer, 
moderate pressure at two side pads and two leading pads. In addition, the negative 
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pressure is also observed at the recess area of the slider. The vibrations of the slider 
are induced by the disk waviness through these air bearings. 
    
Figure 4.7 Air bearing pressure profile of Panda II slider 
 
Figure 4.8 Air bearing pressure along line a 
 
 Figure 4.8 shows the air bearing pressure profile along the line a of the trailing 
pad, where coordinate x is the distance from the slider center, and coordinate y is the 
air bearing pressure relative to ambient pressure. It is observed that there is a pressure 
jump between the outmost surface area and sub-shallow step area. Thus we model 
these two areas as separate sets of springs and dampers. The profiles at the sub-
shallow step and the outmost surface at the trailing pad are shown in Figure 4.9 (a) 
and (b), respectively, and they can be fitted to be two-order polynomials. In the same 
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manner, the pressure profiles along lines b and c are attained, as illustrated in Figures 
4.10 and 4.11. They both have linear relationships to the x coordinate.  
  
 (a) Sub-shallow step  
 
(b) Outmost surface 
Figure 4.9 Air bearing pressure profile along the line a 
 
Figure 4.10 Air bearing pressure profile along the line b 
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Figure 4.11 Air bearing pressure profile along the line c 
 
 Then the stiffness on the trailing pad sub-shallow step and outmost surface, side 
pads and leading pads can be expressed by:  
           
)0.15.97.26()( 211 +−×= xxqxk kTT                               
          
)7.9024.49215.6755()( 222 +−×= xxqxk kTT  
          
)5.01.6()( 11 +×= xqxk kCC                                            
          
)5.01.6()( 22 +×= xqxk kCC  
          
)3.26.5()( 11 +−×= xqxk kLL  
        
)3.26.5()( 22 +−×= xqxk kLL                                                                     (4.20) 
The dampers at the trailing pad sub-shallow step and outmost surface, side pads 




,,,,, respectively.  
With those geometric parameters shown in Table 4.3 and stiffness and dampers, 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































          (4.22) 
Here, the nonlinear effects of the air bearing stiffness are not taken into account, 
as we only consider an infinitely small flying height modulation of the slider.  




=  . Solving these equations, 
the coefficients of the stiffness and dampers can be obtained and they are listed in 
Table 4.4.  
 
Table 4.4 Results of the coefficients for Panda II slider 
Tk

















 = 4.605 E 5 Nk   = -1.505 E 5 
Tc
















 = 3.769 E -5 
N
c   = 5.375 E -3 
 
Up to now, we have already calculated the left side of Eq. (4.19). In order to 
calculate the right side of the equation,  suppose there is no contact between the slider 
and the disk, and the disk surface displacements correspond to the points on the lines 
a, b and c at the trailing pad, side pads, leading pads, the recess and the point related 




 and dHz , respectively.  
F is equal to the air bearing force vector and it can be calculated by  

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                          (4.24)                                 
Because the side pads and the leading pads are not located on the same track as 
the transducer, only 
dTx











tztz TxHdHdTx )(                                                                         (4.25)                                                                   
where V is the linear velocity of disk rotation and t is the time.  























dH TA F              (4.26) 
 Substituting the Eqs. (4.21), (4.22) and (4.26) into Eq. (4.19), the displacement of 
the slider center u can be solved.  
 In order to obtain the flying height modulation at the transducer location of the 
slider, let  












, { }dHz=w  and  { }dHH zz −=y                                                (4.27) 
Here, zH is the displacement of the slider at the transducer location, w is the disk 
waviness (input) and y is the flying height modulation at the transducer location 
(output). Thus Eq. (4.19) can be rewritten in state space form as: 
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                                                                                                (4.28) 
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H eDdC       00001                                                (4.29)                  
where 2s i fpi= , f is the frequency. Finally, the close form frequency response 
functions of the slider-air bearing system can be obtained as follows: 
   
( ) [ ] DBAIC +−== −1ωω i
W
YiG
                              (4.30) 
Figure 4.12 shows the frequency response function of the Panda II slider. From Eq. 
(4.30), the values of the frequency response function are complex numbers and they 
are represented by the gain and phase. The gain means the amplifying (reducing) 
effects of the system for an excitation in the amplitude and the phases describe the 
phase differences between the response and excitation in the frequency domain.               
 
Figure 4.12 Frequency response function of the Panda II slider                    
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From Figure 4.12, the low frequency components of frequency response function 
are small, which means that low frequency flying height modulation components due 
to disk waviness are small, or the slider can well follow the disk waviness of long 
wavelengths. In addition, the frequency response function gain approaches one at high 
frequencies, which means the flying height modulation components at this range 
mainly come from the disk waviness, or the slider cannot respond to the disk 
waviness of short wavelengths. It is also noted that the flying height modulation 
significantly increases if the air bearing mode of the 2nd pitch (421.9 kHz) is excited. 
From the analysis above, the frequency response function of the slider air bearing 
system has been derived. Then the relationship of the response to the excitation in 
frequency domain can be described by Eq. (4.2).  
 
4.3 Parameters Effects on Flying Height Modulation 
4.3.1 Flying Height Modulation to Waviness Ratio 
In order to evaluate the waviness following characteristics, the flying height 
modulation to waviness ratio is proposed as a measurement of the waviness following 
ability of a slider, which is defined as: 




σρ =                                                                     (4.31) 
where the Hσ  and Dσ  are root mean square (rms) amplitude of the flying height 
modulation and disk waviness, respectively. Based on the Parseval’s theorem, it is 
known that the rms value of a signal can be estimated from its amplitude spectrum. 
Considering Eqs. (4-30) and (4-31), we have:   
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ρ                                                                       (4.32) 
where Zdk and Gk are the discrete-time Fourier transform (DTFT) of zd and G, 
respectively, both of length N, and 2s i fpi= , f is the frequency.  For a slider air 
bearing system whose frequency response function is known, we can use the flying 
height modulation to waviness ratio to evaluate its waviness following ability. In the 
following section, the effects of the disk surface feature, air bearing stiffness and 
damping, and air bearing surface design parameters are studied by analyzing the 
Panda II slider.  
 
4.3.2 Effect of Disk Surface Features 
To compare the effects of disk surface features on the flying height modulation, 
three types of disk surfaces are generated and plotted in Figure 4.13 (top). Their 
smooth parameters are 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, respectively. It can be observed that the disk 
surface has smaller amplitude when the smooth parameter increases.  
The gain of the frequency response function and the amplitude spectrum of the 
flying height modulation are also plotted in Figure 4.13 (middle and bottom). In the 
simulation, the modal parameters are the same as those listed in Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.14 shows the flying height modulation to waviness ratio when the 
parameter p varies from 1.0 to 2.0. Smoothing the disk surface can result in 
decreasing the flying height modulation to waviness ratio, and thus increase the 
waviness following ability of the slider.  
The reason may include two parts. From the frequency response function plot, the 
slider cannot follow the disk waviness at the high frequencies. Smoothing the disk 
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surface can reduce the waviness amplitude at high frequencies and thus reduce the 
flying height modulation. In addition, the system has a resonance mode at a frequency 
of 421.9 kHz. The waviness components at this range leads to big components in the 
flying height modulation spectrum. Reducing waviness amplitude at this range also 
decreases the flying height modulation components, and therefore, contributes more 
to the reduction of root mean square value of the flying height modulation. 
From these results, it can be concluded that smoothing the disk surface, especially 
reducing the waviness components around the frequency of resonance mode of slider 
air bearing system, can reduce the flying height modulation. 
 
Figure 4.13 Effects of disk surface features on flying height modulation 
 
Figure 4.14 Effects of disk surface features on flying height modulation, showing that 
smoothing the disk surface reduces flying height modulation 
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4.3.3 Effect of Air Bearing Stiffness and Dampers at Trailing Pad  
 After the coefficient 
Tk
q  is attained, we can calculate the total stiffness at the 
trailing pad by integrating )(xk
T
 over the line a. Figure 4.15 shows the frequency 
response functions and the flying height modulation amplitudes by changing the total 
stiffness at the trailing pad, where the smoothing parameter of the disk surface p is 1. 
Figure 4.16 shows the flying height modulation to waviness ratio when the stiffness 
ranges from 0.5 kT0 to 1.5 kT0, where kT0 is the initial total stiffness at the trailing 
pad and it is supposed that the slider flies with fixed flying attitude.  
 
Figure 4.15 Effects of the trailing pad stiffness on flying height modulation 
 
Figure 4.16 Effects of the trailing pad stiffness on flying height modulation, showing 
that increasing the stiffness reduces flying height modulation 
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It is apparent that increasing the stiffness at the trailing pad can increase the 
resonance frequency of the 2nd pitch mode, thus induces better waviness following 
ability of the slider. 
 
Figure 4.17 Effects of the trailing pad damping on flying height modulation 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Effects of the trailing pad damping on flying height modulation, showing 
that increasing the damping reduces flying height modulation 
  
 The effects of air bearing damping at the trailing pad on the flying height 
modulation are analyzed and the results are shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. From 
Figure 4.18, the flying height modulation to waviness ratio is reduced from 0.83 to 
0.53 when the damping at the trailing pad is increased from 0.5 cT0 to 1.5 cT0, where 
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cT0 is the initial total damping at the trailing pad. From Figure 4.17, higher damping 
at the trailing pad can reduce the peak of the 2nd pitch mode. Since the flying height 
modulation components around the 2nd pitch mode are dominant, reduction of the 
peak amplitude leads to a significant decrease of the flying height modulation and 
increase of waviness following ability. 
 
4.3.4 Effect of Transducer Position 
 The location of air bearing center at the trailing pad dT can be attained by solving 
the following equation:   














 =                                                           (4.33) 
Figure 4.20 shows the change of the flying height modulation to waviness ratio 
when the distance ( TH dd − ) varies from 0.01 mm to 0.03 mm, where dH is the distance 
from the transducer to the slider center. It is seen that a smaller distance between the 
transducer and the trailing pad air-bearing center results in better waviness following 
ability of the slider. From Figure 4.19, when the air bearing center at the trailing pad 
moves to the transducer, it shows better tracking ability in the lower frequency range. 
And the resonance frequency of the 2nd pitch mode increases as well. This is because 
smaller distance between the transducer and the trailing pad air-bearing center yields 
smaller phase delay of the response to the disk waviness of these two points [30]. 
From analysis above, we conclude that the distance between the transducer 
position and the trailing pad air-bearing center should be made as small as possible.  
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Figure 4.19 Effects of head-gap position on flying height modulation  
 
    
Figure 4.20 Effects of head-gap position on the flying height modulation, showing 
that reducing the distance between head-gap position and the trailing pad air-bearing 
centre reduces the flying height modulation 
 
4.3.5 Effect of Trailing Pad Length  
 In order to investigate the effects of the trailing pad length on the flying height 
modulation, it is assumed that the slider flies at a fixed attitude. From Figure 4.22, the 
slider shows best waviness following ability when the length of the outmost surface 
ranges from 0.05 mm to 0.07 mm. From Figure 4.21, when the length of the outmost 
surface at the trailing pad reduces from 0.08 mm to 0.02 mm, the slider can follow 
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waviness of low frequency with better performance, while the resonance frequency of 
the 2nd pitch mode reduces and peak amplitude increases. The reason for the 
resonance amplitude depressed with longer outmost surface length is that the resultant 
force of the trailing pad is partly cancelled by the averaging effect of the local 
restoring force over the trailing pad air-bearing surface. However, if the length is 
much longer than the wavelength of the 2nd pitch mode resonance frequency, the 
cancellation of the restoring force occurs in frequency range less than the resonance 
frequency, and the slider cannot follow the low frequency component of the disk 
surface.  
 On the other hand, if the length of the outmost surface of the trailing pad is much 
shorter than the wavelength of the 2nd pitch mode resonance frequency, the 
wavelength component corresponding to the 2nd pitch mode resonance frequency of 
the disk surface strongly excites the 2nd pitch resonance mode of the slider air-bearing 
system, thus increasing the resonance amplitude. 
 
Figure 4.21 Effects of top surface length at trailing pad on flying height modulation 
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Figure 4.22 Effects of top surface length at trailing pad on flying height modulation, 
showing that minimum flying height modulation occurs when the top surface length 
of trailing pad is 0.05 mm 
 
From analysis above, we conclude that the length of the outmost surface at the 
trailing pad should be designed to be comparable to or shorter than the wavelength of 
the 2nd pitch mode resonance frequency. 
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the changes of the flying height modulation and the 
flying height modulation to waviness ratio when the length of the sub-shallow step 
layer at the trailing pad changes. It is shown that longer sub-shallow step length 
improves the waviness following capability of the slider. This is because that longer 
sub-shallow step length results in the increase of the stiffness. But from these two 
figures, the effects of changing the sub-shallow step length on the flying height 
modulation are small compared to the effects of changing the outmost surface length 
at the trailing pad. This is because the air bearing pressure or stiffness at the outmost 
surface is much higher than that at the sub-shallow step area at the trailing pad. 
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Figure 4.23 Effects of sub-shallow step length at trailing pad on flying height 
modulation 
 
Figure 4.24 Effects of sub-shallow step length at trailing pad on flying height 
modulation, showing that longer sub-shallow step reduces the flying height 
modulation 
 
4.3.6 Effect of Side Pad Location and Length 
 In the same manner, the air bearing centers of the side pads can be obtained by 














 =                                     (4.34)  
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Figure 4.25 shows the flying height modulation to waviness ratio when the air-
bearing centers of the side pads change, it can move backward to the trailing edge (to 
nodal line #1), or it can move forward to the leading edge (to nodal line #3). From 
Figure 4.3, the distance of nodal line #1 to slider center is about 0.36 mm, and the 
distance of nodal line #3 to slider center is about 0.21 mm. It is shown that reducing 
the distance of the air-bearing center of the side pads to nodal lines of #1 and #3 can 
both decrease the flying height modulation to waviness ratio. The x coordinate in 
Figure 4.25 (b) is negative, which means the air-bearing center of the side pads are 
moved to the leading edge.  
 
                                    (a)                                                            (b) 
Figure 4.25 Effects of side pad position on flying height modulation, (a) Center of 
side pad moves to nodal line #1, (b) Center of side pad moves to nodal line #3, 
showing that moving the side pad center to the nodal lines reduces flying height 
modulation 
 
This is also because smaller distance between the side pad centers and the nodal 
lines yields smaller phase delay of the response to the disk waviness of these two 
points, which results in smaller flying height modulation. But moving the side pads 
towards the nodal line of #1 or towards the trailing edge increases the probability of 
the slider and disk contact.  
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 Figure 4.26 shows the changes of the flying height modulation to waviness ratio 
when the lengths of the side pads range from 0.06 mm to 0.3 mm, where the side pad 
center cd =0.18 mm. It is observed that increasing the length of the side pads 
improves the waviness following ability of the slider. This is because longer side pads 
result in the increase of the stiffness and can depress the effects of disk waviness. But 
the effects of increasing the length of the side pads on waviness following ability are 
not significant.  
 
Figure 4.26 Effects of side pads length on flying height modulation, showing that 
longer side pads reduces flying height modulation 
 
4.3.7 Effect of the Leading Pad Location and Length  
 Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the flying height modulation to waviness ratio when 
the leading pads air-bearing centers and lengths change. It is observed that the effects 
of the leading pad location and length on the flying height modulation are negligible 
comparing to the changes of the trailing pad and the side pads. It is because that the 
leading pad is far away from the transducer position and the flying height is much 
higher than those at the trailing pad and side pads.  
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Figure 4.27 Effects of leading pad position on flying height modulation, showing very 
small effect 
 
Figure 4.28 Effects of leading pad length on flying height modulation, showing that 
the effect is negligible 
 
  From the above analysis, the length of the outmost surface at the trailing pad and 
the transducer position have significant effects on the flying height modulation caused 
by disk waviness. The length of the outmost surface at the trailing pad should be made 
comparable to or shorter than the wavelength of the 2nd pitch mode resonance 
frequency, which is about 60 m for the Panda II slider. On the other hand, the 
distance between the transducer position and the air bearing center at the trailing pad 
should be made as small as possible. This can be achieved by having three etching 
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depths at the trailing pad. The air-bearing pressure on the outmost surface at the 
trailing pad is much higher than other location of the air bearing surface and so is the 
corresponding stiffness, which makes much shorter distance from the transducer 
position to the trailing pad air-bearing center possible, comparing the conventional 
air-bearing surface designs of two etching steps. Though the position and length of 
side pads and leading pads also have effects on the waviness following ability, the 
effects are small comparing to that of the trailing pad. 
 
4.4 Air-Bearing Surface Design Optimization for Minimizing Flying 
Height Modulation Caused by Disk Waviness 
4.4.1 Optimization Definition 
From the results in the last section, the air bearing pads’ locations and lengths or 
the distribution of air bearing pressure at air bearing surface determine the slider’s 
disk waviness following capability. It is possible to optimize the air bearing pads’ 
locations and lengths to minimize the flying height modulation of the slider caused by 
disk waviness.   
To describe an optimization problem, the design variables must be defined. A 
vector { }Txxxxxxx 7,6,5,4,3,2,1=x  is employed as the design variable vector, which 
is defined by the following equations: 
        3013 TT dxd += , 2022 TT dxd += , 1031 TT dxd += , 2042 CC dxd +=  
       1051 CC dxd += , 2062 LL dxd += , 1071 LL dxd +=                                             (4.35) 
For panda II slider, the initial values of 10201020102030 ,,,,,, LLCCTTT ddddddd are listed in 
Table 4.3. 
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 Then the optimization problem is to minimize the flying height modulation to 
waviness ratio, while the design variable x is constrained between xb and xu since the 
pads at the air bearing surface have limited locations and lengths. The optimization 
relations can be described as:  
                           Minimize:   ρ                      (4.36) 
        Subject to: uxxx ≤≤b  






























4.4.2 Sequential Quadratic Programming Method 





                     (4.37) 
  Subject to: mixci ,,1,0)( =≥  
Sequential quadratic programming methods attempt to solve a nonlinear program 
directly. The basic idea is: At each step, a local model of the optimization problem is 
constructed and solved, yielding a step toward the solution of the original problem.  
 A quadratic approximation of the function is introduced to optimize and search for 
the minimum of this quadratic. The function to be approximated will be the 
Lagrangian function ℑ .  
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with kA is the Jacobian matrix of the constraints evaluated at kx :  










kxkkkx xcxfHx ∇−∇==ℑ∇  λλ  
The full Hessian kW  of ℑ  is thus:  

















                 (4.39) 
If it is on the boundary of the thi constraint, we will have ( ) ( ) 0=∇ xcitxδ , thus on the 
constraints boundaries: 0≈xkA δ                       (4.40) 
Thus the problem is that we want to find 
x
δ  which minimize ),( λδδ xQ , subject to the 
constraints mixci ,,1,0)( =≥ .  



















min + ,     Subject to rjxc xkj ,,1,0)( =≥+ δ             (4.41) 
Using a first order approximation of the constraints around kx , we have the Quadratic 












 Subject to ( ) rjxcxc kjtxkj ,,1,0)()( =≥∇+ δ              (4.42) 
A Quadratic Program (QP) is a function that finds the minimum of a quadratic subject 
to linear constraints.  
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 Thus for solving a sequential quadratic programming problem, we can define the 
algorithm:  
a. Solve the quadratic programming subproblem described on Eq. (4.38) to 
determine xδ  and let 1+kλ  be the vector of the Lagrange multiplier of the linear 
constraints obtained from the quadratic programming.  
b. Set xkk xx δ+=+1   
c. Increase k . Stop if ( ) 0, ≈∇ℑ kkx λ . Otherwise, go to step a. 
 
4.4.3 Optimization Results 
 The simulations show that different ranges of parameters result in different results 
since the locations and lengths of the side pads and the leading pads both affect the 
waviness following ability at low frequency range and resonance amplitudes. But only 
the effects of the length and location of the outmost surface area at the trailing pad are 
significant, and all of the geometric parameters are subject to the limits of the size of 
the slider.  
If:    
       
=bx {-0.01e-3,-0.05e-3,-0.08e-3,-0.2e-3,-0.2e-3,-0.2e-3,-0.2e-3,-0.2e-3}T,  
  
=ux {0.01e-3, 0.05e-3, 0.08e-3, 0.1e-3, 0.1e-3, 0.1e-3, 0.1e-3, 0.1e-3}T. 
The optimum solution x* is obtained:  
=
*x {0.01e-3, -0.01e-3, 0.08e-3, -0.2e-3, -0.06e-3, -0.03e-3, -0.1e-3}T        (4.43) 
 In this case, the side pads and leading pads are emerged into one pad, which 
means that three-pad air-bearing slider may have better tracking ability to disk 
waviness since the effects of the side pads on flying height modulation are eliminated.  
Figure 4.29 shows the frequency response functions and amplitude spectrums of the 
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initial design and of the optimized design. The flying height modulation to waviness 
ratio is reduced from 0.626 for the initial design to 0.448 for the optimal design.  
 
Figure 4.29 Frequency response functions of initial and optimized slider 
 
 
4.5 New Slider Design with Extremely Small Flying Height 
Modulation 
From the analytical and optimized results above, a new kind of air-bearing surface 
design is developed, named Panda III slider [17, 48], as shown in Figure 4.30. This is 
a three-pad and three etching steps negative slider. There are three etching depth at 
the trailing pad of the slider. The sub-shallow step is 15 nm, the main shallow step is 
160 nm, and the base recess is 1.85 µm deeper from the outmost surface, respectively.  
In order to evaluate the waviness following ability of the Panda III slider, we 
compare the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness of the Panda III, Panda 
II and one two-step slider which is modified from the Panda II slider (shown in Figure 
4.31).  
The flying attitudes of these three kinds of sliders are listed in Table 4.5. It is seen 
that Panda II and Panda III sliders have much smoother flying height profiles over the 
whole disk than the two-step slider. 
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        (a) Air bearing surface  (b) Pressure profile at middle diameter 
Figure 4.30 Air-bearing surface of the Panda III slider 
 
         (a) Air bearing surface  (b) Pressure profile at middle diameter 
Figure 4.31 Air-bearing surface of the two-step-Panda II slider 
 







Slider Gap FH Pitch Roll Gap FH Pitch Roll Gap FH Pitch Roll 
Two-step  2.84 128.30 4.56 3.66 139.38 3.86 3.00 132.20 -2.55 
Panda II 3.45 189.42 2.79 3.55 188.77 0.60 3.47 174.95 -2.23 
Panda III 3.51 121.59 -7.64 3.01 121.15 2.71 3.52 116.83 5.01 
 
Then the air bearing modal parameters are estimated using CML Parameter 
Identification Program simulator. The results are listed in Table 4.6. It is shown that 
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the 2nd pitch mode resonance frequency and damping ratio of the Panda III slider are 
much higher than those of the Panda II and two-step sliders.  
 
Table 4.6 Estimated Modal Parameters 
Mode #1 Mode #2 Mode #3 
Slider Freq(kHz) Damping (%) Freq(kHz) Damping (%) Freq(kHz) Damping (%) 
Two-step 170.3 2.3 239.0 1.1 469.0 1.9 
Panda II 135.6 2.7 155.5 2.1 421.9 2.3 
Panda III 144.7 1.8 160.6 1.8 584.9 3.1 
 
 
Figure 4.32 The frequency response functions of Panda III, Panda II and two-step 
sliders 
 
Figure 4.32 shows the simulated frequency response functions of these three kinds 
of sliders. It is noticed that:  
(1) The Panda III slider can better follow low frequency components of the disk 
waviness than Panda II and two-step sliders. This is obtained by reducing the distance 
between the head-gap and air bearing center at the trailing pad.  
(2) The peak amplitude of the 2nd pitch mode resonance of Panda III is smaller 
than those of than the Panda II and two-step sliders. This is due to higher coefficient 
of dampers of the Panda III slider.  
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(3) The 1st pitch mode resonance of Panda III disappears, which is obtained by 
adjusting the length of the out-most layer of the trailing pad at 60 µm.  
 
Figure 4.33 Disk surface morphology measured by LDV  
 
Figure 4.34 Simulation and comparison of flying height modulation with random disk 
waviness among three types of sliders 
 
Simulations are performed to evaluate the flying height modulations caused by 
disk waviness of these three kinds of sliders. The disk waviness is obtained from the 
LDV measurement (as shown in Figure 4.33) and the flying height modulation is 
simulated using the Dynamic Simulator Program, developed by the Computer 
Mechanics Lab (CML), the University of California, Berkeley. The results are shown 
in Figure 4.34 and Table 4.7 lists the standard deviations of the disk waviness and of 
the flying height modulation as well as the flying height modulation to waviness ratio 
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. It is obvious that the flying height modulation and the flying height modulation to 
waviness ratio of the Panda III slider are much smaller than those of the Panda II and 
two-step sliders. 
 
Table 4.7 Simulation results of flying height modulations 
Slider 3 disk topography 3 FHM  
Two-step 0.523 0.096 0.183 
Panda II 0.523 0.047 0.089 
Panda III 0.523 0.025 0.048 
 
4.6 Summary 
This chapter aimed at exploring the air-bearing design strategies to significantly 
reduce the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness. The dynamic response 
of slider-air bearing designs was investigated. An analytical model was developed and 
the close-form frequency response function (FRF) was derived to evaluate the 
waviness following ability of the slider. Then the effects of air bearing stiffness, 
damping, disk surface features, locations and lengths of air-bearing pads on the flying 
height modulation due to disk waviness were investigated. The results showed that 
higher stiffness, larger damping ratio and smaller distance between transducer 
position and the air bearing center of the trailing pad could induce better waviness 
following ability of the slider. Optimization was also conducted to optimize the pad 
locations and sizes to minimize the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness.  
Based on the understanding developed in the research activities presented in this 
Chapter, a three-pad air-bearing surface design was developed successfully. The 
evaluation results showed that the proposed new slider design was of much better 
waviness following ability when compared with other slider designs available in the 
public domain, including the advanced Panda II slider.    
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Chapter 5 
Exploration of Air Bearing Technology to Reduce 
Flying Height Sensitivity to Altitude Change 
 
Magnetic disk drives, especially mobile hard disk drives are used not only at the 
sea level, but also at high altitudes environment. Slider’s flying attitude is decided by 
the air-bearing force acting on slider’s air-bearing surface. The flying attitude varies 
when the slider flies from lower altitude to higher altitude, as the air pressure is a 
function of altitude. Reducing the flying height variation due to altitude change is an 
important issue in designing the head-disk interface, especially when technology 
moves towards ultra-low flying height, below 3 nm.  
Kohira et al. [49] reported pivot shift approach to reduce the flying height 
sensitivity to the altitude change. They shifted the pivot loading point of the slider 
towards the slider’s leading edge from the conventional approach of putting the pivot 
loading point at the geometry center of the slider body. Such a shift increases the pitch 
moment and such a pitch moment increase tends to compensate the flying height 
change caused by altitude variation. However, shifting the pivot point to the leading 
edge also influences the performances of the slider in other aspects. For example, 
such a shift reduces slider’s capability in following up disk’s surface morphology.  
 In this chapter, the mechanism of altitude induced flying attitude (gap flying 
height and pitch angle) change is investigated, aiming to have a full understanding of 
the relationship between the flying attitude change and altitude variation. Then a 
model is introduced to study the effects of the air bearing forces and the force exerting 
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points on the changes of the flying attitude. Possible air bearing surface design 
strategies are proposed to reduce the flying height sensitivity to the altitude change. 
Finally a type of air-bearing surface design is developed which shows significant 
reduction of the gap flying height sensitivity to the altitude change.  
 
5.1 Mechanism of Flying Height Sensitivity to Altitude 
5.1.1 The Change of Flying Attitude due to High Altitude 
Panda III slider, as reported in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Figure 5.1, is used to   
investigate the mechanism of the flying height change due to higher altitude. Table 
5.1 compares the flying attitudes of the Panda III slider at different radii (outer 
diameter (OD), middle diameter (MD) and inner diameter (ID)) and at two different 
altitudes (sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m, industry standard evaluation 
conditions). The gap flying height listed in column 9 is the flying height at the 
coordinate of (0.82 mm, 0.35 mm), which is shown in Figure 5.1, and it is very close 
to the read/write element of the slider. It can be observed that both the gap flying 
height and the pitch angle reduce when the slider’s flying condition changes from the 
sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. The last column illustrates the percentage of the 
gap flying height loss from the sea level to the 3000 m altitude (= ( ) /s a sFH FH FH− . 
Here, sFH  is the flying height at the sea level, aFH  is flying height at the altitude of 
3000 m). It is shown that the flying height loss at the OD is only 14.50 %, while that 
at the ID can be as high as 32.48 %. In other words, the flying height loss at the ID is 
much more severe than that at the OD of disk surface. The study presented in the rest 
part of this section is targeted at identifying the main factor which leads to such a high 
percentage difference of the flying height change. 
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Similarly, columns 6 and 8 list the percentages of the pitch angle and roll angle 
losses from the sea level to the 3000 m altitude, respectively. It can be observed that 
the variations of the percentages of the pitch angle losses across the disk surface are 
very small. On the other hand, the changes of the roll angle from the sea level to the 
3000 m altitude do not show specific tendency. Though the change of the roll angle is 
the biggest at the MD, the roll angle itself at the MD is very small.   
 
Figure 5.1 Air bearing surface (Panda III slider design, as proposed in Chapter 4) 
 








(µrad) Per (%) 
Roll 
(µrad) Per (%) 
FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 146.20  -14.38  3.38  
27.94 11.44 10000 3000 130.71 10.60 -14.99 4.24 2.89 14.50 
          
20.35 4.26 10000 0 142.41  -0.22  2.95  
20.35 4.26 10000 3000 127.39 10.55 -1.53 59.55 2.29 22.37 
          
14.83 -2.45 10000 0 137.04  8.06  3.26  
14.83 -2.45 10000 3000 122.39 10.69 5.61 30.40 2.19 32.48 
 
5.1.2 Effect of Skew Angle on Flying Attitude due to High Altitude 
Skew angle is the angle between the slider direction (from slider’s trailing edge to 
its leading edge) and the direction of air flow velocity. The skew angles at different 
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radii are different. Table 5.2 compares the skew angle sensitivity of slider’s flying 
attitude at the sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m. The skew angle is of –2.45° and 
11.44°, respectively, --- a representative skew angle range for modern disk drives. It 
can be observed that the skew angle affects the gap flying height of the slider. 
However, both cases of -2.45° and 11.44° skew angles would be of the very similar 
percentages of the flying height losses when the altitude changes from 0 m to 3000 m. 
Also, similar observation can be made for the pitch angle case.  In other words, the 
skew angle can not be considered as the main factor for the high percentage difference 
of altitude induced flying height change between ID and OD.    
 








(µrad) Per (%) 
Roll  
(µrad) Per (%) 
FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
14.83 -2.45 10000 0 137.04  8.06  3.26  
14.83 -2.45 10000 3000 121.45 10.69 5.61 30.40 2.19 32.82 
          
14.83 11.44 10000 0 130.34  -12.41  3.51  
14.83 11.44 10000 3000 116.88 10.33 -10.78 13.05 2.33 33.62 
 
5.1.3 Effect of Linear Velocity on Flying Attitude due to High Altitude 
Disk drive is of constant spindle speeds. Thus, the linear velocity at different radii 
is different. Supposed the radius is R and the rotation speed of the disk is n (RPM), 
the linear velocity can be illustrated by:  
60
2 nRV ×= pi
                                                                                  (5.1) 
Table 5.3 shows the flying attitudes of the slider at outer diameter (OD) and inner 
diameter (ID) radii, at the sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m. The linear velocities 
are supposed to be the same (29.25 m/s). If the RPM at OD is 10000, the same linear 
velocity at ID requires RPM of 18840, according to Eq. (5.1). 
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From Table 5.3, the flying attitudes and the flying height reductions at OD and ID 
conditions are similar. Thus it can be concluded that the variations of the flying height 
losses from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m at OD and ID conditions shown in 
Table 5.1 is due to various linear velocities at different tracks of the disk.  
Therefore, we can further conclude that the skew angle is not the main factor of 
the high percentage difference of altitude induced flying height change between ID 
and OD, if the linear velocity at ID and OD could be kept the same. But the high 
linear velocity difference between ID and OD is the main reason of high flying height 
drop difference (percentage) between ID and OD when the altitude is changed.  
 
Table 5.3 Linear velocity effects on the flying height loss due to altitude 
Radius 
(mm) 





(µrad) Per (%) 
Roll  
(µrad) Per (%) 
FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 0 10000 0 144.48  9.47  3.22  
27.94 0 10000 3000 129.11 10.64 9.81 -3.60 2.80 13.04 
          
14.83 0 18840 0 143.97  10.14  3.19  
14.83 0 18840 3000 128.93 10.45 9.69 4.44 2.77 13.17 
 
5.1.4 Air Bearing Force Analysis for Flying Height Loss due to High Altitude 
The force analysis is aimed at increasing the depth of understanding the flying 
height loss caused by the altitude change. 
The exerting point of the external gram load is considered to be at the center of the 
backside of the slider. The slider can rotate around this force exerting point in the 
pitch and roll directions. Thus in the following analysis, we separate the air bearing 
surface as the trailing part and the leading part from the exerting point of the gram 
load, the half part that contains the trailing pad is denoted as the trailing part, the other 
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half part containing the leading pads is denoted as the leading part, as illustrated in 
Figure 5.1.  
Tables 5.4 (a) and (b) show the changes of the air-bearing forces and the 
corresponding effective force exerting points at the leading part and the trailing part 
of the slider, respectively, when the slider’s flying altitude changes from the sea level 
to the altitude of 3000 m. The third row indicates the amount of force reduction when 
the slider flies from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m, and the data in the fourth 
row are the percentages of the force reduction (= ( ) seasea FFF /3000− , where seaF  
and 3000F  are the forces at the sea level and the altitude of 3000 m, respectively).  
The results of the fifth row are attained at the conditions that the slider flies at the 
altitude of 3000 m, while assuming the slider flies with the same flying attitude 
(flying height, pitch angle and roll angle) as that flies at the sea level. This is fulfilled 
by fixing the flying attitude (nominal flying height, pitch angle and roll angle) during 
the simulation process. The results of the last row will be discussed in the following 
section.  
 








Center of Negative 
Force (mm) 
Sea level altitude 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 
 3000 m altitude 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 
Force Reduction  0.390  -0.252  
Force Reduction (%) 21.02  30.18  
3000 m (fix attitude) 1.306 0.252 -0.581 0.293 
3000 m (gram load of 0.531 g) 1.304 0.250 -0.580 0.291 
 








Center of Negative 
Force (mm) 
Sea level altitude 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
 3000 m altitude 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 
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Force Reduction  0.237  -0.367  
Force Reduction (%) 21.27  26.54  
3000 m (fix attitude) 0.802 0.799 -0.996 0.598 
3000 m (gram load of 0.531 g) 0.807 0.798 -1.000 0.595 
 
From the results listed in Table 5.4, we can observe that:  
(1) Relative Sensitivity Comparison 
Comparing the fourth rows in the tables, at both the trailing part and the 
leading part, the reductions of the negative forces (30.18 % and 26.54 %, 
respectively) are larger than the reductions of the positive forces (21.02 % and 
21.27 %, respectively), which means that the negative force is more sensitive to 
the change of altitude compared with the positive force. 
 
(2) Force Exerting Points at Trailing and Leading Parts 
The effective exerting points of both the positive and the negative forces at the 
leading part and the trailing part of the slider remain almost the same at different 
altitudes, as can be seen by comparing the second, the fifth and the last rows in 
Tables 5.4 (a) and (b). In other words, the changes of the exerting centers of the 
air-bearing forces (both of the positive and negative forces) are negligible. 
 
(3) Air-Bearing Forces at the Trailing and Leading Parts   
The positive force at the trailing part (1.114 g at the sea level) is smaller than 
that at the leading part (1.855 g at the sea level). From Figure 5.1, the maximum 
pressure at the trailing pad is much higher than those on the other pads, whilst the 
area size of the leading pads are much larger than the area of the trailing pad. As a 
result, the total force at the leading part is larger than that at the trailing part. On 
the other hand, the negative force at the trailing part (-1.383 g) is larger than that 
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at the leading part (-0.835 g), also due to the larger negative pressure area at the 
trailing part.  
The gram load is along the same force direction as the negative air-bearing 
force. The gram load is applied by suspension to slider body and the gram load 
force is constant (0.8 g). In the equilibrium state, the slider is balanced by the total 
positive force, the total negative force and the gram load, which means:  
0=−− gnp FFF      (5.2) 
where pF , nF , and gF  represent the total positive force, the total negative force 
and the gram load, respectively, and nF only denotes the value of the negative 
force. 
But from the first rows in Tables 5.4 (a) and (b) 
( ) ( ) 751.0383.1835.0114.1855.1 =+−+=− np FF g (5.3) 
The difference of the positive force and the negative force is 0.049 g smaller 
than the applied gram load of 0.8 g, which comes from the simulation resolution 
or other influencing factors of the CML simulator. In the following analysis, the 
actual amounts of the force from the CML simulation are utilized.  
 
(4) Further Discussion 
 From the fifth rows in the Tables 5.4 (a) and (b):  
( ) ( ) 531.0996.0581.0802.0306.1 =+−+=−= npg FFF g                             (5.4) 
This value of gram load is smaller than that in Eq. (5.3) of 0.751 g, which 
means that in order to maintain the same flying attitude when the slider flies from 
the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m, the exerting gram load should be reduced 
to 0.531 g. Table 5.5 compares the results of the flying attitude with gram loads of 
0.751 g and 0.531 g when the slider flies at the altitude of 3000 m. The last row 
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lists the flying attitude of the slider with a gram load of 0.531 g and at the altitude 
of 3000 m. Comparing the first and the third rows, there are very small differences 
of the flying attitude of the original slider at the sea level and slider with a gram 
load of 0.531 g at the altitude of 3000 m.  
The force analyses of the slider with a gram load of 0.531 g at the altitude of 
3000 m are listed in the last rows in Tables 5.4 (a) and (b). Comparing the second 
and the last rows of the tables, except for the amount of the positive forces, there 
are very small variations of the negative forces and the exerting centers of all 
forces, which means that for the slider with a gram load 0.751 g and flying at the 
altitude of 3000 m, the extra gram load (0.751-0.531= 0.220 g) is balanced by the 
positive force, with 0.070 g and 0.161 g (totally 0.231 g) at the trailing part and 
leading part, respectively. Here the small difference of the force is due to the small 
variation of the exerting centers of the forces.  This change of the gram load can 
be considered that the net air bearing force ( np FF − ) from the sea level to the 
altitude of 3000 m is reduced by 0.220 g.  
 












FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 146.20 -14.38 3.38  Gram load 
of 0.751 g 27.94 11.44 10000 3000 130.71 -14.99 2.89 14.50 
Gram load 
of 0.531 g 27.94 11.44 10000 3000 145.29 -15.07 3.48 -2.96  
 
5.1.5 Analytical Model for Flying Height Loss due to High Altitude 
The forces as well as the force exerting points (or moments) determine the flying 
attitude of the slider. A model is proposed to study the effects of the forces and 
moments on the flying attitude change due to the altitude change. 
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As shown in Figure 5.2, the positive and negative air-bearing forces at the trailing 
part and the leading part are denoted as tpF , tnF , lpF and lnF , respectively. The distances 
from these force exerting points to the center of the slider are indicated as tpL , tnL , lpL  
and lnL , respectively. The gram load of the suspension is denoted as gF , which is 
assumed at the center of the backside of the slider at this time.  
 
Figure 5.2 Schematic illustration of the forces and force centers 
 
As observed from Table 5.1, both the gap flying height and the pitch angle reduce 
as the altitude is increased. Comparing the results listed in the first and the second 
rows in Tables 5.4 (a) and (b), it can be observed that all the forces reduce at a higher 
altitude. On the other hand, the changes of the distances between the force loading 
centers and the exerting point of the gram load are rather small and can be neglected. 
If we suppose the reduction amounts of the forces are indicated as tpF∆ , tnF∆ , 
lpF∆ and lnF∆ , respectively, the effects of such force reductions on the changes of the 
pitch angle and the flying height (FH) can be summarized in Table 5.6.  The reduction 
of tpF  or  lnF  lead to increased pitch angle and reduced flying height. On the other 
hand, the reduction of tnF  and lpF  lead to reduced pitch angle and increased flying 
height.  
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Table 5.6 The effects of the force reduction on the changes of the pitch angle and 
flying height 
  Pitch  FH  
tpF∆  
 Increase   Decrease 
tnF∆  
 Decrease  Increase  
lpF∆  Decrease Increase 
lnF∆  Increase Decrease 
 
For the Panda III slider, from Table 5.4, 
          ( ) ( ) 491.0581.0835.0877.0114.1ln =−+−=∆+∆ FFtp g  
         ( ) ( ) 757.0465.1855.1016.1383.1 =−+−=∆+∆ lptn FF g  
         lptntp FFFF ∆+∆<∆+∆ ln                                                                                     (5.5) 
Therefore, the pitch angle reduces. In the calculation, only the amount of the negative 
forces is included. 
 The flying attitude of a slider is determined by the balance of both forces and 
moments.  For a slider flying in equilibrium, the summation of all the moments in the 
pitch direction should be equal to zero.  
             0= pM                                                                                    
or         
sptntntptplplp MLFLFLFLF −×−×=×−× lnln                                               (5.6) 
Here, Msp is the moment due to the static pitch and its value is on the order of 1E-7. In 
the next analysis it is ignored.  
 From Table 5.4, we can calculate the values of the changes of moments induced 
by the changes of the forces: 
         
( ) ( ) 060.0425.0588.0016.1383.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ tntntn LFM  N.s 
         
( ) ( ) 089.0425.0800.0877.0114.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ tptptp LFM  N.s 
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( ) ( ) 068.0250.0425.0465.1855.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ lplplp LFM  N.s 
         
( ) ( ) 034.0291.0425.0583.0835.0lnlnln =−×−=×∆=∆ LFM  N.s     
         128.0=∆+∆ tnlp MM  N.s, 123.0ln =∆+∆ MM tp  N.s 
thus  lnMMMM tptnlp ∆+∆>∆+∆                                                                           (5.7) 
The result indicates that the changes of the moments also result in the drop of the 
pitch angle when the slider flies from the sea level to a higher altitude.  
From the above analysis, both the force reduction and the moment reduction tend 
to reduce the pitch angle when the slider flies from the sea level to a higher altitude. It 
is known that the reduction of the pitch angle tends to increase the gap flying height, 
if the pivot point (the dimple) remains at the same position. However, the above 
results indicate that the gap flying height still reduces. This indicates that the 
reduction of the pitch angle is not big enough to compensate for the reduction of the 
gap flying height drop caused by the reduced air-bearing force at increased altitude.  
 
5.2 Approaches to Reduce Flying Height Sensitivity to Altitude 
There are two types of approaches to reduce the flying height sensitivity to 
altitude change. One is to adjust the gram load (force and exerting point), the other 
one is to design the air bearing surface to reduce the loss of the flying height.  
 
5.2.1 Adjusting the Gram Load  
1. Adjusting the Gram Load Value 
As stated in Table 5.5, when the slider flies from a lower to a higher altitude, the 
gram load should be reduced in order to maintain the same flying attitude. Thus, a 
straightforward approach to reduce the flying height sensitivity to the altitude change 
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is to adjust the gram load when the slider flies from a lower to a higher altitude. But 
this needs methods or technologies to adjust the gram load with different altitudes.  
Table 5.7 lists the flying attitudes with various gram loads applied to the slider. It 
is observed that a smaller gram load can reduce the flying height sensitivity to altitude, 
but the effect is not significant enough. 
 












FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 135.74 -13.26 2.96  Gram load 
of 0.95 g 27.94 11.44 10000 3000 118.95 -12.60 2.45 17.23 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 146.20 -14.38 3.38  Gram load 
of 0.75 g 27.94 11.44 10000 3000 130.71 -14.99 2.89 14.50 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 158.05 -14.46 3.89  Gram load 
of 0.55 g 27.94 11.44 10000 3000 143.73 -16.27 3.43 11.82 
 
2. Adjusting the Loading Point of Gram Load 
Another approach is to change the gram load force exerting point to the slider 
body. Such kind of pivot point shifting has been proposed to reduce the flying height 
sensitivity due to a higher altitude [47]. Moving the loading point of the gram load to 
the leading edge would reduce the effect of the gram load moment on the flying 
height change at the transducer location.  
The pivot shift effect can be illustrated using the analytical model, as shown in 
Figure 5.3. Supposing the pivot shifts towards the leading edge, the amounts of the 
reduction of the forces are denoted as tpF∆ , lpF∆ , tnF∆  and lnF∆ , respectively and the 
distances between the loading centers of the forces tpF , tnF , lpF  and lnF and the gram 






lnL , respectively. It can be noticed that: 
 tptp LL >
′
, tntn LL >
′
 , lplp LL <
′
 ,  lnln LL <
′
             (5.8)
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As discussed above, the reduction of the gap flying height is induced 
by lptp MM ∆<∆ . When the pivot point moves towards the leading edge, the increase 
of tpL  leads to the increase of tpM∆ and the decrease of lpL  leads to the decrease 
of lpM∆ . The gap flying height will remain the same from the sea level to higher 
altitude if lptp MM ∆=∆  .  
 
Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of the forces and force centers of the pitch shift 
 











 FH (0.82, 0.35)  
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 129.14 -13.71 3.79   
27.94 11.44 10000 3000 112.16 -13.53 3.39 10.43 
20.35 4.26 10000 0 126.65 -0.30 3.34   
20.35 4.26 10000 3000 110.62 -1.11 2.71 18.80 
14.83 -2.45 10000 0 121.42 7.17 3.84   
14.83 -2.45 10000 3000 106.60 5.12 2.66 30.66 
 











 FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 110.09 -12.79 5.10   
27.94 11.44 10000 3000 92.20 -11.36 5.64 -10.58 
20.35 4.26 10000 0 108.46 -1.54 4.61   
20.35 4.26 10000 3000 92.26 -1.01 4.55 1.30 
14.83 -2.45 10000 0 102.12 3.93 5.74   
14.83 -2.45 10000 3000 88.38 3.61 4.76 17.07 
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Tables 5.8 (a) and (b) list the simulation results of the Panda III slider at the sea 
level and at the altitude of 3000 m, with pivot shifts of 150 µm and 350 µm to the 
leading edge, respectively. It can be observed that when the pivot shifts to the leading 
edge, the pitch angle reduces while the gap flying height increases. Comparing the 
results in Tables 5.8 (a) and 5.1, the percentages of the flying height reductions over 
the whole disk surface decrease. Comparing the results in Tables 5.8 (b) and 5.1, 
shifting the pivot towards the leading edge greatly decreases the flying height drop at 
the inner diameter (ID) condition. However, there is 17 % flying height drop at ID, 
which is still rather high.  
Furthermore, moving the pivot point to the leading edge will affect the other 
performances of the slider, such as reducing the loading stiffness of the air-bearing 
surface, and reducing the waviness following ability of the slider. 
 
5.2.2 Increasing the Sensitivity of Pitch Angle to Altitude 
Reducing the pitch angle can increase the flying height if the pivot point (the 
dimple) remains at the same position. Thus one way to reduce the gap flying height 
loss is to increase the loss of the pitch angle at a higher altitude.  
Increasing the reduction amount of the negative air bearing forces at the trailing 
part of the slider tnF∆  and the positive air bearing force at the leading part of the slider 
lpF∆ can reduce the pitch angle. Observing the fourth columns in Table 5.4 (b), the 
reduction amounts tnF∆  show very small changes with different flying attitudes at the 
altitude of 3000 m. So a more meaningful way is to increase the reduction amount 
of lpF∆ .  
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Meanwhile, decreasing the reduction amount of the positive force at the trailing 
part of the slider tpF∆ and the negative force at the leading part of the slider lnF∆  can 
also reduce the pitch angle. In the same manner, lnF∆  varies very small with different 
flying attitudes at a higher altitude. Thus it is helpful to decrease the reduction amount 
of tpF∆ .  
The positive air bearing force is mainly dependent on the pad size and the etching 
depth, so is the loss of the positive force.  
 
a) Leading Pads’ Size Effect 
The sizes of the leading pads are modified, as shown in Figure 5.4. The slider (b) 
is the original Panda III slider whilst the slider (a) is of larger leading pad and slider (c) 
is of smaller leading pad. The changes of the gap flying height and the forces at the 
leading part and the trailing part of the air bearing are listed in Table 5.9.  
In the table, PF(L), PC(L), NF(L), NC(L) denote the positive force, positive force 
exerting point, negative force and negative force exerting point at the leading part, 
respectively. While PF(T), PC(T), NF(T), NC(T) denote the positive force, positive 
force exerting point, negative force and negative force exerting point at the trailing 
part, respectively. 
The sizes of the leading pads have a significant effect on the pitch angle. The pitch 
angle of the slider (a) is more than 170 µrad and that of slider (c) is only about 110 
µrad, due to the difference of the leading pad size. But the percentages of the 
reductions of the pitch angle from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m only show 
about 2~3 % difference for these three sliders, for slider (a) is 8.21%, while that of 
slider (c) is 9.84 %. It means that the effect of the leading pad size on the sensitivity 
of the pitch angle to altitude is not significant.  
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(a) Larger leading pad                 (b) Original                   (c) Smaller leading pad 
Figure 5.4 Leading pads’ size effect on pitch sensitivity to altitude 
 
























0 171.06 3.48 1.78 0.232 -0.82 0.291 1.15 0.802 -1.35 0.588 
(a) 3000 157.01 2.92 1.40 0.231 -0.58 0.291 0.91 0.801 -0.99 0.594 
Loss 
(%)   8.21 16.09 21.34               
0 145.41 3.30 1.85 0.249 -0.84 0.291 1.12 0.800 -1.39 0.588 
(b) 3000 129.24 2.80 1.46 0.251 -0.58 0.291 0.88 0.800 -1.02 0.594 
Loss 
(%)   11.20 15.15 21.60               
0 111.98 3.25 1.92 0.261 -0.85 0.291 1.10 0.800 -1.44 0.589 
(c)  3000 100.96 2.82 1.51 0.263 -0.59 0.292 0.87 0.800 -1.05 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   9.84 13.23 21.35               
 
b) Leading Pads’ Etching Depth Effect 
Next, the etching depth of the leading pads of the Panda III slider is modified and 
the results are listed in Table 5.10. Here, slider (-) means that the etching depth of the 
leading pads is 0.01 µm shallower than the leading pads of Panda III slider, while 
slider (+) means that the etching depth of the leading pads is 0.01 µm deeper than that 
of Panda III slider. It is shown that deeper etching depth of the leading pads can 
increase the sensitivity of the pitch angle to altitude, thus reduce the gap flying height 
variation. But again the effect is not very significant.  
From the analysis results, it can be concluded that it is not easy to significantly 
increase the ∆Flp, which means that increasing the reduction of positive force at the 
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leading part is not very effective to reduce the flying height sensitivity to a higher 
altitude.  
 
























0 167.30 3.98 1.83 0.252 -0.83 0.291 1.12 0.789 -1.36 0.589 
 (-) 3000 151.73 3.33 1.45 0.255 -0.58 0.290 0.88 0.789 -0.99 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   9.31 16.33 20.76               
0 146.20 3.38 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
(b) 3000 130.71 2.89 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   10.60 14.50                
0 113.21 3.17 1.88 0.247 -0.86 0.292 1.15 0.800 -1.44 0.589 
(+) 3000 99.5 2.75 1.48 0.249 -0.60 0.291 0.90 0.800 -1.05 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   12.11 13.25 21.27               
 
c) Trailing Pad Size Effect 
The investigations of the trailing pad size effect are focused on the top surface and 
the sub-shallow surface. This is because most of the positive force at the trailing part 
is focused on the top surface and the sub-shallow surface at the trailing pad of the 
slider surface. 
The sizes of the trailing pads (top surface and sub-shallow step) are modified, as 
shown in Figure 5.5. The slider (b) is the original Panda III slider whilst the slider (a) 
has larger trailing pad and slider (c) has smaller trailing pad. The changes of the gap 
flying height and the forces at the leading part and the trailing part of the air bearing 
are listed in Table 5.11.  
PF(L), PC(L), NF(L), NC(L) denote the positive force, positive force exerting 
point, negative force and negative force exerting point at the leading part, respectively. 
While PF(T), PC(T), NF(T), NC(T) denote the positive force, positive force exerting 
point, negative force and negative force exerting point at the trailing part, respectively. 
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   (a) Larger trailing pad                 (b) Original                   (c) Smaller trailing pad 
Figure 5.5 Trailing pad size effect on pitch sensitivity to altitude 
 
























0 145.20 4.57 1.824 0.249 -0.837 0.291 1.112 0.789 -1.344 0.587 
(a) 3000 130.15 4.01 1.437 0.251 -0.583 0.291 0.879 0.788 -0.989 0.593 
Loss 
(%)   10.36 12.28                
0 146.20 3.38 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
(b) 3000 130.71 2.89 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   10.60 14.50                
0 141.23 2.53 1.892 0.248 -0.836 0.291 1.145 0.812 -1.451 0.592 
(c)  3000 128.76 2.18 1.496 0.252 -0.584 0.291 0.891 0.811 -1.058 0.598 
Loss 
(%)   8.83 13.83                
 
It is observed that reducing the sizes of the trailing pad decreases the gap flying 
height and moves the exerting point of the positive force at the trailing part towards 
the trailing edge. But again, the effect of the sizes of the trailing pad on the sensitivity 
of the pitch angle to the altitude is small.  
 
d) Etching Depth Effect of the Trailing Pads 
Again, the etching depth of sub-shallow step at the trailing pad of the Panda III 
slider is modified and the results are listed in Table 5.12. Here, slider (-) means that 
the etching depth of the sub-shallow step at the trailing pad is 0.01 µm shallower than 
that of the Panda III slider, while slider (+) means that the etching depth of the sub-
shallow step is 0.01 µm deeper than that of the Panda III slider.  
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It is shown that deeper etching depth of the sub-shallow step at the trailing pad 
can reduce the gap flying height and also move the exerting point of the positive force 
at the trailing part towards the trailing edge. But the effect on the sensitivity of the 
pitch angle to altitude is also rather small. 
 

























0 142.25 4.09 1.828 0.247 -0.835 0.291 1.155 0.788 -1.388 0.588 
(-) 3000 128.06 3.03 1.443 0.250 -0.581 0.291 0.908 0.787 -1.018 0.594 
Loss 
(%)   9.97 25.92                
0 146.20 3.38 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
(b) 3000 130.71 2.89 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   10.60 14.50                
0 141.58 2.91 1.869 0.248 -0.837 0.291 1.107 0.809 -1.396 0.589 
(+) 3000 128.31 2.52 1.476 0.251 -0.585 0.291 0.868 0.808 -1.022 0.595 
Loss 
(%)   9.37 13.40                
 
e) Shifting the Force Centers 
As mentioned above, changes of the moments also affect the change of the pitch 
angle. Last section has discussed the changes of the forces effects on the pitch angle 
change. Figure 5.6 shows the changes of the force exerting points in order to reduce 
the pitch angle, if it is assumed that all the forces reductions remain the same. It is 
observed that increasing lpL and tnL , and reducing tpL and lnL can result in the 
reduction of the pitch angle.  
Increasing lpL  and tnL  means that the positive force center at the leading part 
should move to the leading edge and the negative force center at the trailing part 
should move to the trailing edge. On the other hand, decreasing tpL  and lnL  means to 
move the positive force center at the trailing part to the leading edge and the negative 
force center at the leading part towards the trailing edge.  
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Figure 5.6 Changes of force exerting points on the reduction of the pitch angle 
 
Here, we notice that combination of increasing lpL  and decreasing tpL  means that 
the total positive force center should be moved to the leading edge. And combination 
of increasing tnL  and decreasing lnL  means to move the total negative force center 
towards the trailing edge.  
A kind of air bearing surface is thus developed, as shown in Figure 5.7, the flying 
altitude and the forces are listed in Table 5.13 by comparing them with those of the 
Panda III slider. From the table, it can be observed that the modified design is of 
smaller flying height loss from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. Comparing the 
loading centers of the positive forces at the trailing part and the leading part, the 
centers of the modified design are both nearer to the leading edge than those of the 
Panda III slider. But from the results attained in Chapter 4, such an approach is not the 
preferred choice in terms of improving the slider’s performance in following up the 
disk waviness when the positive force center at the trailing part moves towards the 
slider’s geometry center. 
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Figure 5.7 Air bearing surface modified from Panda III design 
 
























0 161.60 4.34 1.794 0.248 -0.797 0.290 1.175 0.782 -1.408 0.588 
Modified 3000 144.18 3.78 1.412 0.250 -0.552 0.288 0.927 0.780 -1.035 -1.035 
Loss (%)   10.78 12.90                
0 146.20 3.38 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
Panda III 3000 130.71 2.89 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 
Loss (%)   10.60 14.50                
 
5.2.3 Minimizing the Sensitivity of Pitch Angle and Flying Height to Altitude 
 The ideal approach of reducing the flying height sensitivity to altitude is to keep 
both the gap flying height and the pitch angle not much changed when the slider flies 
from the sea level to a higher altitude.   
 
1. Approaches to Reduce Gap Flying Height Sensitivity to Altitude 
As discussed in section 5.1.4, in order to maintain the same flying attitude at the 
altitude of 3000 m, a gram load of 0.531 g is enough. The remaining 0.220 g of gram 
load lowers down the flying height and its uneven distribution induces the change of 
the pitch angle.  
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If the reduction of the pitch angle is ignored, the amount of the flying height loss 
due to this variation of 0.220 g gram load will depend on the air-bearing stiffness. 
Table 5.14 lists the stiffness of the Panda III slider in the flying height direction and in 
pitch direction at the sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m, respectively. It can be 
observed that the change of the stiffness is very small when the slider flies from the 
sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. 
 
Table 5.14 Stiffness at the sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m 
Radius 
(mm) 












27.94 11.44 10000 0 0.377  0.551  
27.94 11.44 10000 3000 0.366 3.13 0.531 3.63 
 








=∆                (5.9) 
Comparing to the results in Table 5.1, this value of flying height reduction is 
larger. It is because that the result in Table 5.1 takes into account the effect of the 
pitch angle reduction.   
In the Eq. (5.9), the F∆  can be considered to be constant from the sea level to a 
specific altitude by assuming that the slider files with the same flying attitude as it is 
at the sea level. In order to reduce the variation of h, it is helpful to change the 
stiffness k of the slider.  
Supposed the stiffness in the flying height direction at the sea level is ks and the 














=                  (5.11)
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where hs and  ha are small variations of the flying height at the sea level and at the 
higher altitude, Fs and Fa are the forces which are necessary to achieve flying 
height variation of hs and  ha at the sea level and at the higher altitude, respectively.  
Assume that hhh as ∆=∆=∆ , FFF sa ′−= , F ′  is the net variation of air bearing 





































   (5.12) 
From Eq. (5.12), in order to maintain the same flying attitude at the altitude of 
3000 m, the stiffness in the flying height direction at the altitude of 3000 m should be 
reduced to be 70.71 % of that at the sea level.  
 
2. Approaches to Reduce Pitch Angle Sensitivity to the Altitude Change 
Previously, the effect of the stiffness in the flying height direction on the flying 
height sensitivity to altitude has been discussed. Similarly, supposed the stiffness in 
the pitch direction at the sea level is kps and the stiffness at a higher altitude is kpa. 














=             (5.14) 
where ps and  pa are small variations of the pitch angle at the sea level and at the 
higher altitude, Ts and Ta are the torques which are necessary to achieve the pitch 
angle variation of ps and  hp at the sea level and at the higher altitude, respectively.  
Assume that ppp as ∆=∆=∆ , from Table 5.4, all the exerting centers of the forces 
can be considered remain at the same position when the slider flies from the sea level 






































 Here, Ls and La are the loading centers of the net air bearing force of the slider at 
the sea level and at the higher altitude. This result means that in order to maintain the 
same pitch angle from the sea level to the 3000 m altitude, the stiffness in the pitch 
direction should be reduced to 70.71 % of that at the sea level.  
 Another approach to reduce the pitch angle sensitivity to a higher altitude can be 
attained by using the analytical model. From Table 5.1, the pitch angle reduces when 
the slider flies from a lower to a higher altitude. To minimize the pitch angle 
sensitivity to a higher altitude, we need to increase the pitch angle when the slider 
flies at a higher altitude.  
 Section 5.2.2 has discussed the approaches to increase the pitch angle loss from a 
lower to a higher altitude. Thus the approaches to reduce the pitch angle loss will be 
contrary to the approaches discussed in that section. It is needed to decrease the 
reduction amounts of the negative air bearing force at the trailing part of the slider 
tnF∆  and the positive air bearing force at the leading part of the slider lpF∆ . And 
increase the reduction amounts of the positive force at the trailing part of the slider 
tpF∆ and the negative force at the leading part of the slider lnF∆ . In the same manner, 
modifying the forces effects on the pitch angle sensitivity is not significant.  
Decreasing lpL and tnL , and increasing tpL and lnL can lead to the increase of the 
pitch angle. Decreasing lpL  and tnL  means that the positive force center at the leading 
part should be moved to the trailing edge and the negative force center at the trailing 
part moved to the leading edge. On the other hand, increasing tpL  and lnL  means to 
move the positive force center at the trailing part to the trailing edge and move the 
negative force center at the leading part towards the leading edge. These movements 
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make the total positive force center be moved to the trailing edge and the total 
negative force center moved to the leading edge.  
 
5.3 Air Bearing Surface Design to Reduce the Flying Height 
Sensitivity due to Altitude  
5.3.1 Air-Bearing Surface Design Strategies to Reduce the Flying Height 
Sensitivity to Altitude Change 
As discussed above, shifting pivot towards the leading edge reduces the gap flying 
height sensitivity to the altitude change. However, the improvement is limited. 
Furthermore, moving the pivot to the leading edge will deteriorate the other 
performances of the slider, such as the waviness following ability. Also, making the 
pitch angle loss more sensitive to altitude change is another approach to reduce the 
gap flying height loss when the slider flies from a lower to a higher altitude. Possible 
approaches include having more reduction of the positive force at the leading part, 
moving the total positive force center to the leading edge and moving the total 
negative force center towards the trailing edge. Again, such kind of approach is not a 
very effective way to reduce the flying height reduction caused by higher altitude. 
Therefore, the author proposed the following air-bearing surface design strategies 
in order to reduce the flying attitude (flying height and pitch angle) change caused by 
altitude change:  
(1) To move the center of the total positive air bearing force towards the trailing 
edge, and move the center of the total negative force towards the leading edge 
of the slider.  
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(2) To reduce the distances between the loading points of lpF  and tnF  and the 
loading point of the gram load and increasing the distances between the 
loading points of lnF  and tpF  and the loading point of the gram load can 
reduce the pitch angle sensitivity to the altitude change.  
(3) In order to maintain the gap flying height of the slider from the sea level to the 
3000 m altitude, it is needed to reduce the stiffness in flying height direction 
of the slider, for the Panda III slider and at outer diameter (OD) condition, the 
stiffness at the altitude of 3000 m should be reduced to about 70.71% of that at 
the sea level.  
 
5.3.2 Altitude Insensitive Slider Design from the New Design Strategy 
(1) Altitude Insensitive Slider Design and Performance Analysis 
A new kind of air-bearing surface design, altitude insensitive slider design, is 
developed based on the above mentioned design strategies, as shown in Figure 5.8. 
The flying attitudes at the sea level and at the altitude of 3000 m are listed in Table 
5.15. The gap flying heights of the slider at outer diameter (OD), middle diameter 
(MD) and inner diameter (ID) change 2.20 %, 1.62 % and 6.53 %, respectively, when 
the slider flies from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. Such flying height changes 
are the smallest among all slider designs reported in the public domain up to now. 
Comparing the results with those in Table 5.1, it can be noticed that the new slider 
design exhibits significant improvement of the gap flying height stability against 
altitude change.   
One feature of the new slider design is that the pitch angles of the new design is 
smaller that those of the Panda III slider. The pitch angle is 100 µrad at OD of the 
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altitude insensitive slider, compared with more than 140 µrad of the Panda III slider. 
The pitch angle is reduced to 60 µrad at ID of the altitude insensitive slider design, 
compared with 130 µrad of the Panda III slider. The variation of the pitch angle from 
OD to ID is much bigger for the altitude insensitive slider design, comparing with that 
of the Panda III slider. In other words, the altitude insensitive slider design shows 
increased sensitivity of its pitch angle to the linear velocity. 
 
Figure 5.8 Air-bearing surface layout of the proposed altitude insensitive slider design  
 











FH (0.82, 0.35) 
(nm) Per (%) 
27.94 11.44 10000 0 98.37 -1.14 3.18   
27.94 11.44 10000 3000 94.39 1.42 3.11 2.20 
20.35 4.26 10000 0 75.23 -0.48 3.08  
20.35 4.26 10000 3000 71.62 0.60 3.03 1.62 
14.83 -2.45 10000 0 60.44 1.17 2.91  
14.83 -2.45 10000 3000 58.76 0.49 2.72 6.53 
 
Table 5.16 Forces and Force loading points of the proposed altitude insensitive slider 












Stiffness in FH 
direction (g/nm) 
Stiffness in pitch 
direction (g/nm) 
0 2.939 0.483 -2.168 0.512 0.290 0.388 Altitude insensitive 
slider   3000 2.316 0.478 -1.546 0.514 0.226 0.297 
0 2.968 0.454 -2.218 0.474 0.377 0.551  Panda III slider 
3000 2.342 0.455 -1.600 0.481 0.366 0.531 
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(2) Force and Moment Analyses 
Table 5.16 listed the forces and the forces’ loading centers of the proposed altitude 
insensitive slider design and those of the Panda III slider. It can be observed that both 
the values of the positive and negative forces of the two sliders are comparable. So is 
the reduction amount of the forces when the altitude changes from the sea level to the 
altitude of 3000 m. However, the centers of both the positive and the negative forces 
of the proposed altitude insensitive slider design are closer to the trailing edge 
comparing with those of the Panda III slider, as the geometric center of the slider (the 
exerting point of the gram load) remains the same. In fact, moving air-bearing force 
center towards the trailing edge of slider is effectively equivalent to moving the pivot 
or exerting point of gram load towards the leading edge of the slider.  
The last two columns in Table 5.16 list the stiffness in the flying height and the 
pitch direction of the proposed altitude insensitive slider and those of the Panda III 
slider. Both the stiffness in the flying height and the pitch direction of the altitude 
insensitive slider at altitude of 3000 m are reduced to be about 70 % of those at the 
sea level. However both the stiffness in the flying height and the pitch direction of the 
Panda III slider at the altitude of 3000 m show very small changes compared with 
those at the sea level.  
 








Center of negative 
force (mm) 
0 1.219 0.810 -1.618 0.603 
3000 0.921 0.810 -1.150 0.607 
Altitude 
insensitive slider  
Force reduction (%) 24.45  28.92  
0 1.114 0.800 -1.383 0.588 
3000 0.877 0.800 -1.016 0.595 Panda III slider 
Force reduction (%) 21.27  26.54  
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Center of negative 
force (mm) 
0 1.720 0.255 -0.550 0.256 
3000 1.395 0.262 -0.396 0.253 
Altitude 
insensitive slider 
design Force reduction (%) 18.89  28.00  
0 1.855 0.250 -0.835 0.291 
3000 1.465 0.252 -0.583 0.291 Panda III slider 
Force reduction (%) 21.02  30.18  
 
Tables 5.17 (a) and (b) list the forces and the force loading centers at the trailing 
part and the leading part of the altitude insensitive slider. The forces and the force 
loading centers of the Panda III slider are also listed for comparison.  
From Table 5.17 (a), both the positive and the negative forces at the trailing part 
of the proposed altitude insensitive slider design are larger than those of the Panda III 
slider at the sea level, so is the reduction amount of the forces when altitude increases 
from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. The positive force reduces 24.45 % as 
compared to 21.27 % of the Panda III slider, and the negative force also reduces about 
2 % more than that of the Panda III slider. Furthermore, both the centers of the 
positive and the negative forces at the trailing part of the proposed altitude insensitive 
slider design are nearer to the trailing edge than the Panda III slider. As a result, the 
reduction of moments tpM∆  and tnM∆  of the proposed altitude insensitive slider 
design is larger than those of the Panda III slider. From these results, more portions of 
forces and moments are focused at the trailing part for the proposed altitude 
insensitive slider design than the Panda III slider, so are the reductions of the forces 
and the moments.  
 On the other hand, both the positive and the negative forces at the leading part of 
the proposed altitude insensitive slider design are smaller than those of the Panda III 
slider, as can be seen in Table 5.17 (b). The negative force at the leading part of the 
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proposed altitude insensitive slider design is only 0.550 g, comparing with 0.835 g of 
the Panda III slider. Furthermore, the reduction of the forces at the leading part of the 
proposed altitude insensitive slider design is smaller than those of the Panda III slider. 
Also, the center of the negative force at the leading part of the proposed altitude 
insensitive slider design is 0.256 mm from the leading edge, compared with the Panda 
III slider of 0.291 mm. Such an arrangement makes the distance from the force 
exerting point to the pivot point almost the same for both the negative force and 
positive force of the altitude insensitive slider. Thus increases the reduction amount of 
the moment lnM∆ , though the reduction of the negative force reduces.  
The reductions of the forces and the moments of the proposed altitude insensitive 
slider design can be calculated as the followings,   
          ( ) ( ) 452.0396.0550.0921.0219.1ln =−+−=∆+∆ FFtp g 
          ( ) ( ) 793.0395.1720.1150.1618.1 =−+−=∆+∆ lptn FF  g 
thus   lptntp FFFF ∆+∆<∆+∆ ln                                                                              (5.16) 
This reduction of the forces will reduce the pitch angle, as described in section 5.1.5. 
But 
          
( ) ( ) 083.0425.0603.0150.1618.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ tntntn LFM  N.s 
          
( ) ( ) 115.0425.0810.0921.0219.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ tptptp LFM  N.s 
          
( ) ( ) 026.0256.0425.0196.0550.0lnlnln =−×−=×∆=∆ LFM  N.s 
          
( ) ( ) 055.0255.0425.0395.1720.1 =−×−=×∆=∆ lplplp LFM  N.s 
thus    sptptnlp MMMMM +∆+∆<∆+∆ ln                                                             (5.17) 
The change of moments leads to increased pitch angle when the slider flies from the 
sea level to a higher altitude.  
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From the results, the proposed altitude insensitive slider design is of much lower 
flying height sensitivity to the altitude change. Some features of the new design can 
be summarized as the followings:  
(1) Though the total amounts of the positive and the negative forces of the 
proposed altitude insensitive slider design are comparable to those of the 
Panda III slider, the trailing part of the proposed altitude insensitive slider 
carries higher percentage of the total force. 
(2) The effective force exerting points of the total positive and the negative forces 
of the proposed altitude insensitive slider design are more towards the trailing 
edge of the slider, comparing with the Panda III slider.  
 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the mechanism of flying height sensitivity to altitude was 
investigated. Both the force reduction and the moment reduction tend to reduce the 
pitch angle and the gap flying height when the slider flies from the sea level to the 
higher altitude. But the reduction of the pitch angle cannot compensate for the 
reduction of the gap flying height that leads to the reduction of the gap flying height. 
A model was used to study the effects of the changes of the forces and moments on 
the gap flying height changes due to altitude, and strategies of air bearing surface 
design to reduce the flying height sensitivity to altitude were proposed.  
The understandings developed in this chapter were applied to design an altitude 
insensitive slider. Simulation results indicate that the designed altitude insensitive 
slider is of significantly reduced gap flying height loss when working altitude 
increases from the sea level to the altitude of 3000 m. 
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Chapter 6 
 Air Bearing Surface Technology Towards Smooth 
Loading Operations 
 
Another critical aspect for ultra-small head-disk spacing technology is how to 
smoothly load and unload head-slider from the disk surface as smaller flying height 
increases the chance of slider-disk contact during the loading and unloading processes.  
In this chapter, a new kind of air-bearing surface design is proposed, which has 
three negative force centers to adjust the built-up time of the air bearing of the slider. 
The simulation results show that with this kind of air-bearing surface design, the 
slider can be loaded to the disk with small oscillation and high damping.  
 
6.1 Introduction: From Contact Start-Stop to Load/Unload 
Operations 
Slider flies over disk surface when the disk drive is in its read/write operation 
status. Slider needs to be at its parking position when the drive is turned off. The 
traditional approach is to park the slider on a dedicated parking zone of disk surface, 
called ‘landing zone’ and such a technology is called contact start-stop (CSS) 
technology [50, 51]. The contact start-stop technology has been the main stream of 
slider parking technology in HDD industry since the introduction of Winchester 
drives more than 20 years ago. The slider stays at the landing zone during spinning up 
and spinning down and moves to the data zone only when the disk RPM reaches the 
operating conditions. In order to reduce stiction between the slider and the disk, 
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texture zone, usually a regular pattern of bumps created with a laser device, is 
introduced at the landing zone of the disk. This results in higher head-disk separation 
and therefore lower areal density. Slider with low flying height at the texture zone 
also produces high contact force, generating wear debris, which degrades the head 
disk interface. 
Due to those inevitable disadvantages of contact start-stop technology, the 
dynamic load/unload (L/UL) approach has gained research attentions in the recent 
years [52-54]. Figure 6.1 shows the load/unload dynamics. In load/unload technology, 
the slider is moved off the disks prior to power-down and safely positioned onto a 
cam-like structure. The cam is equipped with a shallow ramp on the side closest to the 
disk, giving ramp load/unload its name. During a power-on sequence, the read/write 
heads are loaded by moving the sliders off the ramp, and over the disk surfaces, when 
the disks reach the appropriate rotational speed.   
 
Figure 6.1 Ramp load/unload dynamics [55] 
 
Load/unload technology has many advantages over the contact start-stop (CSS) 
technology. For example, disk drives with load/unload mechanisms have better shock 
resistance when the disk drive is not in operation as the head-slider is parked outside 
disk surface and of no chance to damage disk surface. It is also of lower power 
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consumption, achieved by the elimination of stiction forces, which occurs during a 
contact start-stop cycle. Most importantly, no slider-disk wear occurs when 
load/unload is used if the system is designed to avoid contacts. This enables the use of 
ultra-smooth disks without a special landing zone and with better overall durability. In 
addition, the landing zone can be freed up for storing more data.  
The main design objective of the load/unload mechanisms is to avoid slider-disk 
contact during load/unload operations. Slider air-bearing surface design, Pitch Static 
Attitude (PSA), Roll Static Attitude (RSA), gram load, suspension limiters, 
load/unload velocities and disk rotation speed are the main parameters that affect the 
load/unload performances of the slider at the head-disk interface (HDI) [56]. Here, we 
should indicate the definitions of PSA and RSA. When the sliders are mounted to the 
flexure, there are an initial pitch and roll angles, which are called the pitch static 
attitude (PSA) and the roll static attitude (RSA).  
The sub-ambient pressure (negative pressure) slider shows better load/unload 
performance as compared to the positive pressure slider. The shallowly recessed 
cavity of the sub-ambient pressure slider generates larger squeeze flow effect and 
hence allows the slider to have better cushioning effect [56, 57]. 
For the loading process, moving the negative air bearing force center to the 
leading edge will not only induce a negative pitch moment during the early stage but 
also prolong the pitch-up process. This may result in slider-disk contacts at the 
leading edge of the slider. A reliable way to load the slider onto the disk is to pitch the 
slider up rapidly and maintain a positive pitch throughout the loading process. 
Q. H. Zeng and D. B. Bogy [57] investigated the effects of the above mentioned 
design parameters on the load/unload performance by computer modeling. They 
found that the loading process is much smoother when the spindle speed is reduced, 
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especially for negative pressure sliders. They claimed that the ramps should be 
carefully and properly designed to improve the loading and unloading performance, 
especially when the loading velocity is high. The pitch and roll static attitudes (PSA 
and RSA) have significant effects on the load/unload performance. A positive PSA 
can improve the loading performance and lead to a smoother unloading process. The 
RSA also affects the loading performance, but it subjects to the air bearing surface 
design because there is a skew angle during the load/unload process. Air-bearing 
surface design is critical for smooth loading process. Their results indicate that the 
negative force center should be located between the slider’s center and the trailing 
edge, which will result in a positive pitch moment during the entire loading process.  
Up to now, researchers are more focused on air-bearing surface designs with 
negative force center moving to the trailing edge of the slider so as to improve the 
unloading performance. However, the recent experimental works indicate that the 
loading process can create more chance of slider disk contact. Also, it is necessary to 
further investigate the effects of the negative pressure force on the loading 
performance and to increase the stability of the loading process, especially when the 
gap flying height is only 3~4 nm.  
 
6.2 Dynamic Loading Process 
The Panda II slider developed by the researchers in Data Storage Institute is the 
first type of slider with flying height being reduced to 3~4 nm [31, 48]. Therefore, 
such slider is selected to investigate the loading performance at an ultra-low flying 
height. 
The loading analysis in this thesis work is conducted at a disk radius of 18 mm 
and skew angle 0º --- to reduce the skew angle effect on the loading study. The disk 
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RPM is 10,000. The slider has a gap flying height (flying height) of 3.3 nm, pitch 
angle of 185 rad and roll angle of 4.7 rad. The pitch static attitude of the slider-
suspension assembly is 0.5º and roll static attitude is 0°. The slider is loaded at a 
vertical velocity of 25 mm/s and the initial nominal flying height is 27 µm.  
 
Figure 6. 2 Schematic diagram of loading process 
 
(a) Air bearing force history during loading process 
 
(b) Minimum flying height history during loading process 
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(c) Pitch angle history during loading process 
 
(d) Roll angle history during loading process 
 
(e) Air bearing force center during loading process 
Figure 6.3 Loading process (a) Air bearing force; (b) Minimum flying height; (c) 
Pitch angle; (d) Roll angle; (e) Normalized force center in X direction 
 
 Figure 6.2 shows the schematic diagram of the loading process. The ramp height 
results in the deflection of the suspension and low pitch angle of the slider at the 
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initial stage of the loading process. The gram load is supported by the ramp on the lift 
tab. The loading process can be classified as three stages: 
In Stage 1 of the loading process, as the suspension moves down the ramp and 
accelerates from rest to the vertical loading velocity, the pitch angle of the slider 
increases. This is depicted in Figure 6.3 (c) and indicated as I, when the time is less 
than 1.3 ms.   
Subsequently, in Stage 2, the positive air-bearing force starts to build up and 
results in reduction of the pitch angle. This occurs when the time is between 1.3 ms 
and 1.8 ms (indicated as II). The positive air-bearing force arises from the cavity of 
the slider due to the squeeze flow effect [58, 59]. The squeeze-flow effect is 
proportional to the vertical velocity of the slider. As the slider loads to a lower flying 
height, the vertical velocity of the slider reduces and hence the squeeze-flow effect 
reduces.  
In Stage 3, the positive and negative air-bearing forces, which arise from the air 
flow between the vertically moving slider and the horizontally moving disk, also set 
in. The share of support of gram load by the air bearing increases until the suspension 
leaves the ramp. Then, the slider is fully supported by the air bearing force. The slider 
gradually adjusts itself to the steady state flying height and attitude (indicated as III).  
Figure 6.3 (e) shows the normalized force centers in x (slider length) direction. Xf 
= 0.5 means the force center is at the slider center. Xf < 0.5 means the force center is 
between the slider center and the leading edge of the slider and Xf > 0.5 means the 
force center is between the slider center and the trailing edge. It is shown that the 
positive force center gradually moves to the trailing edge during the loading process. 
On the other hand, after the negative force starts to build up, the negative force center 
quickly moves to the trailing edge, and vibrates, then reaches stable state [60].  
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6.3 Conditions for Optimal Loading Performance 
The main requirements for optimal loading process are as follows: 
1. No slider-disk contact; 
2. Short duration; 
3. Minimal oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll directions, since high degree 
of oscillations may result in slider-disk contacts and longer loading process. 
A safe loading process of a slider ensures that the above requirements are fulfilled. 
In the evaluation of the loading performance of a slider, the following are determined. 
1. Safe range of operating conditions that give no slider-disk contact; 
2. Maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions within 
the safe range of operating conditions; 
      3. Time taken for the loading processes within the safe range of operating 
conditions. 
 
6.4 Triple-Negative-Zone Air Bearing Surface  
Short duration is a critical requirement of the loading performance. The long 
duration is because that the negative force is built-up after the built-up of the positive 
force, and also due to the long time for the slider to reach stable state. If we can 
reduce the build-up time of the negative force and increase the damping of the 
oscillation, we can reduce the duration for the slider to fully load on the disk.  
Most of the previous air bearing surface designs have only one negative force area, 
which determines the built-up time of the negative force and the damping of the 
loading process. If we design an air-bearing surface with several negative force 
centers, we can modify and adjust the built-up time of the slider by varying the 
properties (etching depth and etching area) of the negative force areas.  
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Thus we propose one concept: triple-negative-zone slider, as shown in Figure 6.4. 
There are three negative force regions on the air-bearing surface, two regions near the 
trailing edge (region Ne2) and one near the center of the slider (region Ne1). Suppose 
the etching depth in regions Ne1 and Ne2 are denoted as ENe1 and ENe2, respectively, 
the slider can be denoted as slider (ENe1, ENe2) in the following analysis.  
 
 Figure 6.4 Triple-negative-zone air bearing surface 
 
6.4.1 Effect of the Base Recess on the Negative Force 
The etching depths of different etching steps of the air-bearing surface determine 
the amounts of the negative pressure force, especially for the etching depth of the base 
recess because of its largest area on the air-bearing surface. We first study the effect 
of the etching depth of the base recess on the static flying attitudes of the sliders and 
on the change of the negative force, assuming the etching depths in regions Ne1 and 
Ne2 are the same, as the slider shown in Figure 6.5.  
The etching depth of the base recess of the slider shown in Figure 6.5 is varied to 
be 0.4 µm, 0.8 µm, 1.2 µm, 1.6 µm and 2.0 µm, respectively. Table 6.1 lists the flying 
attitudes and the positive and the negative forces of the sliders. The etching depth of 
the base recess has a significant effect on the pitch angle. The pitch angle is the 
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smallest when the etching depth of the base recess is 1.2 µm, the pitch angle increases 
when the etching depth of the base recess becomes shallower or deeper.  
 
Figure 6.5 Triple-negative-zone slider, regions Ne1 and Ne2 have same etching depth 
 
Table 6.1 Static flying attitude of the sliders 
Slider Pitch (µrad) Roll (µrad) Gap FH (nm) Positive Force (g) Negative Force (g)  
slider(0.4, 0.4) 147.09 -1.48 4.70 2.15 -1.36 
slider(0.8, 0.8) 100.16 0.41 3.16 3.09 -2.32 
slider(1.2, 1.2) 99.57 0.89 3.63 2.99 -2.21 
slider(1.6, 1.6) 115.87 1.60 5.14 2.51 -1.72 
slider(2.0, 2.0) 176.14 2.81 13.89 1.78 -0.98 
 
Figure 6.6 shows the effect of the etching depth of the base recess on the negative 
air bearing force. In the simulation, the etching depths of Ne1 and Ne2 area are the 
same for all the sliders. In the figure, the denotation of “Free attitude” means that we 
only modify the etching depths of the base recess of the sliders and let them fly freely, 
while “Fix attitude” means that we assume all the sliders fly with the same flying 
attitude as that of the slider with etching depth of the base recess of 1.2 µm. From the 
plot, the negative force only varies slightly with different flying attitudes. The 
negative force is mainly dependent on the etching depth of the base recess.  The 
negative force is the biggest when the etching depth of the base recess is 1 µm, and it 
becomes smaller when the etching depth is shallower or deeper. 
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Figure 6.6 Effect of base recess etching depth on the negative force 
 
6.4.2 Effect of the Base Recess on the Loading Performance  
1) Force Built-Up and the Depth of Base Recess 
The loading processes are also simulated with different etching depths of base 
recesses (from 0.4 µm to 2.0 µm, denoted as slider (0.4, 0.4), slider (0.8, 0.8), slider 
(1.2, 1.2), slider (1.6, 1.6) and slider (2.0, 2.0), respectively. Here, all the units for the 
etching depths are micrometer). The loading zone is at a disk radius of 18 mm and 
skew angle of 0°. The disk RPM is 10000 and the vertical loading velocity is taken to 
be 65 mm/s. The pitch static attitudes of the sliders are taken to be 0.5°, roll static 
attitudes 0° and the sliders are loaded from the initial nominal flying height of 50 µm.  
      
(a) Negative force history of the sliders during the loading process 
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(b) Pitch angle history of the sliders during the loading process 
     
(c) Zoom in plot of (b)          
Figure 6.7 Effect of recess etching depth on the negative force and pitch angle history 
 
Figure 6.7 shows the relationship between the etching depth of the base recesses 
and the parameters histories during the loading process. Plot (a) shows the negative 
force history of the sliders; (b) is the pitch angle history; (c) is the zoom in plot of (b). 
Here we notice that: 
• Either too shallow a base recess or too deep a base recess leads to reduced 
negative air bearing force. An etching depth around 0.8~1.1 µm gives the 
maximum amount of the negative force for the air-bearing surface as 
mentioned in this section. 
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• From Figure 6.7 (a), deeper etching depth of the base recess corresponds to 
shorter built-up time of the negative air bearing force (ABF). It takes longer 
time for the slider with shallower base recess (for example, the 0.4 µm base 
recess case) to start build up the negative air bearing force, comparing with 
deeper base recess sliders.  On the other hand, the built-up time difference 
becomes small when the base recess is deep enough (for example: sliders with 
1.2 µm recess and slider with 1.6 µm recess). 
• Pitch angle can become negative before reaching its stable value, if the base 
recess is not very deep. As can be observed from Figure 6.7 (c), the pitch 
angles of sliders with base recess etching depths of 0.4 µm, 0.8 µm and 1.2 
µm can be below 0 µrad before reaching the corresponding stable value.  
• Deeper etching depth of the base recess has smoother loading process.  
 
2) Pitch Static Attitude, Base Recess and Slider-Disk Contact 
The pitch static attitude (PSA) significantly affects the loading performance. It is 
the initial pitch angle when the sliders are mounted to the flexure (as mentioned in 
section 6.1). In order to evaluate the loading performance of the sliders, the effects of 
the pitch static attitude are simulated. Table 6.2 shows the simulated results of 
minimum slider-disk clearances during the loading process when the pitch static 
attitude varies from 0.50° to -0.075°. The symbol “+” refers to a minimum clearance 
larger than 0 nm or no contact between the slider and the disk during the whole 
loading process.  Symbol “-” refers to a minimum clearance smaller than 0 nm or 
there is contact during the loading process. It can be observed that there are no 
contacts for all the sliders when the pitch static attitude is larger than and equal to 0°. 
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Slider (0.4, 0.4), slider (0.8, 0.8) and slider (1.2, 1.2) contact the disk when the pitch 
static attitude reduces to –0.05°. The slider (1.6, 1.6) contacts disk as well when the 
pitch static attitude is further reduced to –0.06°. The results show that the slider (2.0, 
2.0) has the best loading performance when considering the pitch static attitude effect.  
 
Table 6.2 Pitch static attitude effects on the minimum clearance 
  
   Etching Depth of base recess  (µm) 
PSA (°) (0.4, 0.4) (0.8, 0.8) (1.2, 1.2) (1.6, 1.6) (2.0, 2.0) 
0.50 + + + + + 
0.25 + + + + + 
0 + + + + + 
-0.05 - - - + + 
-0.06 - - - -  +  
-0.075 - - - - - 
 
6.4.3 Adjusting Loading Performance by Varying Triple-Negative-Zone 
From the above analysis, deeper etching depth of the base recess can reduce the 
built-up time of the negative air-bearing force and lead to a smoother loading process. 
Actually, the main objective of having multi-negative pressure zones is to have the 
freedom of assigning different recess depths for different zones. With the triple-
negative-zone slider shown in Figure 6.4, if we differ the etching depths in Ne1 and 
Ne2 areas, the built-up time of the negative force at the Ne1 and Ne2 areas can be 
different. If the negative force at the Ne2 area is built-up earlier than that in the Ne1 
area, a positive pitch moment will be generated which would be helpful to accelerate 
the loading process.  
From Tables 6.1 and 6.2, the static flying attitudes of sliders of etching depth 0.8 
µm, 1.2 µm and 1.6 µm are comparable, but slider (1.6, 1.6) has a shorter built-up 
time of the negative force and smoother loading performance. Thus we take the slider 
of the base recess of 1.6 µm as the starting design for the exploration of more stable 
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loading performance. We set the etching depth of Ne1 area 1.6 um, while that of Ne2 
area 0.8 µm, 1.6 µm and 2.0 µm respectively, thus we get three air bearing surface 
sliders: slider (1.6, 0.8), slider (1.6, 1.6) and slider (1.6, 2.0). Table 6.3 lists the static 
flying attitudes and the forces for the sliders. It is shown that compared with slider 
(1.6, 1.6), slider (1.6, 0.8) is of increased negative force and the negative force center 
being shifted to the trailing edge. On the other hand, slider (1.6, 2.0) is of reduced 
negative force and the negative force center shifted forward to the leading edge.  
 

















(1.6, 0.8) 116.86 1.01 4.51 2.58 -1.79 0.44 0.50 
(1.6, 1.6) 115.87 1.60 5.14 2.51 -1.72 0.43 0.42 




(a) Minimum flying height during the loading process 
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(b) Pitch angle history during the loading process 
 
(c) Negative force history during the loading process 
    
(d) Positive force center history during the loading process 
Figure 6.8 The parameters changes during the loading process  
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Loading performances are simulated with those three sliders. The simulation 
conditions are the same as in the last section, except that the pitch static attitude is 
taken to be 0°. Figure 6.8 shows the parameter changes for those sliders during the 
loading process.  
From Figure 6.8 (a), the minimum clearance of slider (1.6, 0.8) is smaller than 0 
nm, which means contacts happen during the loading process. The minimum 
clearances of slider (1.6, 1.6) and (1.6, 2.0) are positive, which means no contact 
occurs for these two sliders during the loading operation. We can also see that the 
oscillation of the slider (1.6, 2.0) is smaller than the oscillation of the slider (1.6, 1.6), 
which means that the loading process of the slider (1.6, 2.0) is smoother. As can also 
be observed in Figures 6.8 (b) and (d), the slider (1.6, 2.0) shows smaller oscillation 
of the pitch angle and the positive force centers as well. From Figure 6.8 (c), there is 
no obvious change of the built-up time of the negative force except the steady value 
of the negative force.  
 
 Figure 6.9 Effects of etching depth in Ne2 area on the minimum flying height 
 
From the above analysis, we can conclude that for the triple-negative-zone slider, 
the etching depth of the base recess of the slider will influence the built-up time of the 
negative force. If we vary the etching depth of the triple-negative-zone, deeper 
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etching depth in Ne2 area can smooth the loading process. Figure 6.9 shows the 
minimum clearances of sliders (1.6, 2.0), (1.6, 2.4), (1.6, 2.8), (1.6, 3.2) for the 
loading process. It can be observed that deeper etching depth in Ne2 area can improve 
the loading performance, but the difference becomes smaller when the etching depth 
becomes deeper and deeper.  
 
6.5 Performance Evaluation 
The performance comparison is made between the proposed triple-negative-zone 
slider and the Panda II slider --- mainly comparing the effects of the loading velocity 
and pitch static attitude on the loading performances for the triple-negative-zone and 
the Panda II slider.    
 
6.5.1 Effect of Vertical Loading Velocity 
The vertical motion of the slider during the loading process introduces a squeeze 
flow effect, which is directly proportional to the approaching speed between the slider 
and the disk [9, 10, 23]. A higher loading velocity gives a higher squeeze flow rate 
and hence a larger positive air bearing force (ABF). This provides greater cushioning 
effect during the loading process. However, higher loading velocity also expedites the 
squeeze flow action, leading to an accelerated occurrence of the oscillating motion. It 
may also cause the slider to hit the disk with a significant momentum impulse.  
Y. Hu et al. [57] studied the loading velocity (20 mm/s, 140 mm/s and 300 mm/s) 
effects on the air bearing pressure profiles. They found that 140 mm/s loading 
velocity results in larger gap flying height and smaller pitch angle, and the squeeze 
flow generates more air bearing pressure than that of 20 mm/s loading velocity. But 
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when the loading velocity further increases to 300 mm/s, the flying height further 
increases and the pitch angle reduces, and the air bearing pressure induced by the 
squeeze flow becomes smaller than 140 mm/s. This is because of the balanced 
contribution by the increase in loading velocity and the decrease in the flying attitude.  
Thus in the following, the loading processes with vertical loading velocities from 
25 mm/s to 265 mm/s are simulated.  
    
Figure 6.10 Meaning of maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum flying height 
 
 
  Figure 6.11 Effects of vertical loading velocity on the maximum oscillation 
amplitude of minimum flying height  
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For evaluation and comparison, the oscillation amplitude of the minimum flying 
height is used and the definition is shown in Figure 6.10. Figure 6.11 shows the 
vertical velocity effect on the maximum oscillation amplitude of the minimum flying 
height of the triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 2.0) and the Panda II slider. It is shown 
that both of the sliders show no oscillation in the vertical direction for loading 
velocity of 185 mm/s and lower. As the loading velocity increases to above 185 mm/s, 
the oscillation amplitude of the minimum flying height increases for both the sliders, 
but the amplitude of the triple-negative-zone slider is slightly larger than that of the 
Panda II slider.  
 
6.5.2 Effect of Pitch Static Attitude 
The pitch static attitude (PSA) of the slider affects their steady flying attitudes, 
and it significantly affects the load/unload performances. A slider of positive PSA is 
of less chance of slider-disk contact during the loading operation. A slider which can 
tolerate more negative PSA is assumed to be more robust in the loading operation. 
Table 6.4 lists the result of the PSA effects on the minimum flying height for the 
triple-negative-zone slider (16, 20) and that of the Panda II slider. The loading zone is 
at disk radius 18 mm and skew angle of 0º. The disk RPM is 10,000 and the vertical 
loading velocities for the loading process is taken to be 65 mm/s. The slider loading 
process starts from the initial head-disk spacing of 27.0 µm. 
The discussion here starts from a base recess combination of slider (1.6, 2.0). It is 
shown that no slider-disk contacts occur when the PSA is larger than –0.075o for both 
the triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 2.0) and the Panda II slider. But the triple-
negative-zone slider contacts the disk when the PSA reaches –0.075o, while there is 
still no contact for the Panda II slider.  
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Table 6.4 Static pitch attitude effects on the two kinds of sliders 
Pitch static attitude (deg) Triple-negative-zone slider 
(1.6, 2.0) 
Panda II slider 
0.500 + + 
0.250 + + 
0 + + 
-0.050 + + 
-0.060 + + 
-0.075 - + 
-0.090 - + 
-0.100 - - 
 
 
 Figure 6.12 Minimum flying heights of the two sliders with PSA of –0.075o  
 
Figure 6.12 shows the minimum clearance for the triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 
2.0) and that of the Panda II slider when the PSA is –0.075o. It is shown that there is 
still small oscillation for the triple-negative-zone slider (16, 20), but the loading 
performance of the Panda II slider is smoother.  
According to the discussion presented in the previous section, we would like to 
explore improving the loading performance of the triple-negative-zone slider by 
increasing the etching depth of Ne2 areas.  
Table 6.5 lists the effects of the PSA on the minimum clearance during the 
loading process with sliders of etching depths at Ne2 areas of 2.0 µm, 3.2 µm, 4.0 µm 
and 4.8 µm, respectively, comparing with the Panda II slider. The flying height of the 
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sliders are maintained to be within 3.0~4.0 nm. This is achieved by adjusting the 
etching depth of the 1st shallow step or 2nd shallow step to offset the flying height 
increase caused by increasing the etching depth in Ne2 area. 
From Table 6.5, it can be observed that the slider (1.6, 4.0), slider (1.6, 4.8) and 
the Panda II slider have comparable loading performance and have smoother loading 
process than the slider (1.6, 2.0) and slider (1.6, 3.2). There are no contacts for them 
until the PSA is -0.105°. It is also observed that there is no much obvious further 
improvement of the loading performance for the slider (1.6, 4.8) when compared to 
the slider (1.6, 4.0).  
Table 6.6 lists the force analyses of these four triple-negative-zone sliders. The 
first and second columns show the total positive and negative forces, respectively. 
The third column is the force center of the total negative force. The fourth column is 
the accumulated negative force at both Ne2 areas and the last column is the 
percentage of the negative force at Ne2 areas over the total negative force. It is shown 
that only 12.14 % of the negative force is located at Ne2 areas for the slider (1.6, 4.8), 
whilst 22.56 % of the negative force at Ne2 areas for the slider (1.6, 2.0).  
Increasing the etching depth at Ne2 areas will reduce the negative force near the 
trailing edge, and thus move the force center of the negative force forward to the 
leading edge. But moving the negative force to the leading edge will deteriorate the 
loading performance of the sliders. This movement of the negative force leads to 
counteract the effect of the etching depth in Ne2 areas and results in no further 
obvious improvement of the loading performance of the slider (1.6, 4.8) when 





  Table 6.5 PSA effects on Min flying height with different etching depth of Ne2 area 
  
   Etching Depth  (µm)  
Static Pitch (°) (1.6, 2.0) (1.6, 3.2) (1.6, 4.0) (1.6, 4.8) (1.6, 4.8)-I Panda II 
0.500 + + + + + + 
0.250 + + + + + + 
0 + + + + + + 
-0.050 + + + + + + 
-0.075 - + + + + + 
-0.090 - + + + + + 
-0.100 - - + + + + 
-0.105 - - - - + - 
-0.110 - - - - - - 
 
Table 6.6 Force analysis and loading centre of negative force of the sliders 
  





(1.6, 2.0) 2.44 -1.64 0.42 0.37 22.56 
(1.6, 3.2) 2.29 -1.49 0.39 0.24 16.10 
(1.6, 4.0) 2.24 -1.44 0.38 0.20 13.89 
(1.6, 4.8) 2.18 -1.40 0.38 0.17 12.14 
 
 
(a) Original triple-negative-zone slider          (b) Modified slider (1.6, 4.8)-I 
Figure 6.13 Modified air bearing surface design 
 
The above analysis is confirmed by the following practice. The slider (1.6, 4.8) is 
modified by moving the total negative force towards the trailing edge, which is shown 
in Figure 6.13. Figure 6.13 (a) is the original triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 4.8) 
which is the same as in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.13 (b) is the modified slider (1.6, 4.8)-I. 
Comparing to the original triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 4.8), all the pads of slider 
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(1.6, 4.8)-I are moved backward to the trailing edge, except for the trailing pads. The 
trailing pads are enlarged in order to maintain the flying height to be around 3.5 nm.  
The effect of the pitch static altitude (PSA) on the loading process of the slider 
(1.6, 4.8)-I are also listed in Table 6.6. It is obvious that slider (1.6, 4.8)-I does not 
contact the disk even the PSA is -0.105°, which means it has better loading 
performance than all the other sliders listed in Table 6.6, including the Panda II slider.  
Figure 6.14 shows the minimum clearance of the triple-negative-zone slider (1.6, 
4.0), the slider (1.6, 4.8)-I and the Panda II slider during the loading process, where 
PSA is –0.10° and –0.11° for Figures 6.13 (a) and (b), respectively.  Table 6.7 list the 
static flying attitude and the forces of the sliders. It can be seen that these three sliders 
have comparable gap flying height.  But the pitch angle of the Panda II slider is much 
higher than the slider (1.6, 4.0) and the slider (1.6, 4.8)-I. Another significant 
difference is that the exerting center of the positive force of the slider (1.6, 4.0) is 
before the loading point of the gram load.  The loading point of the negative force of 
the slider (1.6, 4.8)-I is behind the loading point of the gram load by modifying the 
pads, shown in Figure 6.13. But still the loading point of the negative force of the 
Panda II slider is much nearer to the trailing edge. In other words, the loading 
performance of the Panda II slider is due to shifting the negative force center to a 
position beyond the gram load point and towards the trailing edge of the slider. 
However, the proposed triple-negative-zone approach achieves satisfying loading 
performance by proper arrangement of recess depth and allows satisfying loading 
performance even the negative force center is before the gram load point (between 
leading edge and the gram load point).  
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(a) Minimum flying height during loading process with PSA -0.10° 
   
(b) Minimum flying height during loading process with PSA -0.11° 
Figure 6.14 Minimum flying heights of the sliders during the loading process 
 














(1.6, 4.0) 124.89 -0.68 3.28 2.21 -1.43 0.381 
(1.6, 4.8)-I 143.50 -0.85 3.73 2.32 -1.53 0.426 
Panda II 183.62 -1.00 3.50 2.36 -1.58 0.499 
 
From the Figure 6.14 (a), it is observed that there is no contact for both the slider 
(1.6, 4.8)-I and the Panda II slider, and there is contact for the slider (1.6, 4.0). The 
before-steady-state oscillation of the slider (1.6, 4.8)-I is comparable to that of the 
Panda II slider.  
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From Figure 6.14 (b), all the three sliders contact the disk when the PSA is -0.11°. 
But here we should note that it takes shorter time for the triple-negative-zone sliders 
to start to contact the disk, especially for the slider (1.6, 4.0). And furthermore, the 
contact duration of the sliders (1.6, 4.0) and (1.6, 4.8)-I are both shorter than the 
duration of the Panda II slider, showing the advantages of the proposed triple-
negative-zone slider concept.   
 
6.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a kind of triple-negative-zone air-bearing surface design concept is 
proposed and analyzed. The design is of one negative force zone in the middle of the 
air-bearing surface and two more negative force zones in the trailing half of the slider 
body.  
The relationship between the etching depth of base recess and the negative force 
built-up time during the loading process is analyzed. The results show that deeper 
etching depth of the base recess can shorten the built-up time of the negative air-
bearing force.  
Then the effects of the etching depth of the negative force zones at the trailing part 
of the slider on the loading performance are studied. Results suggest that deeper 
etching depth in Ne2 area can smooth the loading process of the slider.  
Investigations confirm that the proposed triple-negative pressure zone approach 
can achieve satisfying loading performance by proper arrangement of recess depth. It 
can lead to satisfying loading performance even the negative force center is before the 
gram load point (between the leading edge and the gram load loading point).  
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Chapter 7 
Nano-Actuator, Proximity-on-Demand and Flying 
Height Adjustment 
 
An important aspect for ultra-small head-disk spacing technology is how to reduce 
the chance of the slider-disk contacts and to reduce the head-disk wear, as the 
occasional contacts between the slider and disk are inevitable when the flying height 
becomes lower and lower.  
In this chapter, a mechanism to realize “proximity-on-demand” interface is 
proposed which utilizes a piezoelectric actuator (PZT) to adjust the curvature (crown 
and camber) of the air bearing surface, thus to adjust the flying height. Experimental 
results confirm the feasibility of such an approach.  
 
7.1 Proximity-On-Demand Technology and Nano-Actuators 
7.1.1 Proximity-on-Demand and Necessity of Nano-Actuators 
When the flying height is lower than 5.0 nm, it is difficult to prevent the 
intermittent contact between the head and the disk surface. Such contact will lead to 
surface wear of both the head and disk surface. Such a surface wear affects the long 
term robustness of the hard disk drives, especially when the magnetic spacing 
between the head and the disk is further reduced.  
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One possible choice for further reducing the magnetic spacing between head and 
disk is the contact recording technology. Again, one of the major concerns of contact 
recording is the surface wear.  
Wear is a function of time. One approach to reduce the surface wear is to reduce 
the possible slider-disk contact time during the whole targeted lifespan of the disk 
drive. Thus, “proximity-on-demand” technology is explored in this thesis. A 
“proximity-on-demand” interface (shown in Figure 7.1, iFH > oFH ) is the one in 
which the slider is raised to a safe flying height when it is not in reading or writing. 
However, the slider will be lowered to proximity to or even partially contact with disk 
surface during the read/write operation period. Such an approach is expected to 
significantly decrease the head and disk wear because the actual read/write operation 
in disk drive is less than 1 % of the total time of the head flying over the disk surface. 
 
Figure 7.1  “Proximity-on-demand” concept --- the flying height is reduced to its 
working value only during the read/write operation period whilst the slider will be at 
high flying height status when the head is not in its read/write operation period 
 
Therefore, a nano-actuator is required for achieving such a “proximity-on-
demand” operation. The reason we call the actuator as “nano-actuator” is that the 
required position change is only a few nanometers --- a mechanical head-disk spacing 
above 5 nm will be enough to reduce the contact and contact induced wear to a 
negligible level. 
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7.1.2 Possible Actuating Principles for Nano-Actuators  
1) Piezo-Electric Actuator 
The application of an electric field to a piezoelectric material leads to a physical 
deformation. The common deformation consists of extension mode and shear mode 
(as will be illustrated in section 7.2). The piezoelectric actuator is of the following 
advantages: strong force generated by piezoelectric actuator, high response frequency, 
almost zero power loss, and very high resolution (sub-nanometer). The concern is its 
large driving voltage for the actuation [61-66].  
 
2) Electro-Static Actuator 
The actuation principle of electrostatic actuators is based on the attraction of two 












                                                                                            (7.1) 
where ε0εr is the dielectric permeability, A is the plate area, V is the voltage applied 
and D is the distance between the two plates. The concern is the possible breakdown 
(due to a small air gap), which can damage the slider or disk surface [67-73].  
 
3) Thermal Actuator 
 Thermal actuation is caused by the difference of the thermal expansion 
coefficients of two materials or the temperature difference at different positions. 
These differences make the slider body to be deformed. The thermal actuation has 
strong force and large displacement. But the response frequency of such actuation is 
usually not high [74, 75].  
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7.1.3 Possible Implementation of Flying Height Adjustment 
When a slider is flying over a rotating disk, the actual flying height is determined 
by the forces acting on the slider’s air bearing force and the applied gram load. The 
main parameters of air bearing slider design that affect the flying height are:  
1) The shape, depth and wall profile of the rails; 
2) Gram load and its loading point; 
3) Surface profile of air bearing surface (crown, camber and twist). 
Here, crown (full crown) is a description of slider curvature in its length direction, 
camber is a description of slider curvature in its width direction and the twist is a 
description of slider curvature across two diagonal corners of a slider, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.2 [76].  
 
                   (a)  Illustration of crown (full crown)                            (b) Camber 
 
(c) Twist definition 
Figure 7.2 Definitions of Crown, Camber and Twist 
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The main approaches of flying height adjustment can be classified into three 
groups: adjusting gram load, modifying surface profile of air bearing surface and 
moving read/write element directly.  
 
1) Adjusting the Force from Suspension to Slider --- Adjusting the Gram Load 
Gram load is the loading force applied by a suspension to the slider body. Its 
direction is towards disk surface. The flying height decreases with an increase of gram 
load. If one or more piezoelectric actuators are attached to the suspension, the gram 
load can be actively changed by the applied voltage to the piezoelectric actuator [77].  
 
2) Adjusting the Force from Slider to Disk --- Introducing Electrically Controllable 
Force between Slider and Disk Surfaces 
 The flying height can be adjusted if an electrically controllable electro-static force 
is introduced to the slider-disk interface. In head disk interfaces, the conducting part 
of the slider body is the Al2O3-TiC substrate and the conducting part of the disk close 
to the slider surface is the magnetic layer. When an electric voltage is applied in head 
disk interface, the electrical force between the slider and disk will reduce the flying 
height. But the main problem of the flying height adjustment with electrostatic force 
is the read head (a GMR sensor) may be damaged by the electro-static discharge [78].  
 
3) Adjusting the Slider Surface Profile to Control the Flying Height 
 Flying height is the mechanical spacing between the read/write head and the disk. 
Such a flying height is highly dependent on the profile of the slider air bearing surface. 
For a given air-bearing surface design and gram load, the flying height will be higher 
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if the slider’s crown is increased. Thus the flying height can be adjusted if the surface 
profile of air bearing surface can be adjusted by a micro-actuator [79].  
 
4) Introducing Relative Motion between Slider and Read/Write Element  
The most direct method to adjust the flying height is to attach the read/write head 
onto a micro-actuator. The micro-actuators move the read/write element directly to 
change the magnetic spacing between the head and media.  
Flying height adjustment by moving the read/write element could be achieved by 
using piezoelectric materials which are working in the transverse or shear mode [62, 
64, 80]. Its driving mechanism is not sophisticated. However, stress control (the stress 
caused by the PZT in the magnetic material of the read/write element) is not that easy, 
especially considering that the read/write element can be very close to the actuator. 
The electrostatic micro-actuator can also be used to adjust the flying height [81]. 
Such an actuator can be light in weight and of simple structure. But it is a great 
challenge to realize compatibility between the read/write head manufacture process 
and the surface micro-machining process of the electrostatic micro-actuator.  
   
7.2 Structural Design of Active Slider for Adjusting Surface Profile 
Among the possible approaches for the flying height adjustment, the author 
prefers to control slider’s geometry so as to control the flying height --- changing the 
crown and/or the camber of a slider to adjust its flying height. This is because such a 
slider-suspension system is simple and much easier to be fabricated based on the 
existing slider manufacturing process. 
The requirements for crown adjustment include the followings: (1) high frequency 
response, (2) large enough crown change (30~60 nm), and (3) easy for fabrication and 
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integration. We found that the piezoelectric actuator based surface profile control 
approach is the most suitable method. The flying height of the slider is adjusted by 
changing the crown and the camber of the slider, using a bulk PZT as the actuator.  
 
7.2.1 Crown/Camber Change and Flying Height Variation 
The flying height of the slider varies when the crown and/or the camber of the 
slider changes. A kind of air-bearing surface design, as shown in Figure 7.3, is used 
for the relationship study between the crown/ camber change and the flying height 
variation. The working condition parameters used for the investigations include the 
followings: 17.6 nm gap flying height (pole tip), 20.35 mm working radius, 4.26º 
skew angle and 5400 RPM disk rotation speed. The static values of the slider’s crown 
and camber are 20 nm and 5 nm, respectively.    
 
Figure 7.3 Air-bearing surface of the slider used for the analysis of crown/camber 
change and flying height variation --- sensitivity analysis 
 
The relationships between the flying height and the crown and camber of the 
slider are plotted in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. A crown increase of 10 nm 
results in a flying height change of 2.5 nm. On the other hand, if the camber increases 
10 nm, the flying height reduces 1 nm. In order to increase the flying height variation 
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range, we should increase the adjustable range of the slider’s crown. Meanwhile, we 
should reduce the variation of the camber. The results also suggest that the flying 
height change is not as sensitive to the camber change comparing to the sensitivity to 
the crown change.   
      
Figure 7.4 Relationship between the change of crown and flying height 
      
Figure 7.5 Relationship between the change of camber and flying height 
 
7.2.2 Implementation of Flying Height Adjusting Mechanism by Crown 
Adjustment  
The proposed implementation is illustrated in Figure 7.6. A piece of PZT is 
bonded to the backside of a slider to adjust the crown value of the slider. The length 
and the width of the slider are 1.25 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively. The total thickness 
of the active slider is still 0.3 mm, the same as a standard pico slider. Figure 7.7 
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shows the deformation of the active slider when a voltage potential is applied to the 
PZT. The deformation is simulated with the finite element analysis software ANSYS. 
The deformation is small and very similar to a parabolic arch. Thus, the deformation 
of the slider in the length and width directions can be characterized as the changes of 
the crown and the camber of the slider.  
 
 Figure 7.6 Structure design of the active slider 
 
Figure 7.7 Deformation illustration of the active slider 
 
7.2.3 PZT for Crown Adjustment 
When certain crystalline ceramic materials are subjected to a mechanical force, 
the crystals become electrically polarized. Tension and compression generate voltages 
of opposite polarity. The voltage will be in proportion to the applied force. The 
converse of such a relationship is also true: if such crystal is exposed to an electric 
field, it will lengthen or shorten according to the polarity of the field and the 
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lengthened or shortened values will be in proportion to the strength of the electrical 
field applied. These behaviors are labeled the piezoelectric effect and the inverse 
piezoelectric effect, respectively [82, 83]. 
A traditional piezoelectric ceramic is a mass of perovskite crystals, each 
consisting of a small, tetravalent metal ion, usually titanium or zirconium, in a lattice 
of larger, divalent metal ions, usually lead or barium, and O2-ions. At temperature 
below the Curie point, each crystal has tetragonal or rhombohedral symmetry and a 
dipole moment (as shown in Figure 7.8). Adjoining dipoles form regions of local 
alignment called domains. The alignment gives a net dipole moment to the domain 
and thus a net polarization. The direction of polarization among neighbouring 
domains is random, so the ceramic element has no overall polarization (Figure 7.9 (a)).  
 
Figure 7.8 Tetragonal lattice, the crystal has electric dipole 
 
                 (a)                                          (b)                                     (c)  
Figure 7.9 Polarizing (poling) piezoelectric ceramic: (a) random orientation of polar 
domains prior to polarization; (b) polarization in DC electric field; (c) remanent 
polarization after electric field removed. 
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The domains can be aligned by exposing the element to a strong and direct current 
electric field, usually at a temperature slightly below the Curie point (Figure 7.9 (b)). 
Through this polarizing (poling) treatment, domains most nearly aligned with the 
electric field, and the element lengthens in the direction of the field. When the electric 
field is removed, most of the dipoles are locked into a configuration of near alignment 
(Figure 7.9 (c)). The element thus has a permanent polarization, the remanent 
polarization, and is permanently elongated.  
Thus mechanical compression or tension on the poled piezoelectric ceramic 
element will change the dipole moment and create a voltage.  On the other hand, if a 
voltage is applied on the piezoelectric ceramic element, the element will lengthen or 
shorten.  
 
 Figure 7.10 Directions of forces affecting a piezoelectric element 
 
A piezoelectric ceramic is anisotropic. Its physical constants relate to both the 
direction of the applied mechanical or electric forces and the directions perpendicular 
to the applied force. Consequently, each constant generally has two subscripts that 
indicate the directions of the two related quantities, such as stress and strain for 
elasticity. The direction of positive polarization usually is made to coincide with the 
Z-axis of a rectangular system of X, Y, and Z axes (Figure 7.10). Direction X, Y, or Z 
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is represented by the subscript 1, 2, or 3, respectively, and shear about one of these 
axes is represented by the subscript 4, 5, or 6, accordingly. 
In general, a piezoelectric ceramics plate mainly has three basic modes of 
vibration: parallel and transverse expansion, shear and bender.  
 
1) Parallel and Transverse Expansion             
Figure 7.11 shows the parallel and transverse expansion of the piezoelectric plate. 
If a voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied to a ceramic element, 
in the direction of the poling voltage, the element will be lengthened (Figure 7.11 (b)). 
If a voltage of polarity opposite to that of the poling is applied, the element will 
become shorter and broader (Figure 7.11 (c)).  
 
                   (a)                                         (b)                                           (c) 
 Figure 7.11 Parallel and transverse expansion of PZT: (a) No voltage is applied; (b) 
A voltage of the same polarity as the poling voltage is applied; (c) A voltage of 
opposite polarity to the poling voltage is applied 
 
The parallel expansion is: 
   33dVT ⋅=∆                                     (7.2) 
where 
    V: the applied voltage;  
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    d33: piezoelectric charge constant (induced polarization in direction 3 (parallel to 
the direction in which the element is polarized) per unit stress applied in direction 3, 
or induced strain in direction 3 per unit electric field applied in direction 3). 
At the same time, there is transverse expansion:  











                                   (7.3) 
where 
    L: the length of the element perpendicular to the direction of polarization; 
    W: the width of the element perpendicular to the direction of polarization; 
    T: the length of the element parallel to the direction of polarization; 
d31: piezoelectric charge constant (induced polarization in direction 3 (parallel to the 
direction in which the element is polarized) per unit stress applied in direction 1, or 
induced strain in direction 1 per unit electric field applied in direction 3).  
 
2. Shear Mode 
When a voltage is applied perpendicular to the direction in which ceramic element 
is polarized, the shear displacement (Figure 7.12) occurs and it is given by:  
15dVx ⋅=∆                                  (7.4) 
where, x is the strain along poling direction, V is the applied voltage and d15 is the 
piezoelectric charge constant (induced polarization in direction 1 per unit shear stress 
applied about direction 2 or induced shear strain about direction 2 per unit electric 
field applied in direction 1).  
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(a)                                         (b)                                           (c) 
 Figure 7.12 Illustration of shear mode of PZT: (a) No voltage is applied; (b) 
and (c) A voltage is applied. 
 
7.3 Further Discussion of PZT Based Surface Profile Adjustment 
In order to reduce the applied electric voltage, it is necessary to analyze the 
parameters that affect the deformation of the slider body. In the following simulation, 
the effect of the gimbal has been considered because the active slider should be 
bonded to the gimbal of the suspension when the slider is flying over the disk. The 
thickness of gimbal is 18 µm and its modulus of elasticity is 180 Gpa. Glues between 
the slider and the PZT, the PZT and the gimbal are also considered. And if it is not 
specified, the thickness and modulus of elasticity of the glue between the slider and 
the PZT are 2 µm and 0.255 Gpa, respectively. And the thickness and modulus of 
elasticity of the glue between the PZT and the gimbal are 2 µm and 0.173 Gpa, 
respectively. The applied voltage is 20 V.  
 
7.3.1 Effect of PZT Thickness 
To obtain a maximum flying height adjustment, the PZT thickness in an active 
slider should be optimized. The relationship between the changes of the crown and the 
camber with the PZT thickness is simulated and the result is shown in Figure 7.13. It 
is observed that the changes of the crown and the camber do not always keep 
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increasing with the increase of the PZT thickness. The largest changes of the crown 
and the camber occur when the PZT thickness is 0.16 mm. This may be explained that 
for an applied voltage, the deformation stroke of the PZT increases when its thickness 
increases. But at the same time, the thickness of the slider body decreases, which 
results in reducing the deformation stroke of the slider. But the differences of the 
changes of the crown and the camber are less than 1 nm when the PZT thickness 
varies from 0.04 mm to 0.16 mm.  
 
Figure 7.13 Effect of PZT thickness on the changes of crown/camber 
 
7.3.2 Effect of Glue between Slider and PZT 
Because there is a large strain in the joint of the slider and the PZT actuator, the 
glue plays an important role in adjusting the surface profile of the air-bearing surface. 
Figure 7.14 shows the relationship of the changes of the crown and the camber with 
the thickness of the glue between the slider and the PZT. The thickness of the slider 
and the PZT are both of 0.15 mm. It can be observed that the changes of the crown 
and the camber drastically decrease with the increase of the glue thickness. So it is 
necessary to make the thickness of the glue between the slider and the PZT as thin as 
possible in the fabrication of the active slider.  
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Figure 7.15 shows the relationship between the changes of the crown and the 
camber and the changes of the elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and 
the PZT. It can be seen that the changes of the crown and the camber increase with the 
increase of the elasticity modulus of the glue. But the increase is small when the 
elasticity modulus is bigger than 1 Gpa. The glue thickness used here is 2 µm. 
 
Figure 7.14 Effect of thickness of the glue between slider and PZT on the changes of 
crown/camber 
   
Figure 7.15 Effect of elasticity modulus of the glue between slider and PZT on the 
changes of crown/camber 
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7.3.3 Effect of Glue between PZT and Suspension 
Figure 7.16 shows the effects of the thickness of the glue between the PZT and the 
gimbal on the changes of the crown and the camber. In the simulation, the thicknesses 
of the slider and the PZT are 0.15 mm. It can be seen that the changes of the crown 
and the camber increase when the glue thickness increases.  
 
Figure 7.16 Effect of thickness of glue between PZT and gimbal on the changes of 
crown/camber 
 
Figure 7.17 Effect of elasticity modulus of glue between PZT and gimbal on the 
changes of crown/camber 
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Figure 7.17 shows the relationship of the changes of the crown and the camber 
with the elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and the PZT. It can be seen 
that the changes of the crown and the camber decrease with the increase of the 
elasticity modulus of the glue. But the increase is very small when the elasticity 
modulus is bigger than 2 Gpa.  
 
7.3.4 Effect of Applied Voltage 
Figure 7.18 shows the simulation results of the slider deformation with the 
changes of applied voltage, where the thickness of the PZT and the slider are both of 
0.15 mm. The thickness and elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and PZT 
are 2 µm and 0.255 Gpa, respectively. The thickness and elasticity modulus of the 
glue between the PZT and gimbal are 2 µm and 0.173 Gpa, respectively.  
 
Figure 7.18 Effect of applied voltage on the changes of crown, camber and flying 
height 
 
It can be observed that the changes of the crown and the camber are almost linear 
with respect to the applied voltage. When the voltage changes from -20 V to 20 V, the 
change of the crown increases from -6.69 nm to 6.69 nm and the change of the 
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camber varies from -3.46 nm to 3.46 nm.  The corresponding change of the flying 
height of the slider shown in Figure 7.3 is also plotted in the figure. The change of the 
flying height varies from -1.33 nm to + 0.92 nm when the applied voltage ranges from 
-20 V to 20 V.  
 
7.4 Experimental Evaluation of the Active Slider for Flying Height 
Control 
The pico slider shown in Figure 7.3 is fabricated with a PZT bonded to the 
backside of the slider body and is utilized for the feasibility study of the “proximity-
on-demand” interface. The slider material is AlTiC (Al2O3/TiC), whose elasticity 
modulus is 390 GPa. The PZT used in the study is produced by Noliac. The material 
properties are listed in Table 7.1. 
 
Table 7. 1 Properties of PZT for analysis 
r,1ε  1800 
13





r,3ε  1800 
33
Es (10-12 m2/N) 23.2 d33 (10
-12
 C/N) 425 
11
Es (10-12 m2/N) 17.0 44Es = 55Es (10-12 m2/N) 43.5 d15 (10
-12
 C/N) 506 
12
Es (10-12 m2/N) -6.60 66Es (10-12 m2/N) 47.1 Density (kg/m
3) 7700 
 
The fabrication processes of the active slider are listed below: 
(1) Fabricate the standard pico slider with required air-bearing surface; 
(2) Reduce its thickness from 0.3 mm to 0.15 mm from backside by dicing; 
(3) Lap the backside to get a smooth surface and reduce stress caused by dicing; 
(4) Bond PZT to the backside of the slider with adhesive (Loctite 420, because its 
viscosity is low, it is relative easy to get thin adhesive layer). The size of the 
PZT is longer than 1.25 mm in order to have some area for electrical 
connection of the PZT actuator; 
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(5) Assemble the active slider onto a suspension; 
(6) Bond wire for electrical connection of the PZT actuator. 
 
 
Figure 7.19 Fabricated active slider 
 
 
Figure 7.20 Experimental results of adjustment of flying height vs. applied voltage 
 
Figure 7.19 shows the fabricated active slider. Its flying height was tested with the 
industry standard Phase Metrics Dynamic Flying Height Tester, as discussed in 
Chapter 2 (tested at the radius of 20.35 mm, 0° skew angle, and 5400 rpm disk 
rotation speed). The tested flying height for zero potential is 16.8 nm. Figure 7.20 
shows the measurement results of the flying height adjustment. The adjustment of 
flying height gradually increases from –1.1 nm to +1.2 nm with the increase of 
applied electric potential from – 20 V to + 20 V. The bars are the standard deviation 
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of the measurement during the flying height testing. It can be observed that the tested 
results correspond well with the simulation results reported in the previous section.  
 
7.5 Towards More Effective Structure Design for the Active Slider 
The above simulation and experimental results confirm that it is feasible to adjust 
the flying height with a PZT bonded on the backside of the slider body. However, it 
can also be noticed that the required applied voltage of ± 20 V is too high for the 
actual hard disk drive. 
This section discusses how to increase the flying height adjustment with lower 
applied voltage. 
Two approaches can be used to reduce the applied voltage for the active slider: 
One is to modify the air bearing surface design to increase the flying height sensitivity 
to the change of the surface profile (crown). Another approach is to modify the 
structural design of the active slider to increase the slider deformation for a given 
applied voltage. In the following, a structural design is proposed to reduce the applied 
voltage for the active slider.  
 
7 5.1 Structural Illustration  
Figure 7.21 shows another structural design of the active slider. The length, the 
width and the total thickness of the active slider are the same as a standard pico slider. 
Compared with the structure shown in Figure 7.6, a groove is formed on the backside 
of the slider through the width direction. The slider is bonded to the PZT, and then the 
PZT is bonded to the suspension. Figure 7.22 shows the deformation of the active 
slider when a voltage potential is applied to the PZT.  
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Figure 7.21 Improved structure of the active slider 
 
Figure 7.22 Deformation illustration of the active slider 
 
7 5.2 Parameter Analyses 
For the structure in Figure 7.21, there are two more parameters that affect the 
deformation of the slider body: the groove width and depth (L and H in the figure, 
respectively). For simplicity, the structure shown in Figure 7.6 is denoted as structure 
I, and the design shown in Figure 7.21 is denoted as structure II.  
In the following simulation, if it is not specified, the thicknesses of the PZT and 
the slider are taken to be 0.15 mm, the groove width and depth are 0.6 mm and 0.08 
mm, respectively, the thickness and elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider 
and the PZT are 2 µm and 0.255 Gpa, respectively, while the thickness and elasticity 
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modulus of the glue between the PZT and the gimbal are 2 µm and 0.173 Gpa, 
respectively. The applied voltage is 20 V. 
Similarly to the last section, the parameters’ effects on the changes of the 
crown/camber are simulated in the following. 
 
1. Effect of PZT Thickness 
The relationship of the changes of the crown and the camber with the PZT 
thickness is shown in Figure 7.23. It is observed that the change of the crown 
decreases dramatically with the increase of the PZT thickness. When the thickness of 
PZT increases from 0.04 mm to 0.2 mm, the change of the crown reduces from 32.9 
nm to 7.7 nm. On the other hand, the change of the camber is negligible.  
 
Figure 7.23 Effect of PZT thickness on the changes of crown/camber 
 
2. Effect of the Groove Width and Depth 
The groove’s parameters will affect the deformation of the slider when the PZT 
expands or shrinks. Figure 7.24 shows the relationship of the changes of the crown 
and the camber with the groove width changes. The thicknesses of the slider body and 
the PZT are both of 0.15 mm. It can be observed that increasing the groove width can 
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increase the change of the crown, while decrease the change of the camber. Both of 
these are helpful to increase the change of the flying height.  
Figure 7.25 shows the effect of the groove depth on the changes of the crown and 
the camber. Results suggest that increasing the groove depth can increase the change 
of the crown. The change of the crown ranges from 7.03 nm to 19.36 nm when the 
groove depth increases from 0.02 mm to 0.16 mm. But the crown change becomes not 
that sensitive to the further increase of the groove depth when increasing beyond 0.14 
mm. On the other hand, the effect of the groove depth on the change of the camber is 
negligible.  
 
Figure 7.24 Effect of groove width on the changes of crown/camber 
 
Figure 7.25 Effect of groove depth on the changes of crown/camber 
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3. Effect of the Glue between Slider and PZT 
Figures 7.26 and 7.27 show the changes of the crown and the camber with the 
changes of the thickness and elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and the 
PZT, respectively. It can be observed that reducing the thickness and increasing the 
elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and the PZT can increase the 
changes of the crown and the camber. But the effect of the elasticity modulus of the 
glue becomes negligible when the elasticity modulus is larger than 2 GPa.  
Comparing the results shown in Figures 7.14 and 7.15, the effects of the glues on 
the changes of the crown and the camber are similar, but the glue’s effects of the 
structure II (the grooved structure) is much smaller than those of the structure I (non-
grooved structure). This is because that the contact areas of the glue in the structure II 
are smaller than those in the structure I, which reduces the effects of the glue on the 
deformation of the slider.   
 




Figure 7.27 Effect of elasticity modulus of the glue between slider and PZT on the 
changes of crown/camber 
 
4. Effect of the Glue between PZT and Suspension 
The relationship of the changes of the crown and the camber with the changes of 
the thickness and elasticity modulus of the glue between the PZT and the gimbal are 
shown in Figures 7.28 and 7.29, respectively. It is shown that increasing the thickness 
and reducing the elasticity modulus of the glue between the PZT and the gimbal can 
increase the changes of the crown and the camber. But the change of the camber is 
very small.  
Comparing the results to those shown in Figures 7.16 and 7.17, the effects of the 
glue between the PZT and the gimbal on the changes of the crown and the camber are 
similar, but the effects of the glue of the structure II is a little bigger than those of 
structure I, especially the effect on the change of the crown, which is helpful to 
increase the adjustment of the flying height.  
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Figure 7.28 Effect of thickness of glue between PZT and gimbal on the changes of 
crown/camber 
 
Figure 7.29 Effect of modulus elasticity of glue between PZT and gimbal on the 
changes of crown/camber 
 
5. Effect of Applied Voltage 
Figure 7.30 shows the changes of the crown, camber and the flying height with 
respect to the applied voltage. Here, the thickness of the PZT is 0.1 mm and the width 
and depth of the groove are 0.6 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively, the thickness and 
elasticity modulus of the glue between the slider and the PZT are 2 µm and 0.255 Gpa, 
respectively, while the thickness and elasticity modulus of the glue between the PZT 
and the gimbal are 2 µm and 0.173 Gpa, respectively.  
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It can be observed that the changes of the crown and the camber are almost linear 
with respect to the applied voltage. When the voltage changes from -20 V to +20 V, 
the change of the crown increases from -16.31 nm to +16.31 nm and the change of the 
camber only varies from -1.18 nm to +1.18 nm.  The corresponding change of the 
flying height of the slider shown in Figure 7.3 is also plotted in the figure. It is shown 
that the change of the flying height varies from -3.38 nm to + 3.83 nm when the 
applied voltage changes from -20 V to +20 V.  
 
Figure 7.30 Effect of applied voltage on the changes of crown, camber and flying 
height 
 
Comparing the results shown in Figures 7.18 and 7.30, it can be concluded that 
with the same applied voltage of -20 V ~ +20 V, the change of the flying height of the 
structure II (grooved structure) is much larger than the change of the structure I (non-
grooved structure). For structure II, an applied voltage range from -7 V to +7 V is 
enough to obtain the change of the flying height at voltage range of -20 V to 20 V of 
the structure I. This is because that the groove in the structure II can increase the 
change of the crown, while reduce the change of the camber with the same 
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deformation of the PZT. Another factor is that the groove in the structure II can 
reduce the effects of the glue between the slider and the PZT.  
 
7. 6 Summary 
In this chapter, an active slider design for “proximity-on-demand” interface was 
explored. A PZT bulk material was used as a micro-actuator to control the 
deformation of the slider (crown and camber), and thus to adjust the flying height of 
the slider. Simulations were carried out to investigate the parameters’ effect on the 
deformation of the actuator. Slider prototyping and testing results confirmed the 
feasibility of such an adjusting technology.  
An improved structure of the active slider was proposed in order to reduce the 
applied voltage, where a groove was made across the slider back side in the width 
direction. Results suggest that grooved slider structure was of significantly increased 
amount of crown change, thus of the flying height adjustment, for the same voltage 
applied to the PZT actuator.  
The main advantage of using a PZT to control the surface profile of the slider to 
adjust the flying height is that the structure is very simple to fabricate based on the 
standard slider fabrication process. And utilizing the improved structure (grooved 
structure), it was able to reduce the applied voltage in the range of -7 V ~ 7 V to 
obtain the flying height adjustment of ±1 nm.   
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
This thesis work is focused on the understanding and solution exploration of the 
key technology challenges for achieving extremely small head-disk spacing so as to 
further increase the information storage density of modern magnetic hard disk drives.  
The areal density of the magnetic hard disk drive during the thesis work period is 
about 100 Giga-bit per square inch. The work conducted during this thesis work 
period targeted at exploring technologies to reduce the head disk spacing to 2~4 nm 
level and push the areal density towards 1000 Giga-bit per square inch (or 1 Tera-bit 
per square inch).  
The major areas of focus of this thesis include technology exploration to minimize 
the flying height modulation caused by disk waviness, technologies to reduce flying 
height variation under various possible working altitudes, understanding and 
exploration of technologies to improve loading performance at extremely low flying 
height, nano-actuator technology for future flying height control and so on.  
It is important to minimize the flying height modulation caused by disk 
morphology in order to push technology towards 3 nm flying height. Starting from 
investigating the mechanism of the flying height modulation caused by disk 
morphology, this thesis investigated the relationship between air-bearing design and 
flying height modulation. The dynamic response of slider-air bearing designs was 
investigated. An analytical model was developed and the close-form frequency 
response function was derived to evaluate waviness following ability of the slider. 
The analytical results showed that higher stiffness, damping ratio and smaller distance 
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between transducer position and the air bearing force center of the trailing pad could 
induce better waviness following ability of the slider. Optimization was also 
conducted to optimize the pad locations and sizes to minimize the flying height 
modulation caused by disk waviness. Based on these analytical and optimization 
results, a three-pad air-bearing surface design was developed successfully. The 
evaluation results showed that new understanding and new technologies proposed in 
this thesis lead to new slider design which is of much better waviness following 
ability when compared with any slider designs available in the public domain.    
Normally, the flying height drops when the slider flies from lower to higher 
altitude, due to different air molecule density which leads to the change of the air 
bearing force. It is important to develop strategies and technologies to minimize the 
flying height change caused by working altitude, especially when the flying height is 
around 3 nm only and the allowed maximum flying height change is merely 0.3~0.5 
nm. Systematic investigations on the relationship between altitude, air-bearing force 
on different parts of air bearing surface, and possible air bearing designs were 
conducted in this thesis. Both the force reductions and the moment reductions tend to 
reduce the pitch angle and the gap flying height when the slider flies from lower to 
higher altitude. But the reduction of the pitch angle cannot compensate for the 
reduction of the gap flying height, which leads to the reduction of the gap flying 
height. A model was used to study the effects of the changes of the forces and 
moments on the gap flying height changes due to altitude, and strategies of air bearing 
surface design to reduce the flying height sensitivity to altitude were proposed. The 
understandings were applied to the design of the altitude insensitive slider. Results  
from computer modeling indicate that the designed altitude insensitive slider makes 
the flying height change negligible at the targeted altitude range.  
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A multi-negative force zone air-bearing surface, with one negative force zone is in 
the middle of the air-bearing surface and two more negative force zones in the trailing 
half of the slider body, was proposed to achieve smooth head-slider loading onto the 
disk surface. Based on the fact that deeper etching depth of the base recess can 
shorten the build-up time of the negative air-bearing force, simulation results 
suggested that deeper etching depth in the negative force zones in the trailing palf of 
the slider can smooth the loading process of the slider. Investigations confirmed that 
the proposed triple-negative pressure zone approach could achieve satisfying loading 
performance by proper arrangement of recess depth. The results of computer 
modeling showed that sliders designed under such a technology are of obvious 
advantage in achieving smooth head loading and stable flying status. 
A mechanism to realize “proximity-on-demand” interface was proposed which 
utilizes a PZT to adjust the curvature (crown and camber) of the air bearing surface, 
thus to adjust the flying height. Slider prototyping and testing results confirmed the 
feasibility of such an adjusting technology. An improved structure of the active slider 
was also proposed in order to reduce the applied voltage. Results suggested that this 
improved slider structure is highly effective in terms of reducing the applied voltage 
to the range of -7 V~7 V to obtain the flying height adjustment of ±1 nm, which is 
enough to achieve “proximity-on-demand” interface for flying height of 2~4 nm. The 
proposed flying height adjusting structure slider is very simple and easy for 
fabrication by the standard slider fabrication process.  
Testing technology is of great importance for such ultra-low flying height systems. 
Calibration parameters were carefully selected and an optical constant averaging 
method was developed to improve the testing accuracy in flying height testing process. 
The experimental studies of the flying height modulation and long-term flyability 
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were conducted with sliders of flying height around 3.5 nm. Results showed that 
ultra-low flying height could be achieved with satisfying flyability and robustness.  
 
The future research activities may be aimed to further increase the area density, 
say 5~10 Tera-bit per square inch.  The flying height would be further reduced to less 
than 3 nm, which pushes the head disk interface technology towards intermittent 
contact or contact recording. With such extremely low flying height, the flying height 
testing would become more difficult. And many factors, such as intermolecular force 
and lubricant effects on the flying stability and head disk interface interactions must 
be taken into account.  
Thus the future works may be focused on the following aspects: 
When the flying height reduces to lower than 3 nm, flying height testing 
would become a critical issue. The calibration process will become more and 
more difficult using unload technology to capture the minimum and maximum 
intensity of the calibration curve, because the intermittent contacts and the 
lubricant effects will deteriorate the smooth unload process and affect the 
repeatability of the calibration. Thus new calibration methods would be 
needed to improve the repeatability and accuracy of the calibration process for 
the flying height testing. Averaging of the optical constants on air bearing 
surface can improve the flying height testing accuracy around the testing point. 
But still it may be needed to capture the optical constants at every point on air 
bearing surface, thus to compensate the effects of optical constants on the 
testing flying height.   
No matter for intermittent contact or contact recording technology, the surface 
wear would be the major concerns with ultra small head disk spacing. Nano-
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actuator would be an approach to significantly reduce the head-disk contact 
and surface wear. Now nano-actuators are focused on the flying height 
adjustment to increase the linear density or adjusting the head-arm or 
suspension to adjust the head positioning to increase the tracking density. 
These two adjusting technologies are separate. In the future work, if these two 
kinds of nano-actuators can be combined together, the movements in the 
flying height and tracking directions can be adjusted at the same time. Thus 
can increase both the linear and tracking density. 
With head disk spacing smaller than 3 nm, many factors which can be 
negligible with higher flying height must be taken into account. The 
intermolecular force between the air bearing surface and disk surface would 
become a critical issue when the head disk spacing reduces to a molecular 
level. Another aspect is to reduce the lubricant effects, such as lubricant 
modulation, depletion and transfer from the disk surface to air bearing surface, 
on the interface stability and robustness. 
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